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SUlU,IARY 

The contribution of sociology to the organisational design 

of school systems has not cmerr,cd as an area of study in this 

(ii) 

country. This dissertation contends that the theoretical ideas, 

concepts, and research findinr,s of sociolog'y have a direct 

application to the tasks of schools by alerting educators to some 

of the conditions which may be the source of educational pro;'lems. 
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1. 

INTRODUCTION 



2. 

The organisational desi~n of educational systems kas not 

emerged as an area of study in this country and fm{ students have 

turned their attention to the sociological study of schools as 

organisations. This is due to the lacIt of trained sociologists in 

schools, colle~es of education, and institutes of education in "hich 

it is assumed that this study "ould be most likely to take place, and 

to the recent origin of the sociological study of organisations. 

This study will concentrate upon the use of valid knowledge in 

the desicn of educational systems and on one of the avenues, teaching, 

through "hich this knowledge will be diffused to those involved in 

school systems of education. It \{ill not deal with the sociologist 

in the role of consultant or adviser on specific organisational 

problems, \{ith the probll'ms of collaborative relationships between 

sociologists and their clientele in the educational system, nor "ith 

the use of specific strategies to effect organisational change. 

These processes are recognised as "precarious" in other organisational 

settin~s in which sociologists have been involved as consultants or 

advisers. (Clierns and ClarId. Insights will be offered into 

circumstances and conditions which deserve consideration in dealing 

with educational problems and some su!!,{!estions \{ill be put fOl'l{ard to 

deal with the consequences of proposed educational innovations. 

The study will indicate that the limited perspectives and 

commonsense orientations of administrators and educators, although 

supported by a r,reat deal of practical experience, do not alert them 

to many of the structural features of schools \,hich may be associated 

with pressing educational problems. The insights whieh educationists 

get are fragmentary and need to be fitted into a comprehensive 

picture of social interaction in the school. It will be argued that 

the sociological perspective will sensitize educators to the structurel 

features of school systems which could be the source of educational 



problems. This should lead to the anticipation of organisational 

problems, and to some of the consequences which ,,rill be most likely to 

occur with the introduction of planned educational innovations. 

Left unanticipated these consequences could undermine planned schemes 

to improve educational practice. 

The consequences of planned change were noted in a number of 

infornal talks \1ith headmasters in the initial stages of the formulation 

of this study. It was discovered that planned changes in educational 

practice, such as the introduction of tea~ teaching into schools, 

had met ,11th a number of unanticipated consequences. Team teaching 

in these cases required the co-operation of a number of members of 

staff from different subject departments to teach a large number of 

children, a strategy ',hich allOl,ed greater flexibility in the use of 

teaching staff, and in the organisation of teaching groups. 

Opposition was met from both teachers and heads of subject departments 

who advanced sound pedagogical reasons for their resistance. 

Sociologically it might be construed that a change of this type which 

cut across subject barriers ,,.ould result in the disruption of 

existing clique and po\{er structures. Explanations of a pedagogical 

or sociological nature, ho\{ever, do not conceal the fact that schools 

as organisations have certain structural features ,,.hich precipitate 

this type of problcm. The staff on the onc hand claimed a high degree 

of autonomy in determining the "ay in "hich specific subjects should 

be taught, a situation which affected both the headmaster's control 

of classroom activities, and the sequential co-ordination of teaching 

tasks. The professional status of the teachers collided with the 

authority of the headmaster and many of the schemes for team teaching 

were implemented in a modified form. 

This study has t\{O main objectives. Firstly, to indicate that 

there is a role for sociology in the organisational desir,n of school 



systems, although the intellectual basis of this Imrk will be limited 

to the examination of the structural features of school systems. 

Secondly, to demonstrate that the sociological perspective I~ill offer 

insights into circumstances and conditions I'hich deserve consideration 

when dealing with educational pro!':lems. 

It is further proposed that those who are involved in teaching 

this aspect of sociology in colle~es of education and in institutes 

of education who use the findings of sociological enquiry, must do 

so Id th some knowledge of the complexity of the sociological 

enterprise. They should be aware of the potentialities and 

limitations of the logic and techniques of sociological enquiry. 

The infonned use of these findings will lead to a more objective 

comprehension of the structural featul'es of school systems which 

penetrates beyond superficial understanding. This is particularly 

important where theoretical ideas and concepts are taken from other 

organisational spheres. These must be interpreted with some 

knowledge of the original purpose of these studies and the theoretical 

assumptions upon which they ,;ere based. 

Chapter onc revie"s the seope of the resources and the roles of 

sociologists in the orrranisational design of school systems. The 

extent of research in the sociology of education is examined and 

reasons are offered for the limited' front on "hich research has 

developed. Due to the paucity of research findings which describe 

the organisational features of school systems, it is suggested that 

sociological stUdies which have been carried out in other organisational 

spheres, tor;ether ,,,ith sociological ideas and concepts central to 

sociological enquiry, provide a hody of valid Imowledge on which to 

base orrranisational desic;n. This chapter also briefly outlines the 

different roles the sociologist may play in this design, lihilst the 

remaining chapters concentrate on the use of sociolo~ical findings in 



one of these roles, teaching. 

Chapter tl>'O examines some of the theoretical and empirical 

approaches to the sociological study of the school some of which 

base their I>'ork upon the sociological approach of organisational 

theory. Two of the features which emerge are the limited scope of 

the findings, and the lack of a distinctive theoretical franelmrk 

on which to study the school. This chapter indicates the need to 

develop a framel>'ork on which to order existing research, one "'hich 

abstracts the structural features of schools in a systematic and 

comprehensive "ay. 

Chapter three scrutinises one of the most comprehensive studies 

carried out in the school in this country. It combines the skills 

of the sociologist with the perspective of the educationist. A1thou;;h 

this investigation did not attempt to study the school comprehensively, 

it has many important consequences for the organisational design of 

school systems. It describes some of the structural features and 

functional problems of the school, and some organisational strategies 

to increase its effectiveness. This study does not offer a comprehensiv, 

framel>'orlt on which to study the school. This is the objective of the 

next chapter. 

Chapter four explores tl:e usefulness of the systems theoretical 

approach contained in the worlc of Ta1cott Parsons to facilitate this 

development. There is no doubt about its comprehensiveness, both as 

a means of ordering existingstUdie~ and as a useful analytical tool 

, .. hich identifies some of the structural features of tho school. 

Chapter five enquires into the social context of the school. 

Effective study of the school lies in placing it in relation to its 

immediate social context. This chapter isolates selected aspects of 

the community social structure and indicates their possible effects 

upon educational values. 



CHAPTER ONE 

RESOURces ANU ROLES OF SOCIOLOGISTS IN TIlE 

ORGANISATIONAL DI~SIGN OF SCHOOL SYSTENS. 

6. 



7. 

The sociologist has at his disposal a number of intellectual 

resources "hicb can be used in a variety of roles in the organisational 

desisn of school systems. Tile first part of this chapter will 

indicate that these resources have been limited by the lack of trained 

sociologists interested in carrying out empirical research in the 

sociology of education in general and in schools in particular. 

It will be argued that sociological stUdies carried out in other 

organisational spheres, together with sociological concepts and 

ideas which are the basis of all sociological enquiry, can be 

adopted to provide insights into the structural aspects of school 

systems '<hich have not received systcmatic attention. The second 

part will briefly describe four roles which sociologists can play 

, 

in the organisational design of school syste!:1s. It will be 

emphasized that in the teaching role sociologists can mal~e a valuable 

contribution in alerting educators to organisation and com.":1unity 

lirured sources of educational problems. 

1. INTnLECTUAL RESOURCI:S OF SOCIOLOGY IN Tn:o: ORGMiISATIONAL DESIGN 

OF SCHOOL SYSTENS. 

a. The Scope of Central P.esearch Findings in the Sociology of 

Plducation. 

In Great Britain, sociologists' enquiries in the field of education 

have been dominated by social enquiry and docu",entation which dates 

baclr to the '<GrIt of Booth (Taylor, 1906, p. 185). Sociologists have 

tended to investigate problems of social sisnificance, a strategy 

not without valuo overtones. In fact Floud and I1alsey suggest that 

the socialist influence still.remains a strong source of inspiration 

for the selection of pro)Jlems '<Grthy of investigation (p. 167). 

This has resulted in the scope of' the sociology of education being 

largely limited to the survey of the relationship bet\,een educational 

opportunity and patterns of social stratification and social mobility 
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at societal level (Glass), and differential educational opportunity 

and patterns of social selection and social differentiation at 

insti tutional level (Floud, llalsey and llartin). This \{ork has been 

mostly undertal.en by professional sociologists interested in the 

relationship bet,{een the educational system and the structural features 

of society, although in recent years the studies carried out by 

official committees has produced much valuable ",ork in the relationship 

bet"een education and society, "ork supported by the empirical 

findings of both sociologists and psychologists. The ,;ork of 

Plol{den "as onc example of the use made of sociolo{;ists and 

psychologists. The "ork of Plol"den was one example of the use made 

of sociological techniques of a survey nature in the development of 

a more objective, empirical approach to the study of educational 

problems ("Plowden Report"). 

Another reason for the development of this area of interest I{oS 

the increased iJ:lportance of education in the identification and 

training of talent (Floud, p. 523). Changes in the occupational 

structure, the increase in demand for professional and J:lanagerial 

personnel, and the process of rlifferential fertility, had contributed 

to the necessity of increasing educational opportunity and to the 

development of a closer link bet"een schools and the occurdional 

structure. This ",as reflected as far back as 1944 I{hen the Education 

Act of that year initiated the development of education according to 

"ac;e, aptitude, and ability'~ and made an important contribution to 

the development and training of talent in an attempt to provide a 

more hir,hly skilled occupational community. (1) 
---------------------------------------------------------------------
(1) This argument, although plausible and rational, \{ould be difficult 

to prove or disprove and savours of economic determinacy. The 

Act \1as influenced by a number of social, educational and political 

factors as ,{ell as econor-lic factors. ~liller, in his study, 

"Values in the Comprehensive School", described many of these in 

detail. 
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These factors offer some justification for the scope of research 

in the sociology of education. They have made ir:Jportant contributions 

to the development of nation-wide statistics of the relationship 

between school systems and the structural features of society, and 

the findings may have been influential at national policy formation 

level. At school level they have provided fC\~ insights of a 

practical nature to the educational practitioner. Concentration 

upon educational problems of national significance has impaired the 

development of a closer understanding of the social structure and· 

social context of the school to analyse how these enhance or retard 

educational performance. T1ecent work has devoted more attention to 

the organisational features of school (1) and community life (2), but 

no onc has attempted to study empirically the sociology of the school 

in a comprehensive manner. Information regarding the internal 

structure and the social context of different types of schools is 

still relatively laclting in substance. 

(1) Some reasons for the limited scope of the sociologY of education 

This brief review of the sociological interest in the field of 

education indicates that interest in social problems of national 

significance has deflected interest from educational problems at school 

level. However, there is evidence to sugr;est that this narrow field 

of interest is also due to the shortage of sociologists whoo.u:e;·,:.,.t 

professionally interested in the field of education as such. Lacl( 

of trained sociologists in organisational settings such as schools, 

colleges of education, and institutes ot education, where it is assumed 

interest in the sociology of education is most likely to occur, hft'; 

restricted the scope of research by sociologists. Two reasons may 

account for this. (a) In Great Dritain this may be traced to the 

later development of sociology as a university discipline (Taylor, 

1966, p. 179). 

---------------------------------------------------------------------
(1) c.f., chapters t\~o and three of this dissertation. 
(2) c.f., chapter five of this dissertation. 
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(b) This may also be explained by the 10lf prestige of sociology of 

education as a sub-field of sociology. Gross, reviewed the situation 

in America and suggested three factors which "ere related to the 

lack of prestige of the sociolo~ of education, SOr.le of "bich may 

apply to this country. Onc related to the poor quality of research 

studies ',hich liere characterised by description rather than analysis, 

stUdies lihich did not meet the minimal nethodological standards of 

sociologicnlresearch. . (.1) These have yielded few hypotheses of 

sociological significance. Another related to the exhortative and 

normative nature of. the Dtudies which came under the heading "educational 

sociology" (2). These night have had their place in education but 

they were not acceptable as sociological studies. The third factor 

identified the lo,{ prestige of university education departments "hich 

ranked low in the academic hierarchy, and did not attract graduates in 

a subject "hose parentage "as still suspect (Gross, 19G5, pp. 128-129). 

These reasons, although valid, may conceal a more fundamental 

difference bet"een sociolo~ and education, a difference reflected in 

the criticism that the literature "hich comes under the rubric 

"educational sociolo~" is nornative and exhortative, and does not 

meet the minimal methodological standards of sociolo~ical·enquiry. 

Assuming that there are conceptual and methodological inadequacies 

in the ~resent approach called educational sociology, is there any 

further basis for the distinction bet',een educational sociolo~ and 

the sociology of education? I,hat are the differences between 

educational and sociological enquiries? 
---------------------------------------------------------------------
(1) This criticism Ims supported by llanks ',ho sur,gested that the 

techniques of educational sociolo~ have remained at a primitive 
level, and that basic concepts and methodology have been ignored 
(llanks, p. 8.) 

(2) The term "educational sociology" has its origin in the United 
states of Ar.lerica "here it plays a part in the training of 
intending teachers. In this country "here it is being included 
in colleges of education it is being adopted ,·lith the normative 
characteristics of the study in America (Tnylor, 10GG, p. 101). 
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Education and sociolot]Y - The basic difference .bet'ieen education and 

sociology relates to the difference between normative and empirical 

enquiry: That is the development of the theory of practical 

activities and the theory of science. Educatibnal theory is related 

to practice and is lmowledge pursued to determine practical activities. 

Sociology as a science is directed towards a "body of interconnected 

propositions (hypotheses, generalisations) concerned with a particular 

problem area and neunt to account for the empirical facts in it" 

(Nadel, p. 1). The distinction bet",een scientific theory and the 

theory of practical activities "is the traditional distinction bet",een 

Imo"'ledge that is organised for the pursuit of Imowledge and the 

understanding of our. experience, and ImO\dedge that is organised 

for determining some practical activity" (Uirst, p. 40). 'fo conceive 

of educational theory as essentially scientific in nature is to 

misrepresent the function of each tyPe of theory. They use different 

conceptual framc",orks and have different forms of validation for 

their propositions. 

The frametmrlt employed by the sociologist is abstract and 

selective. Sociologists in the "pure" sense test hypotheses related 

to SOCiological theory to build up lmo",ledge and understanding of 

sociological phenomena. The propositions he tests are usually 

related to a limited number of variables "'hich have been selected for 

their fruitfulness in testing propositions. Its justification 

rests upon its ability to produce generalisations about sociological 

phenomena ",hlch accounts for or predicts observations to be made. 

Educational theory deals \>'1 th concrete situations in ",hiclt many 

variables must be talten into account which have relevance for 

educational practice. It tal,es note of the multidimensional 

factors '<hicb impinge upon educational practice, and consequently 

takes note of variables from a variety of associated fields including 
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sociology, psychology, philosophy and so on. Although each of 

these fieltls has its olm unique criteria for the development of its 

particular body of lmOl-lledr;e, the incorporation of any group of 

findings fror.t these associated fields will depend upon its relevance 

for the development of educational theory, or for the solving of 

educational problems. The educationist is less interested in the 

nature of enpirical research than in its relevance for rationally 

defensible principles of practice (nirst, p. 48). It logically 

relates bodies of knowledge from different fields of enquiry in 

order to justify its principles. These principles stand or fall 

on critical examination of the validity of the knowledge contributed 

by the different disciplines, and on the rationale for the 

incorporation of any group of findings. Educational theory is 

justified sir.lply by producing reasons of an empirical, philosophical, 

or other logical kind. 

But educational theory goes beyond J:lCrely determining the means 

that are available to achieve the development of principles of 

practice (lIirst, p. 52). Its principles state lihat ought to be done 

in educational practice. Educational theory depends upon making 

value jUdgements of what exactly is to be aimed at in educational 

practice. Sociology provides information of a sociological nature 

on \;hich decisions of a practical nature are formulated, but these 

decisions are taken in recor;nition of the other non-sociological 

variables "hich have a bearing en the educational problem. It is 

spurious to believe that the theory of practical activities is based 

purely upon the findin~s of sociological research. The justification 

for the incorporatioil of the finc1ings of sociology relate to its 

relevance for practical problems. 

test of scientific research. 

These findings must stand the 

Assuming that this is a valid basis for the distinction betl;een 
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education and sociology, that is the distinction between empirical 

and normative enquiry, (i), is there a further basis for the distinction 

between educational sociology and the sociology of education? 

Educational sociolocry and the sociology of education - noth in 

America and Great Britain there is some disagreement and confusion 

over the nature of educational sociology and the sociology of education. 

Jensen noted the degree of divergence about what educational sociology 

is or should be. !le reviewed the studies of both educationists and 

sociologists in this field and identified educational sociology from 

six different perspectives. Educational sociology as a means of 

achieving social progress, as a means of determining aims and objectives 

of education, as an aid to curriculum development, as a means of 

analysing the socialisation process, as a means of analysing the 
---------------------------------------------------------------------
(1) The present writer does not accept the point of vie,~ that the 

contribution of sociology to the study of educational problems 
need involve the sociologist in value jUdgements. This is part 
of the basis of the criticism of the normative approach of the 
stUdies "hich carry the rubric educational sociology. One 
sociologist suggested that there ,~as a need to join normative and 
empirical enquiry, but he '''as careful to differentiate bet,,,cen 
the sociologist and his responsibility as a scientist devoted to 
the detached pursuit of Imo,,,ledge, and the sociologist in the role 
of educationist in "hich he ,ms committed to the development of 
.. hat should and "hat should not be done in educational practice. 
In this role he no longer estimated potential but \{orked for 
conditions to bring about its full use. As an educationist he 
was forced to face normative problems, to understand changes 
taking place around him, and to evaluate these changes and to 
aet for or against them. lIe made a plea for the sociologist 
to be aware of these chanr,es so that his contribution to the 
development of education "ould be enlivened by an a,,.areness of 
changing social structures (IIansen, 1963). There is doubt 
that the sociologist "ill, in fact, be value free in the 
selection of the problems he considers important, for the mere 
selection indicates a scale of values. It is quite legitimate 
for the sociologist to make use of his specific approach to 
the study of society and to evaluate chanGes taking place, 
providing he makes explicit his o'm particular set of values, 
and does not allo,,, these to intrude into his analysis. 
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relationship bet"een the school and the cOmr.lunity, and as the study 

of social interaction within the school (pp. 1-10). 

Danks suggested that the t,{O teI'l'ls have been used interchangeably 

and that the dissatisfaction with the old approach and ne'{ developr.!ents 

'{ere bringing the study of education baclt into departments of sociology. 

It had become customary to refer to the sociology of education 

rather than the "old suspect" term educational sociology (1968, p.B). 

She made no further distinction between the terms except by indicating 

that the sociology of education "as no more or less than the 

application of sociological perspectives to the study of educational 

systems. 

Taylor in keeping ,d th the previous ,~i ter' s analysis suggested 

that educationists and sociologists employed different perspectives. 

The sociologist "as interested in education because it '{as one of 

the central institutions of society. and studied educational 

organisations, curricula, and teaching methods, to understand the 

structure and function of these organisations, and how young people 

"ere inducted into full membership of them. lIe indicated that the 

educationist was interested in the contribution of sociological 

studies to the practical business of educating. llhen the educator 

undertook sociological research it '{as usually ,dth some useful 

purpose in mind (1966, p. 190). 

!lnnsen offered a similar point of view and maintained that the 

sociologist ,{as equipped to focus t<i thin education and termed this 

approach educational sociology. From another perspective, sociology 

could focus on education to understand educators and educational 

insti tutions ,d thin their social and cultural settings and this he 

termed the sociology ot education (1963, p. 313). 

Eminent sociologists, rritish and American, have also viewed 

educational systems as fertile fields in ":hlch to view comparative 
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social structures and dynnmics. Floud and I1alsey suggested that 

a group of sociologists had gro\ffi up since 1945 who hud focussed upon 

education to view problems of a sociological nature and had broken 

a\<uy from the traditional problem-oriented approach of British 

sociology (p. 1G7). Gross maintained a similar viewpoint and 

suggested that educational systems constituted a fertile field for 

sociological research and provided "unique" laboratories in which to 

investigate central sociological problems, such as the structure and 

function of complex organisations, the process of socialisation, the 

study of small groups, and social stratification and social mobility 

(1959, p. 129-130). 

This overvie\{ of some of the differences bet\{een education 

and sociology and educational sociology and the sociology of education 

indicates differences in perspectives bet\,een education and sociology. 

"hen the SOCiologist approaches the study of educational systems he 

must employ the value free orientation of the scientist and his 

investigation must conform to the t:Jethodological standarus required 

of empirical research. (1) 

(H) Four categories of research in the sociology of education (2) 

Frot:J the evidence suggested above research in the sociology of 

education can be divided into four categories:-

Pure basic research - Focussing on educational systems as fertile 

fields in ,,11ic11 to investigate central sociological problems. 
-----------------.---------------------------------------------------
(1) The present study follo\<8 the carlier comment of Danks that the 

sociolor.ical pcrspective is no more or no less tl'an the application 
of the sociological persppctive to the study of educational 
systeMS. educational sociology in its current use appears to 
indicate a normative approach to the study of education. 

(:n These four categories "ere developed by Cherm; in another context. 
lIe naintained that the difference betl<een theoretical and 

< practical acti vi ties "as misconceived. This artu,nent is 
sustained in this present study. 
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1:asic olJjective research - l"ocussinr, Id thin educational syste;;)s to 

understand educator" ancl educational or~anisations Id thin their 

social and cultural settinGs. This area of research attempts to 

iuentify structural features and functional processes of school 

systems without prescribinr: a solution to operational problems. 

Cpcrational Research - Focussing Id thin cducational systems to tacl<le 

on-Goin(; operational prolJlems. 

Action :~escarch - This area of research is not covered by any of the 

previously mentioned sociolOGists, althouGh it was discussed by 

Gross and ~ishI:1an in the "J.!anagc:~ent ot Educational Systems" (p. 33G). 

In Great Dritain the present ,,'riter has no docU'nentary eviuence Iddch 

descritlcs on-going research I{llich "'as constructed to facilitate , 

action, that is, the introduction of planned change and the observation 

of its rcsults. Conse'1uently no infor;"ation is available "hich deals 

with the educational consequences of proposed educational innovations, 

the effectiveness of different strategies to facilitate educational 

chanGe, or the problems of collaborative rela tionships betlmen 

sociolor:ists and edt'cationists involved in operational problems of 

schools. (1) (2) 

In the absence of research carried out in the "action" cater;ory, 

the renaindcr of this section Idll concentrate upon the relevance of 

the othcr t1,ret! in the develop!'1ent of the sociology of euucation. 

(1) This is not strictly true. At least onc sociolo:,ist has indicated 
some of the problems of participant observation of a school class 
at ',ork and, the effect of his intrusion upon the class and tht! 
class teacher. HOI,ever, the study was not constructed as a 
piece of "action· research even nlthough it thro",s some interestinG 
lir,ht on the problem of participall.t"observation in school 
classrooms which arc normally insulatcd fro::! public view. 
C.F. :;arr;rcavcs "Social relations in a Secondary School" (hia 
appt!ndix 1). 

(2) Perhaps sociolor;ists of education sec no place for action research. 
Cnt! investi~ator hoped that his project would provide objective 
information about schools. !fe indicated t!lat action need not 
necessarily follow the research, and that "olearly educational 
decisions of this kind must be ~adc "ithin the teaching 
profession" (King, 19G8!>, p. :5). 
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It will be proposed that each category may have information of 

relevance to the others. Examples l<ill be withdrawn to· portray the 

reciprocity of results of sociological enquiries in educational 

systems. In addition it will be demonstrated that basic sociological 

theory or pure basic research can be developed concurrent with the 

investigation of basic objective research or operational research. 

(a) The reciprocity of the results of research in the sociolofEY of 

education 

Pure basic research - This approach focusam upon educational systems 

as fertile fields in which to investigate central sociological 

questions. Two areas of pure basic research indicate that this 

Imowledge will provide valuable information to operational research 

and to basic objective research. 

Firstly, Gross who viel;ClI education systems as unique laboratories 

in which to test problems of sociological significance, has made 

extensive exploration of role analysis in the school executive 

studies initiated by him at JIarvard in 1952 (Gross, Hason, and 

!lcEachern 1958; Gross and l1erriott, 1965; Ilerriott and st. John, 

1966). These studies analysed a series of questions of interest 

to those involved in public education. Some of these related to the 

role pressures of school principals who occupied interstitial roles 

and I;ere subject to conflicting expectations from different members 

of their role set including teachers, school board members, parents, 

and pupils. The results of these investigations are a fruitful 

source of information, both in brin~ing a greater understanding of 

the structural featllres of school systems, as I;ell as identifying 

some of the educational problems I;hich are r;eneric to those I;ho 

occupy mediatory roles in formal organisations. 

Secondly, a study has been carried out by Etzioni to facilitate 

comparative analysis of social structures in "hich schools were 
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compared with other organisations. In his comparative analysis of 

"Complex Organisations", Etzioni explored compliance structures in 

different, types of organisations, including schools, to devolop a 

model of different organisational types. Al though his "ork '~as not 

based upon empirical research, he provided so,"e perceptive comparisons 

of schools and other types of organilOations (1). Ilo"ever, educationists 

must recognise t~at to select onc variaLle, compliance, and to 

cOr.1pare compliance structures in different types of or~anir;ations is 

r.1ore of a sociolol;ical strater,y than a statement of reality. This 

strategy may throw some lip,ht on the IOtructural features of schools 

and even sUG'gest the sources of some operational problel'~';. but the 

selection of onc variable ir:nores the importance of others ',hich may 

be involved in the operational problcms of schools. The limitation 

of sociological findinG'S developed in this Hay must be realised. 

Dasic objective researc& - A number of studies have been carried out 

which focussed "ithin educational systems to understand educators and 

educational organisations "ithin their social and cultural settings. 

Chapter t,~o will describe some of these in detail. None deal 

comprehensively t<1 th the er.1pirical study of educational organisations. 

Host deal 1{ith the interaction between teachers and children or 

bett~een children themselves. 1I0t"ever, it may be possihle to 
---------------.-.---------------------------_.----------------------
(1) Etzioni's theoretical scheme must not be confused with the type of 

theoretical development which is linked "ith the formulations, for 
example, of Parsons. They are speciously different. The former 
is developed from a close Imo\lledge of empirical research upon 
"hich the theoretical develepMent depends. The latter is 
constructed in terms of a general theory of social action, that is 
a theory "hich describes in a highly abctract fOrM analytical 
features of society tmich lead to a partial description and 
interpretation of a number of actual occurrences. In fact, 
Parsons, presented a frat:Jework upon "hich existing research studies 
may be ordered, but froM "/hlch it is not possible to construct 
hypotheses derivable from his theory. Etzioni, on the other hand, 
has developed a theory derivable from e,"pirical obser'vntions 
"hich leads to predictive hypotheses. 
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interpret studies from this area of research to provide insights into 

the source of operational problems as ,,,ell as to provide infonnation 

of value to pure basic research. 

possibili tics. 

One study illustrates these t,tIO 

Firstly, Decker carried out a study which focussed upon "The 

Teacher in the Authority System of the Public School" '''hich outlined 

structural features of schools "hich "ere the source of operational 

problems. lIe discovered that "hen dealing with internal matters, 

such as the content of teaching activities, teachers expected the 

headmaster to act as a professional equal and to offer advice on this 

basis. Hhen it came to mediating bet,,,een teachers and parents 

the head~aster "as expected to use his official position of authority 

to protect teachers from interference from outside. Operational 

problems arose '''hen the headmaster failed to use his official position 

tcS deal '\dth discontented parents, or "hen he used his official 

position to determine teaching tasles in the school. Teachers clearly 

distinguished authority based upon expertise and authority based upon 

official position. Doth interfered', Id th their professional 

autonomy and produced operational problems. 

Secondly, Decker's study brouc;ht to the attention of sociologists 

some structural features of schools '''hich could fncili tate comparative 

study and contribute to pure basic research. The incompatiblo 

features of the school system appear to be generic to other 

professional organisations in which authority based upon position 

may be confronted ,d th authority based upon expertise. DIau and 

Scott suggested that organisations ',hich employed social "orkers, 

librarians, nurses and accountants had experienced similar problems 

(p. 64). 

Operational research - Studies "hiclt focus upon specific operational 

problems of schools is the most highly developed area of study in 
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in the study of education. Taylor indicated that these studies 

have been pursued with a normative rather than empirical orientation. 

I1o, .. ever, "here studies have conformed to the canons of scientific 

enquiry they have concentrated upon schools in poor neighbourhoods. 

The notion that the teachers of underprivileged children can "use" 

more sociological Icno\>'!edge than their counterparts in other schools 

was challenged by Taylor. lie suggested that this problem-centred 

approach diverted attention "from the structural contexts within 

,{hich the genesis and nature of such problems can be appreciated 

and without somo Imowledge of which no rational understanding of 

social process can be achieved" (Taylor, 1966, p. 194). Taylor 

appeared to be mru{ing a plea for the development of basic objective 

research to facilitate a closer understanding of the structural 

features of school systems which may be the source of educational 

problems. 

Nevertheless, studies which have focussed upon operational 

problems may provide useful information to basic objective research and 

to pure basic research. Two examples illustrate possible developments. 

Firstly, the study carried out by [mrgreaves has produced 

important information about one structural feature of a school which 

has contributed to the development of an understanding of operational 

problems in schools. The study was initiated to investigate "Social 

nelations in a Secondary School" and exurnined the attitudes and 

behaviour of boys with each other and their teachers. It , .. as 

discovered that the streaming of classes had an effect upon patterns 

of sub-cultural differentiation which prevented the school from 

achieving its academic or social goals. Children in the 10l,er 

streams developed negative steriotypes towards those in the higher 

streams and towards the teaching group. The problem of developing 

"satisfying and co-operative relationships" between streams became an 
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operational problem if the school was to satisfy its social goal. 

It was pointed out in this study that although streaming I~as by no 

neans the only variable that affected social relations and produced 

operational problems, it I~as considered an important structural 

variable which produced operational problems. "Problem oriented" 

stUdies of this type may produce important information about the 

structural features of schools and contribute to basic objective research. 

Secondly, evidence from Gross and Fishman (PP. 347-348) indicated 

that pure basic research may benefit from the unanticipated 

difficulties encountered in empirical research. They reported that 

on several occasions, concepts, theoretical notions, and research 

methods 11ere of little use in investiGating educational questions. 

This experience led to the modification, and in some cases the 

discardinp;, of theoretical ideas based upon assumptions they had held 

about social systems and social relationships. For instance it was 

found that existing theories of social change "ere of little value in 

the examination of the difficulties encountered in introducing ne" 

educational proc:ral'l!'leS into school systems, and that heuristic devices 

were necessary to deal lfith this problem. 

(2) Concurrent developments in research in the sociologY of education 

It has been argued that information gathered from onc area of 

empirical research may have relevance for the others. This is 

particularly important in the development of a closer understanding 

of the structural features of different types of schools, an area of 

research "hich has not attracted the interest of the sociologist. 

Reasons "ere offered to account for the lack of development in this 

area. /.Iuch of the empirical "ork "hich relatcd to school social 

structure "as not constructed to identify structur'al attributes of 

schools, although it has provided infoIT.1ation of SOr.le relevance. 

There is evidence that this may be accomplished as a deliberate 
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upon the nature of the problem. 
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';'he school executive studies previously deGcribetl \'lere formulated 

both. to examine areas of central intereGt to the sociologist in 

role analysis, [md to analyse a series of questionG of interest to 

those involved in public education. The study provideu interesting 

observations reGarding the usefulness of the role concept as an 

o.nalytical tool, which Gross maintained produced few insights of o.ny 

significance to Gociological enquiry. Sociologically it led to the 

reformulation of role as a fumily of SUb-concepts. Educationally 

the study provided a number of useful findings regarding role 

ambiguity and role conflict in the role of the school principal. 

It ',ould be misleading to Guggest that this concurrent 

development could take place on every occasion. l:crton suggested 

that there is "repeateu testimony to the case with "hich this 

relevo.nce for practice and theory can get cut of balance". lIe 

o.dded tho.t "once the objective consequences and the intent of an 

enquiry arc distinguishcu, it becorres evident tho.t the sume question 

may have import for systematic lmowledr,e and for practical use" 

(/!crton, 1D65, pp. xxi-xxii). The reverse may also hold. Questionq 

formulated to increase an understanding of educators or educational 

organisations, or indeed to taeItle an on-going operational problem 

may be formulated with the double rationale as a deliberate strategy. 

The possibility of this \{ill depend upon the nature of the problem. 

For instance the o.nalysis of the school as a complex organisation 

Idll provide information of use to the educator in providing Ili", \{i th 

some clues of the structure and functional processes of different 

types of school. It ,dll also provido useful cornparative material 

of different types of schools and direct attention to "ho.t is 

distinctive o.hout schools o.s ODl>o.nisations. It may o.lso facilitate 



comtn'ative analysis of schools with other types of organisations 

and the development of organisational theory. ,,'hether sociological 

theory can be-fruitfully developed as a deliberate strategy when 

practical operational problems are involved will depend upon the 

nature of the problem. In dealing \dth concrete situations the 

sociologists must take into account those variables which have 

relevance for his proble!:1. It may not be possible to contribute to 

sociological theory as such, although the results of the study will 

Le~portl).nt'eontributions to the area of study termed the sociology 

of education. 

b. ~pheral lIesearch Findinr,-s and the SocioloGY of Education 

So far it has been suggested that the intellectual resources of 

the sociology of education have been limited. Reasons were put forward 

to account for this. The focus of the sociological interest in 

education ~ras delir:lited and indications were made of the potential 

use and relevance of findings carried out in each of the areas of 

research for the development of systet:latic Imo\ilcd(;e and for practical 

use. _ Assuming the maximlmt use of these findings, many areas in the 

sociology of education have received scant attention. For instanco, 

fe\{ stUdies of a sociological nature have been carried out which 

comprehensively analyse the structure and functional processes of 

schools. Those which have emerged have focus sed on some narro\{ aspect 

of school life. (1) Knowledge of the organisational features of 

school systems is fragmentary and discontinuous (nidwell, p. 972). 

This comment about the state of research in America is equally 

applicable to this country. llo\iever, the limited scope of research 
---------------------------------------------------------------------
(1) Some of these studies are analysed in chapters t\{O, three, four 

and five of this dissertation. 
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findings in the sociology of-education may be supplemented from two 

peripheral areas of sociological enquiry. Firstly, sociological 

studies "hich have been carried out in other organisational spheres 

may be usefully employed to provide conceptual schemes and ideas 

\{Ilich will aid the organisational analysis of school systems (1). 

Secondly, where these theoretical frame\1orlts and ideas are poorly 

fornlUlated in other organisational spheres, the sociologist may 

turn to the theoretical concepts and idcas which are the basis of 

all sociolog6eal enquiry (2). 

The intellectual resources of the sociology ot education come 

in three parts (3):-

(i) Central research findings which may be related to theoretical 

formula tions. 

(ii) (a) Peripheral research findings from other organisational 

spheres which may have relevance for educational systems. 

(b) Theoretical ideas and concepts contral to sociolor,ical enquiry. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------
(1) Chapter FiVe mal,es use of a conceptual frrune\,orlc developed for the 

sociological study of the organisation of community life in an 
attempt to develop a comparative frame"ork for the analysis of 
the community context of schools. 

(2) In the absence ot a suitable frame"ork developed in the specific 
sociological approach to the study of organisations, chapter four 
explores the possibility of using general sociological theory to 
study the school as an organisation. 

(3) Gross and Fishman (p. 311) from \{hom these ideas have been 
formulated suggested that the sociologists' intellectual package 
was in four parts. Firstly, the perspectives, theoretical ideas 
and concepts "hich \,ere central to sociological enquiry; secondly, 
the empirical research findings some of which "cre related to 
theoretical formulations; thirdly, the research methods of 
sociology; and fourthlYf the different research skills , .. hi ch 
different sociologists brour,ht to the study of educational problems. 
These are accepted in this thesis "i th thefollo .... ing modifications. 
Firstly, the pers!,ective of sociology \dll be implicit in 
theoretical and empirical formulations rutd is not specifically 
included. Secondly, \,here there is an absence of empirical 
research findings \<hich relate to school systems, it may be 
necessary to make judicious use of research findings from other 
organisational spheres. Thirdly, no specific mention is made of 
research method in the assumption that research must meet minimal 
methodolop;ical standards and that, although sociologists I!!ay 
favour onc method rather than another, rcsearch method in sociolor,y 
must comply \d th the canons of scientific investigation. 



(Hi) Empirical research based on (a) and (b). 

2. T:ffi HOLES OF SOCIOLOGISTS IN TIlE OnGANIS.\TIONAL DESIGN OF 

SCHOOL SYSTm'S 

!laving outlincd the intellectual resources. available to the 

sociologist of education, ho, .. can this knm;!edr:e be utiliseel in the 

desir,n of eelucational syster.1s especially ,;1 th l'er:aru to the 

teaching role? 

S,iift, in a recent bool" sur:r:csted that in Britain the sociologist 

hael begun to play a part in educational systems "as consultant, 

adr.tinistrator, researcher, and teacher (::l\iift, 1!JG9, p. 2). !le did 

not orfer eviuence of the e~tent to "hich the sociolor:ist was 

involved in each of these" roles. llowever, Gross and Fislu:lUn 

(pp. ::;09-::;23) revie'"led the aituation in the Uniteel states of AMerica 

and inlIicateel that soeiolor,ists have 1)(,en involveel in each of these 

four roles to a varying e~tent. 

r"irstly, sociologists have served as consultants to edt!cational 

establishments on specific operational problems Sl!ch as hot{ to 

improve teachers' morale, that is "!low to requests'. They have also 

been involved in infOrMation providing re'luests" such as the 

estimation of the l'r'.rticular merits of a change in t.he school 

curriculmn. These stuelies usually entailed empirical research. 

Secondly, sociologists have served as r,encral consultants in 

"hich they offered advice or sugr:ested ieleas to cope ,d th long term 

educational problems. In contrast to the other conSUltancy role, 

empirical research "as not involved. 

TIIirdly, they have served as full time specialists in educational 

systeMS. Sociologists have been involved in analysin!! system 

prohle~s to identify the dysfunctional aspects of the orGanisational 

arranr;cMents of school systcms in an effort to M::.1:0 thcn More 

efrective. These spccialists have carried out cmpirical research. 



Fourthly. sociologists have been involved as teachers in both 

pre and post training of educational administrators. This role did 

not typically entail empirical research, although teachers could 

carry out research "hich ,,.ould benefit educational systems. 

Sociologists as teachers sensitised educators and educational 

administrators to the organisational and community facts of life to 

try to inculcate a closer understanding of the structural features 

ot school systcrno. 

In this thesis it is recognised that much valuable ,,.ork may be 

carried out in the first three roles, especially in a period when 

educational syste:na arc experiencing a number of planned changes, 

·such as the movement tOHards comprehensivo schooling. It will be 

arGued that in the fourth role, teachinr" the sociologists can make a 

valuable contribution in senaitising educators to organisational and 

cor.r"unity-lin!<ed sources of educational problems. No specific 

suggestions ,dll be put forward to deal with the consequences of 

proposed educational innovations, \>'1th strategies to effect 

orGanisational change, or ,>'1 th specific operational problems which 

are generic to educational systems. 

Sociologists or educationists involved in the pre-or post

training of teachers and administrators and ,,.ho use the findings 

of sociological enquiry must do so with some kno\>'ledge of the 

complexity of the sociological enterprise. T1i~mllst be aHare of 

the potentialities and limitations of the logic and techniques of 

sociological enquiry. Onc sociologist of cducation has pointed out 

that the relevance of the particular findings of sociology "must be 

illuminated by a proper understanding and respect for the nature of 

the sociological contribution" and "by a \dllingness to take what is 

offered on its o\m terMs, and to accept the limitations of the 

evidence that exists" (Taylor, p. 182). 
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The commcnt that there must be "a \dllingness to take \lhat 

exists on its own terr:1s" will depend on the extent of the 

intellectual resources available to the sociologist of education. 

This chapter has shown that these resources r:lay come frot! central and 

peripheral areas of investigation. So far as the central area uas 

concerned it uas suggested that the central body of Imo\dcdge on 

which organisational design will be based may depend upon the 

incorporation of research findings which. were not originally 

produced for this purpose. The absence of information regarding 

the structural features of school systems would necessitate the 

inCorporation of theoretical ideas from peripheral sources. 

Information from other or~anisational spheres tOITether with ideas 

\;hich are central to all sociological enquiry, could provide 

insights into structural featurcs of schools which may be the source 

of educational problems. However, the usefulness of these 

peripheral findings will depend upon some understanding of the 

original purposes of the studies. 

The next chapter \dll rovio\i some of the studies which are 

classified as central resoarch findings to find out to what extent 

they give clues to the structural attributes of schools. 



C U APT ~ R TWO 
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The development of interest in the sociology of the school as 

a relatively self-contained social system has not been undertaken in 

this or in any other country since the publication of I'aller's 

"The Sociology of Teaching" in 1932. This study ,,,as critically 

assessed by \o'aller as dependent upon "systematic "ondering rather 

than highly objective research" (p. 3). Although the school has 

not been studied comprehensively, a nmnber of theoretical models have 

been sw:r;ested to study the school in the round, "'hilst a number of 

empirical investi~ations have adopted an organisational approach to 

study aspects of school life. This chapter revie",s some of the 

studies ",hic11 have been made of the school and particular attention 

is paid to thoee '''hich have adopted an organisational approach. 

A critical examination of the research carried out in the 

organisational analysis of the school reveals that there have been 

fe", significant advances in this central area of sociological research. 

Several reasons can he put for"ard to account for this lack of 

development, some of ',hich have already been advanced to demonstrate 

the lack of research in education per se. Firstly, the different 

perspectives of eociolor,ists and educationists each developing 

different types of theory and testing different types of propositions. 

This point ,;as outlined in detail in the last chapter. Secondly, 

the nature of educational research characterised by description, 

exhortation,and prescription ratLer than objective research. 

the later development of sociology as a discipline which has 

affected the number of recruits to sociolof.:Y. Fourthly, the 

Thirdly, 

problem-oriented approach of Dritish sociologists interested in 

education who have tended to investigate social probleMS of national 

significance. 

The first three re~sons offer sone evidence to account for the 

lacl, of interest 6f sociolor:ists in e,lucation in seneral and in 



schools in particular. It can be assumed that the development of 

a sociological intcrest in the school would be most liltely to occur 

in schools, colleges of education or university departments, where 

there is a lack of trainod personnel. IImvever, this shortage does 

not fully account for the relative absence of research in this area. 

Perhaps the problem centered approach of educationists involved in 

problems of practice, and the soeiologist'sinterest in education as it 

relates to social problems,· have diverted attention to specific 

probleMs ot teaching on the one hand, and probleMs of academic and 

social selection on the other. Althou~h this does not negate the 

importance of this type of "-orI:, it does sucr;cst that the heavy 

emphasis upon proble,"s has directed attention mmy from the cultivation 

ot a greater untlerstandinr::: of the structure and fl!nction of schools 

in which the cenesis of these probleros may be located. 

1. SOI·'fo: SCCIOLOGICAL .u:n EDl.TC.\'rIO~:AL S1'U;nES OF Tlm BenGOL 

Several sociological stUdies have been carried out I,-hich offer 

some useful insir;hts into the plnce of puhlic, grammar, unu secondary 

schools in the social and edl'''"tional system (ranks 1955,· llargreaves\\l.l , 
Hays '1965:, Stevel1s""",,Taylor .1963:, '\-illdnsonl\I4~1\one conceptualised 

the SC'lool as a whole to analyse their structure and functional 

processes. 

r.ducationists, on the other hand, have produced many perceptive 

intcrpretations of the dynamics of individual secondary schools, but 

tllese cannot be terrncu stUdies in the sociology of educution as their 

results depended more upon impression and intuition than upon 

empirical research. (Partridge, Chetl,'ynd). These studies though 

useful to the educational practitioner \~ere normative rathcr than 

el~pirical, inspirational anu hortatory rather than objective and 

impartial. Dlyth, h-ho reviewed studies carried out in primary 

schools in different types of geographically located com:c'unities, 
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suggested that many ot the descriptions ot primary schools had been 

written tor purposes other tloan the detached analysis ot the school. 

For instance,he sensed in the descriptions ot rural primary schools 

"almost an indication that they "ere '>Ti tten for an urban marltet. 

They portray rural education in that slir;htly idyllic, yokellish 

tint "hich tOl<nSMen like" (nlyth, p. 83). 

The reliability ot these studies must remain suspect as it is 

ditficul t to determine "hether they "ere carried out in a detached 

,{ay, the investir:ator making explicit his Ol<n value dispositions, 

or whether their observations "ere consistent ,d th a deeply entrenched 

set of ideas. This type of analysis is speciously different from 

the typo of study undertaken ,dthin the confines of education by 

sociologists ,;ho are involved in the development of educational 

theory. Here the perspectives of socioloo:y are utilised to analyse 

the relevant sociolo[~ical variables and their bearin~~ upon educational 

practice, the results depending upon objectivity and impartiality. 

Normative theory is then designed by educationists "ho mayor may 

not incorporate the results of the empirical investir:ations in their 

educational prescriptions. 

Several approaches to the sociological study of the school have 

been advanced llsing the perspectives of sociology and the more specific 

approach of the sociological study of organisations. The tollo"ing 

four studies have used the sociolOGical perspective to study the 

school. 111e first t"o adopted a descriptive approach \,hich leaves 

the", open to criticism from sociologists, althow~h disco",',endations 

must be tC"'I'ered ,dth the lcno,dedse that they I,ere I1rittcn for an 

audience of educationists. The others employeu a more analytical 

approach identifyinf': structur-al attributes, functional processes, and 

functional problems of schools. 
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A. SIIIP1!AN, 1.'.D., "SCCIOLOGY OF Tlm SCIIOOL". 

Shipman in his book, "Sociology of the school", offered a 

structural-functionalist model, a conflict model, and an organisational 

model on ,;hich to study the school. The structural-functionalist 

model described the culture of the school, the social structure of 

the school, and the processes of socialisation and social control. 

The conflict model cenceived of schools as centres of conflict, 

,,"hilst the organisational model described order and discipline, the 

authority of the teacher, classroom climate and style of teaching. 

These theoretical schemes were not linked in any systematic ,;ay. 

Shipman emphasised the lacI, ef empirical research by illustratint; 

his models with hypothetical examples. This strate[;Y mi~ht be of 

use to the educationist as it helps to identify sociologically 

relevant relationships. From the sociological point of view this 

approach spells out some dangers. Apart from the theoretical 

dangers 'ihich are associated ,dth, and inherent in, the theoretical 

schemes of stnlctural-functionalism and conflict theories, it is 

scientifically imprudent to make speculative observations which are 

in agreement with a theoretical framework, the validity of which has 

still to be demonstrated. (1) 

D. NUSGRAVE, P.l'. "TIIl~ SCHOOL AS AN ORG,\N ISA TION" • 

!·Iusgrave in his bool" "The School as an Organisation", presented 

a simple comparative analysis of Scettish and English schools using 

a frar.!ework from organisational theory. He analysed the goals of 

the British eilucational system, described how these affected ·the 

organisation of the school, and discussed how these organisational 
---------------------------------------------------------------------
(1) }:erton underlined this danger ,;,hen he stated that "despite the 

many volumes dealing with the history of sociological theory •••• 
sociologists may discuss the lor,ical criteria of sociological 
latfS td thout citing a single instance "hich fully satisfies 
these criteria" (Herton, 19G8, p. 150). Theories are not la\1s 
and as such cannot offer a conceptual scheme in a one to one 
relationship "ith "hat is observed. 
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features influenced the roles of headmasters, teachers, and pupils. 

From the educationists point of view this goal model assumes a high 

degree of consensus over educational objectives, an opinion ',hich one 

eminent American sociologist has met ,;i th some suspicion (Gross, 1965, 

p. 135). lie suggested that there is some vagueness over the 

educational objectives of schools, and in an earlier report pointed 

out that often there was striking disagreement over these goals (Gross, 

1959, p. 2771). Sociologically the goal model has certain methodological 

,,.eaknesses. It is misleading to compare the present statc,of an 

organisation with its posited, ideal state. Ideal state requires a 

value judgement on what the educational goals should be. Real goals 

mayor may not be consistent with those stated (Etzioni, 1960, p. 259). 

In addition these real goals may not be the organisational goals, and 

it is conceivable that organisational members may pursue goals other 

than those they understand as the organisation's (Burns and Stalker, 

p. 97). 

These two studies are useful to the educationist to identify 

sociologically relevant relationships within the social system of the 

school. 'l'hey are highly descriptive and speculative accounts neither 

of which offers a comprehensive frarne,,,ork on which to study the 

patterned relationships amongst participants in school systems. 

1I0yle and Bidwell, two other contributors, have both made 

valuable contributions to the development of a theoretical framework for 

the sociological study of the school. !Ioyle's analysis outlined many 

of the problems, whilst Bid, .. ell' s offered a cornprehensi ve frrune,,,ork on 

'''hich to order existing research. Both indicated some of the structural 

features of school systems '''hich may be the source of educational 

problems. 

c. IlOYLg, E. "ORG.\NIGATIONAL ANt.LYSIS IN THE FIFLD OF EDUCATION". 

I10yle (1965) in his paper "Organisational Analysis in the Field 

of Education" explored the possibilities of applying the sociological 

perspectives of organisational theory to the study of tho school. 

!le exnnined the foUoldng aspects of organisational ana1ysis:-



Theoretical approaches to the study of the school. Three aspects ",ere 

considered. (1) concepts; (1i) typologies; (Hi) general theories 

of organisation. !loyle reviel{ed a number of instances of each of 

these to develop hypotheses of educational si"nificance. Some ot 

his exaMples ,dll be used to illustrate his theoretical :formulations. 

(1) The concept of authority developed by ~ieber surmested that the 

increase of size and complexity of schools would lead to the head

master's role being characterised by elements of bureaucratisation 

rather than by traditional or charismatic elements. 

(H) The typolo~ developed by Dlau and Scott ",as utilisell to 

classify the school in relation to other types of organisations. 

The classification "as lJased upon "'''ho benefits". l'our types 

emer~cd: I!utual benefit associations, business concerns, service 

orr;anisations, and cornmonvealth organisations. !Ioyle placed schools 

in the service organisation cater;ory which ,'!as confronted ,dth the 

problem of pupils (the prime beneficiaries) dictating .. hat shoUld be 

taught in schools. This I<as considered particularly problematic in 

schools in which attendance "'as not based upon compulsion. 

(Hi) Under the heading of general theories of organisation, !Ioyle 

::;urmested that Etzioni's general theory "hich used "compliance" as 

the basis of organisational analysis was of value in yielding 

fruitful hypotheses. Compliance "as concerned ,d th "the nature of 

social control exercised Id thin the organisation, and the reaction 

of the participants to the exercise of control"(lloyle, p. 102). 

!'ajor areas of interest "ould centre around structural problems, such 

as the effectiveness of normative as distinct from coercive or 

remunerative controls in different types of schools; and motivational 

problems ',!lich ",ould indicate the relative effectiveness of instrumental, 

as distinct from expressive forms of socialisation in different types 

of school. 



Empirical approaches to the study of the school. These were concerned 

principally with (i) administrative; (ii) cultural; and (iii) 

environmental influen~es upon the school. Each of these influences 

,<111 be illustrated by one of IIoyle's eXllr.lples. 

U) Wfllton's <lork de",onstrated that sehool policy was formulated 

outside the school and that school operations were best viewed in 

the way in which these policy decisions were implem£'nted. 

Ui) Gordon's work illustrated hm' student subcultures affected 

academic performance in schools. Nany chil<lrcn, whose peer group 

values "ere anti-academic, failed to achieve the academic standard 

expected by the teacher. 

(iii) Several studies from American sources described the influence 

of the environment on the school. None of these was quoted in 

detail by Iloyle. lie did mention the work of llollingshead whose 

study indicated that "the social behaviour of a<lolescents is related 

functionally to the position their families occupy in the social 

structure of the community" (llollingshead, p. 439). \,hether this 

proposition is applicable to this country awaits empirical 

investigation. 

The methodolofEY of organisational analysis. Boyle suggested that 

sociologists have a Variety of teclmiques at their disposal. These 

included the analysis of documents, unstructured observation upon 

"hich future structured hypotheses \;Quld be based, interviews, 

questionnaires, and historical study. 

!eour problems in the study of organisations. 

U) The difficulty of observing a number of schools to discover 

what they had in common ',hilst directing attention to what was 

distinctive in anyone. Uoyle sugGested that the most appropriate 

studies would be concerned with the single school. 

(ii) The difficulties of dclimitinr; the boundaries of the school. 
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(Hi) The need for criteria on ,;hich school effectiveness could be 

judged. 

(iv) The need for a distinctive theoretical approach to educational 

institutions, even schools. 

The last problem conceived by Hoyle and relevant to this present 

study is of ",ajor concern in the development of a closer understanding 

of the structural features of the school conceived as a "hole. 

This is. Important for tl<O reasons. Firstly, it '<ill provide a 

frameHor!< on ',hich to order existing research in an orderly and 

systematic I~anncr. [3econdly, comprehensive knowledGe of the 

structural features of school systems ,dll give some indication of 

ort;anisational problems ,,,hose origin can be traced to incompatible 

features of" school systems. These will r;ive clues to possible 

strategies to minimize organisational disturbances if they were 

found to influence the effectiveness of the school, and to the possible 

effects of planned chnnge on the organisational structure of" the 

school. 

I1oyle's analysis provided a valuable piece of exploratory 

research and his use of the sociological perspective I>aS a fruitful 

source of hypotheses of interest to the educationist. Unfortunately 

he did not offer a comprehensive framework on which to conceptualise 

the school as a Hhole. He did indicate the interplay of teaching 

and ad'l1inistrative structures and the enviromnental influence upon 

these, but failed to offer a sociologicnl frrunel<ork which inter-related 

these in n syste!:latic way. Although he did not negate the use of 

general theories of social action described in the lIorl, of Parsons, 

he sugg:ested that it I;ould be more valuable to develop a special 

theory of the school. The present I;ri ter does not accept this point 

of viOl; and cllupter four will explore the usefulness of Parsons' 

theory of organisations in studying the school. 



n. ram,'ELL, C.B.! "TIlE sClloe!. AS AN O:lGANISATION". 

One writer in A.'llerica has c;one some way to developing a 

framel,rork for the comprehensive study of the school as an organisation. 

Didl,rell in his paper, "The School as an Organisation", has reviewed 

the Krcater proportion of the research literature from '~lcrican 

sources I;hich related to the organisational nature of state elementary 

and secondary schools. TIle findings I{ere incorporated in a framel{orl~ 

I,hich described the organisational attributes, functional processes, 

nnd functional problems of schools. 

Organisational attributes. Didwcll identified four. The first 

tl;O related to the conditions under I,hich people entered the school -

pupils compulsorily, teachers contractually. Pupils in A'llerica, 

as in this country, arc le;:ally obligated to attend ochool until 

the statutory lcavin!; a1':e. TeacllCrs on the other hantI have professiona 

competence and arc bound to the school by contract. The third was 

structural and depicted the tIistinctive combination of bureaucracy 

antI structural looseness. The fourth specified the responsibility 

of school officials to their clientele nnd to the public constituency. 

lii thin this frarr.ework certain characteristics of schools were 

assumed. 'l'he primary function of the school I<US the technical and 

moral socialisation of children. This was n complex task I;hich 

required long and continuous confrontation bet"een teachers and 

children. This permitted teachers to assess subtle variations in 

1.Jehuviour antI adjust teaching procedures accordinp;ly. Functionally 

it Has necessary to accord teachers a hir;h degree of discretion in 

carryin~; out their teaching tasks. This \las rcinforced by the 

normative structure of teaching "hich pressed for a high degrce of 

discrction in dctcrming "hat "as to be taught and ho", it Ims to be 

taught (structural looseness). Yet the pu1.Jlic conntituency expected 

the school to achieve a minimal lcvel of educational rerformancc, a 



process which required Gome control over \111at went on in schools 

and in t~e classroom in schools. This \{as ensured by rational 

procedures to facilitate the sequential co-ordination of ochool 

activities (nureaucracy). 

38. 

Functio~al problc~s and functional processes. ~{o ~ajor 

organisational problems emerged: (i) the problem of co-ordinatin~ 

teaching activities to Maximise tLe articulation of these activities 

and insure a minimal level of euucational attainMent; (ii) the 

problem of maintainin~ sufficient freedom from outside control to 

make decisions I<hich \'cre in the best interests of the children and 

the local and national co",,-,;unity, and to adopt educational and 

organisational procedures which best scrved these ends. 

bec~e necessary to minimise organisational disruptions. 

(i) The firot problcr.l has two distinct aspectoo 

Procedures 

(a) The need to ensure that children's educational pcrformance 

Hould closely conform to their abilities. 

(b) The neell to emmre the sequential eo-ordination of classroom 

activi tics amongst teachers \\'110 pressed for a hiGh degree of 

discretion over their teachinr; situation. 

So far as the first aspect was concerncd cvillence from a number 

of otudies indicated that since the membership of the school was 

compulsory, the youth society of the pupils catch::1ent area must 

penetrate the school organised around the imToediatc interestG and 

values of the peer group. These values were anti-academic. 

posed problems for the teacher. Did"ell su!,:.";ested that two 

organisational processes e:nerged to counteract this problem. 

to penetrate the peer group culture ,.hieh was organised around 

extra-curricular activities, a process which r.1iliht lead to a 

This 

Cno \mB 

re-definition of the teacher role and a loss of authority. Another 

\,as the ",hort run attcr::pts of teachers to use teaching graces to 



disrupt student role structure, but it was sho"'tl that pupils learned 

how to manipulate teachers to ensure good grades. 

(b) The second aspect related to the need to maintain the sequential 

co-ordination of classroo"l activities amongst teachcrs who pressed 

for a high dep;ree of discretion ovcr teaching acti vi ties. lYhere 

professional, judger.Jent held s,my, co-ordination 1lecame difficult, 

"here standard procedures were e",p!1asised the advantages of expertness 

in dealinl~ "i th variability of performance could be lost. 

quoted a study of t"enty ~raduate students in education "ho I:ad been 

teachers. They thoucht of themselves as professionals liho ],ad the 

right to enjoy a hi"h de~ree of discretion over teaehinr; tas],s, but 

found thcr.1selves continually hampered llY auninistrators "ho laid dOlm 

both "oals and rules of procedure (p. 1004). Did",ell su:-;gested 

that to minir.1ise this disruptive aspect of internal functioning, 

control \dth cotnl'lUnication became central organisational processes. 

It "ould seem likely that headmasters I{ould use their co"",on 

professional status as , teachers to atter-pt to generate staff consensus 

over teaching tasl,s and teachin[~ procedures. Representative policy 

naldng, through staff ",eetinr;s and teacher committees ",ould be 

central orcanisational processes to facilitate cor.·~unication and 

prevent conflict. 

(ii) The second problem related to naintaininr; freedom frOM outside 

control. This enabled the school to rnul,e decisions ,,-hich \{ere in 

the best interesta of the child and the co"""uni ty, and to adopt 

procedures ,;hich best served these ends. This problem May be 

considered greater in the Vnited'States of AI~erica "here school policy 

is vulnerable to control from local cOr:l",unity sources '''ho directly 

control the school. !lo'iever. tlm orr;anisational processes liere 

apparent ,,-hich prevented intervention frOM outside. 

Firstly, the diffuseness of e(lucational !,:oals allo'led the school 
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a fair amount of latitude to determine what was taught in schools 

whilst retaining legitimacy in the eyes of the public. 

Secondly school a~inistrators ~ado use of community power 

groups to countervail pressures from the school board. 

TIlese theoretical approaches to the study of the school. 

especially those carried out by lIoyle and Didl<ell. have made valuable 

contributions to the development of a co~prehensive approach to the 

study of the school. lIoyle's , .. ork. in particular. indicated many 

of the problems of the development of the all round study of the 

school. IIe roviewed a large amount of literaturo ,;hich described 

the organisational cbaracteristics of school systems. Unfortunately 

he did not offer a co~prehensive framel<ork on which these could be 

systematicallY ordered. nidwell. on the other hand. offered 

cOMprehensive frrunel<ork on ~lhich to ordcr existing research, but he 

did not indicate the theoretical basis of his analysis. DOtll 

investigators demonstrated the need to understand the interplay of 

environmental, adr.linistrative, and teaching structures. 

nidl<e11, in particular, related systematically the influence of 

the environment upon the administrative structure of the school. and 

the relationship of the a<1ministrative structure to teachinr; 

activities. lIe appeared to have drmffi lar[';ely from the "ork of 

Pnrsons in the development of his frrune,vorle, although he did not 

describe the rationale behind his selection of the organiGationnl 

variables which he considered i~portant. Didl1ell. in I::ceping with 

Parsons, vie"ed the school as a social syste~ composed of various 

SUb-systems (teaching groups, pupil groups, departments) em!Jedded 

,d thin the 'rider social system (the corm~uni ty and society). In 

schools there were three levels of sub-systeCls ,;1 thin the hierarchical 

structure, the technical tlhich described teaching activitie::l, the 

a<l:ninistrative which controlled the internal affairs of the school, 
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and the coomunity from ,.11ich the school gained its support. 

recor;nised that to ensure the successful outcome of the socialisation 

process of the school each level had a contribution to make which 

,<as qualitatively different fron the others. Problems arose "here 

one level attempted to interfere with the functional autonomy of the 

other. Didwell in keeping with Parsons for saw boundary problems 

at each of the levels. At the community-administrative level the 

problem related to freedom from outside control, and at the 

administrative-technical level the problem of co-ordinating teaching 

activities. I1o"ever, the functional approach on which Bidl1ell' s 

analysis was based suffered from a nUtlber of theoretical weru~esses 

which ,dll become more apparent ,,,hen the l'arsonian framcl10rk is 

analysed in detail in chapter four of this dissertation. In 

particular this frame,mrk failed to give "eight to different educational 

technolo~ies employed in schools. 

the Parsonian approach. 

This is also n major failing of 

3. scm: El!PIIlrCAL Al'pnOACIlF.S TO TnT!: lJ'l'UDY OF THg SClICCL 

A number of studies have been carried out, or are in the early 

stages of empirical analysis. All throl" some light upon structural 

features of school systems. One of these, "Social Relations in a 

Secondary School", I1ill be analysed in detail in the next chapter. 

The other three have been selected for tl"O reasons. Firstly, to 

shol" that no person has yet empirically studied the school in a 

comprehensive manner, so that knoldedge of the organisational features 

of the school is still fra~ented. Secondly, to demonstrate 

that the development of a valid body of knowledge , .. ill depend upon n 

close understanding of the complexities of the sociolorrical enterprise. 

A. LAMBERT, n., "TI:r: pep-tIC f,CllOCV3: A SOCICLOGICAL INT:<CDVCTICN". 

Lal!lbcrt, in his introduction to leal ton's, "The Public Schools", 



introduced a model for the analysis of some aspects of the public 

school as an organisation. Unfortunately he @;ave no indication if 

this was the model he utilised in his exploratory study of the 

boarding school life of boys and !,:irls reported in his book "The 

Hothouse Society", although he did indicate that be '~as not using 

the introduction to Kalton's book to present the results of his own 

study. It is not possible at this star;e to analyse the usefulness 

of this ",odel, or of the model he utilised in his mm book, until 

the report of the sociological theory and method is published in 

the companion voltune "Boarding School: A Sociological Study". 

42. 

Lambert viet<ed the school as a complex organisation and examined 

the social setting of the school, the {"oals, the formal structure, 

inforr.ml patterns of interaction, and the values which emerged in 

the schools ',hich might or might not conform ,dth the official goals 

of the school. Ile used this model as a sensitising frrune,{ork in 

which to fit the facts of Kalton's quantitative study. lIe ad~itted 

that the model "as "bound to be selevtive and piecemeal" (p. xiii), 

and that in an introduction of 0,000 words it was not possible to 

deal systematically with all the elements of the social system of 

the school. llowever, it caiicbe .. :inferred that he "as maldng use of 

a systems model similar to that offered by Parsons. The school ,,,as 

conceived as an open system embedded within a larger social system 

and composed of a series of sub-systems, the goals of ,~hich were 

instrumental, expressive, and organisational. These were 

legitimated in terms of their function for the superordinate system. 

The goals of the school described the r,eneralised value system of 

the superordinate systern. The c;oals and functional processes of the 

public school were a reflection of the values which directed the 

organisational life of the school. 

There "as a high der;ree of consensus amongst teachers, pupils, 
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and parents over the goals of the school which were "consciously 

apprehended, accepted, and deeply internalised" (p. xxix). Lambert 

remarlwd that the public schools contrasted sharply \1i th the state 

schools ,;here the values \;ould be funuar.lentally opposed between 

groups in superficially similar schools (p. xxix). 

The success of this type of school in directin[: its pupils 

to\Vurus its {>oals produced problems of social control. 

of control depended upon the school's ability to defend its 

boundaries. (1) This was an organisational prolllem. Lambert's 

analysis can Ile conveniently analysed under two headings suggested 

by CorHin (PP. 200-203), \,hich relate to primary and secondary 

Iloundaries. Primary boundaries descriIle the membership of the 

school and the control of the school in selecting its pupils. 

Secondary boundaries to criteria of (i) contair~ent and (ii) 

peIT.leability. Lambert only discussed the secondary boundaries in 

his paper. 

(1) Containment resolved itself into t\,O elements. 

(a) cohesiveness and (b) pervasiveness. 

(a) Cohesiveness referred to the rate of person-oriented and task-

oriented interaction 'of teachers and pupils. In public schools 

this aspect of interaction was Governed by the extensive ranr,e of 

curricular and extra-curricular activities in which teachers and 

pupils "ere involved. 

(b) Pervasiveness related to the scope of the activities "'hich 

\fere controlled. Public schools controlled more than the acuder.1ic 

process. They regulate'd dress, lan/;uage, and personal conduct. 

This ",us reinforced by a \,ell established system of norms \;hich were 

symbolised in the ritual elements of speeches, games, traditions, 
-----------------------------------------------------------------.---
(1) This is onc of the organisational features of the Parsonian 

frameHork described in chapter four of this dissertation. 
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and other school rituals, as l1ell all by other forms of bureaucratic 

and personalised controls. 

(iO Permeability resolved itself into t,~o co"'ponents, (a) 

extensiveness and (b) external influence. 

(a) Extensiveness referred to the nunher of non mel!lbers 

participating in the school. In public schools little contact ,(as 

made ,d th the outside "'arId during term time. 

(b) External influence I{as the ability of the school to control 

other organisations relative to their control over it. In public 

schools this l;as not likely to be prohlcmatic for tt{o reasons. 

Pirstly, tholle groups "ho were likely to'interfere held values similar 

to those of the school. For example parents, especially those I,ho 

had attended the school themselves "ere less lil,ely to come into 

conflict "ith the school. Secondly, the life of the school I<aS 

insulated from their vie" except at specially arranged school 

functions. 

Lal!lbert's study highliGhted two important structural features of 

the school: Its goals, and its processes of social control. The 

first indicated the high degree of consensus amongst parents, 

teachers, and pupils over the values of the school, a feature vhich 

has been considered probler.mtic in state schools. The second shOl{ed 

not only hOI{ the school reinforced the dominant values, but also 

described the basic processes of social control vhich ensured a 

high degree of success. 

D. KING, H., "TilE FOilNAL ORGANISA'fION Of' TI:E SCHOOL AIm PUPIL 

INVOLVl~)1~1':T". (1) 

~!odes of social control is onc of the focal points of a study 

bein~ carried out by King into "The Social Organisation of the School!!. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------
(1) The description of this study is based on i1{0 papers "Ti tten by 

King. They are "The Fonnal Organisation of the School and Pupil 
Involvement" and "The Social Organisation of the School". 
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'At this time no results ore available. (1) but the study should 

provide some objective information about schools \{hich Idll be 

important in the educational design of school systems. King's study 

"ill not attempt to judge the schools or the pupils, nor "ill it 

propose strategies to change the organisation of schools. 

lbe purpose of the study is to investigate the relationship of 

the formal organisation of day secondary schools and the involvement 

of pupils in these schools. Particular attention is given to the 

three important modes of social control which regulate the activities 

of the school: Bureaucratic control, such as school rules and school 

procedures; ritual control, sllch as school assembly and school 

uniform; personalised control, such as the response ot teachers to 

children and vice versa. TIlese create organisational patterns 

based upon age stratification, ability stratification, and sex 

differentiation. Uithin this framework the pupils' response and 

attitude Idll be investigated under the concept of involve!:)cnt. 
/ 

"Involvement refers to the pupil's acceptance of the school, his 

commitment towards it, and his conformity to its expectations" ••••••• 

and "the pupils' disposition tOl,ards the school" (King, 1968b, p. 2). 

In school, formal involvement relates to activities such as passing e 

examinations; semi-formal to activities such as debating societies; 

informal to activities participated in by the peer group. 

These aspects of involvement will be objectively measured in 

different types of schools, both selective and unselective drmm from 

rural and urban areas. Organisational profiles I<ill be developed 

for each of these schools so that involvement as a structural feature 

of the school can be related to both external and internal contextual 
---------------------------------------------------------------------
(1) In Deccmber 1969, empirical I{ork had been carried out and "as 

in the process of being analysed. 
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variables. Internal contextual variables relate to age, ability, 

sex, and social composition. External variables describe the social 

characteristics of the area, the local occupational structure, and 

tho local education structure. 

The first stage of the project will construct instruments to 

Measure these orr:anisational features and pupil involvement. 

The second will systematically survey the formal organisation of 

the schools and will include schools in rural and urban areas. The 

third stage "ill establish any relationship between the pupils' 

school experience in terms of de(!;ree and type of involve,,,ent, and 

the formal organisation of the school. 

c. TrTmmR, C.M., "AN ORGANISATIONAl, ANALYSIS OF A SECONDARY 

110DERN SCHOCJ~tt. 

Turner (1060) has recently made an "Organisational Analysis of 

a Secondary School" in \<hich he incorporated his knoldedge of the 

school \d thin the frameworlt of organisational analysis. In his 

conceptual scheme he cited the "ork of Parsons on role and organisational 

theory, Etzioni on compliance structures, Dlau and Scott on 

administrative and organisational demands, and Simon on decision 

making. No justification \{as r;iven for the incorporation of these 

particular theoretical ideas in his conceptual scheme so that the 

results of the study form no coherent pattern. For instance, 

Turner suggested that the "school social structure was modified by 

social systems \<hich impinged upon it". This related to pressure 

from "overnors of the school, from the Middle-class norms and values 

of t!,e parents in the neighbourhood, from the pioneering achievements 

of, other secondary modern schools, and from the occupational 

conl!llUni ty. These affected the role definition of members of staff 

and produced role conflict. The' study also described tho organisation 

of subject departments, professional standards, professionalism dn 
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teaching, the power of the headmaster, comprehensive education, 

types of organisation, decision making, communication problems, 

informal leadership, social values, teacher union affiliation, and 

basic problems of the school. 

No doubt there was a rationale underlying the study hut this 

is not conveyed to the reader. Turner failed to offer any 

justification for the use of his conceptual scheme, did not describe 

whether his study \{as exploratory or hypothesis testing, and failed 

to indicate his techniques of investigation. Consequently, it is 

impossible to interpret whether the school was being used as a 

fertile setting in \{hich to test some sociological theory or the 

usefulness of a particular conceptual model to explain some' aspects 

of the social system of the school, or \{hether, in fact, he was 

testing the model itself. If, however, the author has used a series 

of models unrelated to each other to introduce some order into a 

series of findings which \{ere gathered by impression, one \{ould not 

expect the results to be logically related. Neither could the study 

be called "An Organisational Study of a Secondary School". 

These empirical studies are a valuable source of information 

regarding some aspects of the social life of school systems. However, 

they are of limited value in alerting educators to organisational 

features of schools. ~{o reasons account for this. Firstly, none 

of the studies offered extensive information about the structural 

features of school systemsl and secondly, none indicated the possible 

consequences of planned educational change upon the social structure 

of the school. 

The lack of extensive research is illustrated by the work of 

King and Lambert. Doth focussed upon pupil sub-cultures in relation 

to control structures in schools. Neither studied the school 

comprehensively to offer information relative to other school 
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participants, for instance teachers. This does not deny the value 

of their \,ork but indicates the narrow front on which empirical 

research has developed. Operational problems may not be peculiar 

to pupil sub-cut tures. Knm;1edge of the structural features of 

schools may bring to light some of the sources ot organisational 

problems "hich affect other orrranisational sub-groups. 

The second \{eatmess of tllese studies relates to planned change 

and its affect upon the structure of social relations in the school. 

This Wl.S not considered relevant in any of the studies. I~ing 

suggested that his study \<as non-evaluative and did not aim to 

promote changes in the organisation of schools. lIe added that 

"not only "ould it be foolish to try to change a school "hilst 

trying to observe and measure it, but it "ould also be unprofessional". 

Action "'as not intcnded to follot< this research and King indicated 

that educational decisions "of this kind" must be made within the 

teaching profession (1968b, pp. 2-3). I1m,ever, sociologists may be 

involved in evaluative studies the results ot which may influence 

educational decisions. For instance inVestiGations may be designed 

to observe the effectiveness of proposed strategies for increasing 

po·si tive attitudes of teachers to planned changes in schools. The 

transition of school systems from the tripartite system to the 

comprehensive system of education would prove a fruitful laboratcry 

in which to test the utility of different proposed strategies., to 

bring about changes with the minimum of disruption. The adoption 

of any particular strategy, of course, '>'ould be the prerogative of the 

educationist, not the sociologist. 

Finally, the study by Turner indicated that those who were 

involved in sociological enquiry should do so wi th some kno\;1edge 

of the complexity of the sociological enterprise. 

This examination of the theoretical and empirical approaches to 
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the sociological study of the school has t\{O important consequences 

for the body of knowledge which sensittlcs educators to the 

structural features of school systems. Firstly, the limited scope 

of empirical research makes it difficult to identify some of the 

organisational-liruted sources of operational problems. Secondly, 

this lack of research on the structural features of schools hinders 

the development of a closer understanding of the problems which will 

be most liltely to occur ,dth the introduction of planned educational 

change. 

The absence of a comprehensive empirical study of the school 

sugr;ests the need to develop a comprehensive framm{ork on which to 

order the existing fraQ'llentary studies of aspects of school systems. 

'fhis '<ill give some clues to the structural features of, school 

systems l<hich may be the source of organisational problems. 

Admi ttedly nid'"ell went some way in dcveloI>in~ a comprchensive 

theoretical framm{ork, but he did not offer any justification for 

the selection of the variables he considered critical to his analysis. 

This could affect the utility of his framework. 

nefore turning to this problem the next chapter ,<ill examine onc 

of tho most comprehensive empirical studies carried out in a 

school. 
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C II APT EnT II a E E 

A SECONDAnY SCHOOL 



1. "Social nelations in a Secondary School". 

One sociologist, D.Il. llargreaves, has recently conducted an 

investigation into the interplay of th~ formal structure of a 

Secondary Nodern School and the development of sub-cultural 
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differentiation a~ongst the pupils. lIis study, "Social Relations 

in a Secondary School", is one of the most detailed carried out in 

this country which combines the skills of the sociologist with the 

perspective of the educationist. Although the study was not 

originally intended to identify organisational-linked sources of 

educational problems and to suggest possible circumstances or 

strategies which demand consideration when dealing with organisational 

problems, it contributes valuable information to this area of study. 

A. The School 

lIargreaves initially entered the school intend upon examining 

the attitude and behaviour of boys to each other and to their teachers, 

although the study might be reconstructed as the analysis of the 

effect of streamin~ upon the structure of social relationships within 

the school. This investigation was carried out in Lumley Secondary 

School which is set in the north of England in an area in which manual 

workers are over-represented in terms of the national average. The 

school \"as less than ten years old at the time of the investigation 

and it drew its population from the district of Lumley. Originally 

the school contained 600 children \"hich the process of migration had 

reduced to 450 boys at the time of the study in the school session 

1964-65. On entry to the school, and on the results of the eleven 

plus examination, the boys were allocated to five streUl'1s A to E, 

the E streaM being considered backward. This study ';as confined 

mostly to the 100 boys in streams A to D \"ho were in their final 

year of school, and who were selected upon the assumption that they 

"represent the crystallisation of the values inculcated by the school 
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and an cnd product of the educative process" (p. x). 

D. I'ethods of Invcstir:ation. 

The investir;ator cntered the school as a participant observer 

being present for the !;hole day for tt,o terms of the full year he 

spent at the school. Datn "as r;athered by participant o1.Jservation 

of the boys in classes conducted 1.Jy all teachers, by a<L."inistering 

'1uestionnaires, 1.Jy eonducte(l interviCl<IJ, and by informal discussion. 

In the study Ilargreaves recognised that nany socioloGical factors 

had received scant attention and that differences in individual 

psychology llad not been considered. !le did not attempt to test 

specific hypotheses derived from current theories, llUt atter.lpted to 

provide some insights into the unintended and deleterotls consequences 

of stremIinr; on the pupil sub-structure, and upon the development of 

informal groups. Uis technique, ",hich lias e::-:ploratory and relatively 

unstructured, ,ms recognised by the author as "fraught llith difficulties 

and dangers" especially '"ith regard to the reliability and validity of 

material gathered by participant observation. lIe attempted to 

validate this process by the construction of a series of objective 

measures which "ere offered as independent support of his observations. 

The four strear.ls which ,,,ere included for study ,"ero identified 

as sCI'arato sub-p;roups of the fourth year, r.lenbers!lip of eadl sul,· 

[!;roup being clearly defined !Jy the official system of stre:l.l~ing. 

On evi<lence collected Ly sociometric techniques, friendship choices 

were found to confoIT.1 to the pattern of stre:l.l"ing; (1), over half the 

boys llllvinr, selected friends from their o'm streUr:l or form. '.~i thin 

each fOrtI three further measures ",ere uoeu to identify (,roup structure: 

Prienuship choice, informal status, and academic status. These "ere 

suboequently employeu to identify the content of the norms of each 

group, the 'informal status hierarchies, and the procesoeo by which 
---------------------------------------------------------------------
(1) These liere actual not preferred frienus. 



confoI'r.1ity to and deviation f'om group noI'r.1S was produced. 

c. Group Norms 

From the analysis of group norms vhich were related to attitudes 

to school, to nCl<comers to the form, to physical aggression, to out of 

school activities, to dress, and to school attendance, it ,{as fOlmd 

that generally the hir;her the stream the greater the commitment to 

norms defined in terms of school expectations, the norms of the lo\,'er 

streams being increasingly non-conformist. Por instance, in relation 

to physical aggression, fighting in no ,{ay enhanced a boy's prestige 

in the higher streams, vhereas in the lo\{er streams aggression \{as 

regarded favourably (p. 17). Pressure to conform to the norms of 

the group was enforced, and elmmples set by the leader of the group 

"hich held the highest informal status within the class. (1) 

This differential commitment to the school was checked by a 

series of objective indicators of co=itment to the noI'r.!s of the school 

and it vus found that the lower streams participated less in school 

activities, contributed less to school funds, but scored equally tlell 

on school points (Ch. 4). Further indications of differential 

c·ommi tment to school norms "ere elicited by questionnaires completed 

by teachers to assess the standards of dress and behaviour of the boys, 

and higher standards were assigned to boys from the higher streams. 

It was noted that individual teachcrs were by no means convinced that 

behaviour and dress was stream bound (p. 56). Addi tional evidence tms 

collected by means of an "Orientation Test" vltich was completed by the 

boys and desizoed to test further the normative differentiation between 

streams. Arrain it \{Us found that the higher the strean the r;reater 

the pupil conMitrnent to the school in terms of academic achievenent, 

appearance, and general cOl"mitment to the school (2). 

Analyses of this test found that \d thin streams 
---------------------------------------------------------------------
(1) liithin each class there were cliques ,,'hich wore arranged in an 

hierarchy. 
(2) Soe table p. 60/61 (llargreaves). 



the higher the streWll the greater the tendency for high status to be 

associated with attitudes, behaviour, and values expected by the 

school, whereas in the 10l' streams high status "as associated with 

norms of an anti-school nature. 

o. nelationships betl,een Pupils 

lIargreaves discovered that the segregation of pupils into 

different streams and the develop!:1ent of divergent group norms 

reduced interaction between foms. This process was accompanied by 

inter-group hostility, especially tOl·:ards those at the extreme ends 

of the continuum. Net;ative ster; cotypes developed l.,.hich prevented 

interaction between forms although this was less marked amongst boys 

l"ho beca:ne involved in school act! vi ties which required co-operation. 

For instance, school gUl'l.es provided one of the fel1 bases on which 

boys from the upper and 10l1er streams could show approval of each 

other (p. 78). ....·bether ctl-operative activity of this type became 

based upon normative consensus, or whether the base of co-operation 

,,·as a com'Tlon interest in the Game, is difficult to decide. IIo~:ever, 

a comment by one of l!argreaves' 40 respondents indicated the latter. 

lIe said, "l;hen we got on the team and sot to see hOli one another 

played, they passed it about. They thouGht lIe liere not as good as 

them, but they don't think that nOl"". (p. 78). 

Further differentiation • ... as fOlmd between streams in terms of 

delinquent behaviour which was defined in terl!1S of having committed 

lmd been convicted of petty thieving. Evidence sholied that fifty 

per cent of the 0 stream had appeared in court and had admitted 

stealing l,hereas only one boy in 1A had a court conviction. 

Hargreaves suggested that, although home background or personality 

factors may be a strong source of anti-social actions, peer (iroup 

nor,"s and peer [(roup pressure to conform to theRe norms may also be 

associated ,dth delinquency (p. 111). The norms of the higher school 
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streams proscribed delinquent behaviour and the nonns of the p;roup 

advocated and cnforced conformity to eocially acceptable patterns of 

behaviour. \\'here the group nonns did not exclude delinquent behaviour, 

and "here the background of the children did not define \,hat \,'as 

socially acceptable lIargreaves suggested that the pcer group could 

become the strongest influence upon attitudes and conduct (p. 1:>2). 

E. Relationships between Pupils and Teachers 

Relations with teachers \,as found to differ between streams and 

the higher streams perceived the teachers more favourably. These 

higher streams of pupils approved of teachers "ho had good discipline 

and control and insisted upon hard \lork. The lot,er streams regarded 

teachers with less approval, perceived their relationships less 

favourably, and in practice undeIT.Iined classroOl~ order and control 

(p. 103). This observation "as reinforced by the tendency of 

teachcrs to rC\1ard the actions of those boys "ho behaved in a. manner 

consistent \d th their expectations. Consequently the higher stream 

boys expected a higher standard of competence from their teachers, 

"ere more likely to be academically successful,and had adopted 

standards of behaviour acceptable to the school. The lower streams 

conformed less to the expectations of the teachers both in terms of 

approved bchaviour and in their desire for academic success. This 

process was further reinforced by the policy of the school which 

allocated the less competent, less experienced teachers to the lo"er 

forms (p. 104). Teachers in the hip;her streams found fewer problcms 

and could deal \.r1th their teaching situation more effectively, \,hilst 

those in the lower streams "ere exposed to greater problems of 

discipline. This resulted in a deterioration of the teacher-pupil 

relationship which at the best extended to tolerance and at the worst 

to open hostility (p. 104). This strengthened the dominant trends 

of the pupils' peer groupl The higher r,:roup were positively 



orientated tOl'lards the school and the 10ller developed a neGative 

steriotype which resulted in a set of values IIhiclt \{ere opposed to 

those of the school. 

1". Out of School 

lIargreuves accepted that the formation of attitudes and values 

\1as the consequence of a variety of factors \"hich occurred both in 

and out of school, although he concentrated upon the processes of 

sub-cultural differentiation \111ich took place 'vi thin the school. 

lie also studied sone a>:pects of life outside the school >lhich rlir;ht 

reflect the processes \d thin. From his analyses he discovered that 

boys in the higher streat1s came fror.l snaller fmoilies and that their 

parents' atti tur1e to future enploynent and to acudenic success \:us 

supportive of the school. These !~roups of boys spent ."ore time at 

home, spent core time on homc\{ork nnd on reading, \{ere morc uisposcd 

to' joining organised clubs but had less preference for pop groups, 

"ere less interested in the ciner.la but \<atched television nore often 

than those croups of Lays from the lower stremls (p. l::iS). 

G. 'l'he Process of Sub-Cultural Differentiation 

r.'rom the precedinr; evidence Ilarl,reaves constructed an ideal type 

nodel of tt{O opposinG pupil sub-cultures in the school, onc acader.Jic 

in \ihich the boya \lcre positively orientateu to the values of the school, 

the other a delinquescent sub-culture in \{hich the pupils rejected 

the values of the school and substituted an alternative set which 

tlerc oppoced to those of the school. This sub-cultural differentiation 

was a process \;hich tool;: placc ovcr til'lc and could be accounted for 

by a number of l'1Utually reinforcing variaules "hic11 included the home 

baclcgrounu of the pupils, the stre<lJ1linc system of the school, peer 

croup pressures, attituues of tcachers, and the allocation of teachers 

to classes. r.'rom this eviC.cnce and from an overview of relevant 

theoretical and empirical literature, Hargreaves t;ith<l.ret; a number 
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of inter-related propositions which outlined in a more r,eneral "ay, 

the process of sub-cultural differentiation (ch. 8). 

The home background of the boys in the higher streams 'vas 

supportive of a set of values ,.hich 'vere similar to those of the 

school. The academic sub-culture was thus composed of boys ,;ho 

accepted these values and peer group pressure enforced conformity 

to these values. The organisation ,dthin the school ensured that 

high status "as conferred upon those acader:dcally successful boys 

,d,o 'vere members of high streams and they "ere granted privileges 

and responsibilities which reflected this status. The peer group 

accepted this system, its values being consistent with those of the 

school. The lower streallls "ere considered failures both by their 

lack of ability and by their laclt of achicvement motivation. The 

school accentuated this sense of failure by allocating these boys to 

the lower strea'lls. 11,ey suffered from status frustration which 

could seriously affect their future lives especially "ith regard to 

occupational aspirations. This distinction was intensified by the 

attitude of teachers and by the policy of the school to allocate the 

less competent teachers to the 10l,.er stremns. This further 

reinforced the pressure on the boys not to achieve academic success, 

a situation made 'vorse by the fact that the lower stream pupils "ere 

not entered for external exams. Over the years those with positive 

values tOl{ards the school tended to become concentrated in the higher 

streams and those ,d th negative values in the lower. Promotion and 

demotion accentuated this concentration of the sub-cultures. 

Promotion to a higher stream necessitated deviation from the 

antiacademic values of the lower stream. TIlis process of sub-cultural 

differentiation, which reduccd interaction of boys from different 

streams,was reinforced by the organisation of the school where the 

upper and lower streams "ere time-tabled in their o'm class to 



participate in activities \;hicl, were non-examinable. Reduced 

interaction and the convergence of boys ,dth sir.lilor values in upper 

and lo'~er stre=a encouraged tl;e develop,,-ent of hostile at ti tudea 

Teachers "ho re,mrded the conforminr, 

llehaviour of the higher atreams confirmed the dominant values of the 

Their failure to recogniae the divergence of tcacher pupil 

values in the 100,er streu",s, accentuated the differences in value 

structures. Consequently the teacher ,~as able to exert considerable 

nomative control over pupils in the hi~her stremls, but little 

control over the 100~er except in those cases where pOlier ,<us based 

upon coercion. 1Iie>h status in the lo"er streams ,ms associated "ith 

anti-school behaviour ',~hich Ilargreaves contended "as a substitute 

for their status deprivation in terr:ls of the values of the school. 

The rejection of the schoel defined pupil role led such boys to aspire 

to roles defined as not legitimate by the school. This rejection 

led to the premature adoption of selected aspects of adult roles which 

symbolised adult status. These included indull(in,'; in =o!dng and 

drin~cing. Ilar;;reaves rlaintained that in a real sense the aystcm of 

differentiation ,,'!lich "as incorporated in the streaming system, 

al though influenced by many other factors ,;hich have been described, 

I{as a potent factor in the generation of delinquent behaviour. (1) 

---------------------------------------------------------------------
(1) Ilargreaves ,;as al.'are that sub-cultural dif!'e."entiation \~as u 

process "hich developed over time, and his present study only 
considered the final year of the four year school course. Ilo 
considered the possibility that the process of sub-cultural 
differentiation may have taken place in onc or all of the previous 
years "hich he did not study. !Io,{ever. data gathered from un 
investigution of second year boys produced no evidence of normative 
or~_ sub-CUI tural differentiaticn bet,{een streams in the second 
year. 'l'his supported his contention tllat -tIle -proc-ess-of
differentiation took place durinl~ the four yeurs at school, 
especially in the third and fourth years. 



2. Implications for gdllcationiflts 

This study has important implications for the educational 

practitioner and for the educational polieyrnaker. Ilarr;reaves had 

little hesitation in rnakin~ evaluative judr,ements in his role as an 

educationist, and emphasised the importance of his \>'orlc in describing' 

both the baaic processes at \?ark in the school nnd their implications 

for the renlisation of educational r,oals. In his role as a 

sociolocist he rccor.nis('d that many sociolor:ical variables 

received scant attention and that it was outside his scope to include 

differences in individual psychology. As nn educationist he showed 

no umvillingness to offer prescriptions based upon the limited 

evidence. Nevertheless he ach:no\;led~ed the dn.nr,ers of ovcr-

generalisation, over-simplification, and speculation. rlany value 

judgements appcared in the text but "here he deviated froM the 

objective task of analysis and indulged in evaluation and speculation, 

he constantly reminded the reader of his chanr,e of emphasis. In 

his conclusion he made these value judr,enents explicit. 

It \{/lS not !!argrcaves' purpose to su:;,r;est specific stratecies to 

improve the effectiveness of Lnmley Secondary school. His st.udy 

intcnded to exaMine the effect of streaminr: upon social relations 

within the school. However, he indicated a number of circumstances 

which mir;ht be the source of organisational problems in the school. 

He was n\<are of the mutually reinforcing factors "hich affected the 

pattern of sub-cultural diffcrentiation, but there tias no doubt about 

the fundamental influence of streaming on this process. This was 

an organisational feature oftcn undercs1:-imatedo-r ir;nored by teaC!lers--

at Lumley. It had a fundamental effect upon the educative proccss 

and prevented the attainment of both the acadel!lic and social Goals 

of the school. From this evidence llargreuves tentatively offered 

some implications for Lumley school, and for other schools \dth 
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similar problems. 

!!'ram the central findings of the st"udy l!argreaveo suggested a 

nt1Mber of strate(,;ies to deal ,dth the problem of sub-cultural 

differentiation l'lhicll "'ould facil! tate the achievement of the aca:lemie 

and social (;,o<1ls of the school. 'rhe first strategy uould eliminate 

the process of sub-cultural differentiation und I;ould perr.1i t the 

achievement of both academic and social [;oals of the school. As 

t;,is strater;y required the abolition of streru:dng completely, 

llargrcaves offered alternative strate"ies to insure separately the 

at tain:'lent of the academic and the social goals of the school lvi thin 

the present organisational framel(Ork. 

A. The first strategy I{ould be to abolish streaminG which "ould 

eliminate sub-cultural differentiation, but the vast majority of the 

teachers at Lumley opposed its abolition on the Grounds that it 

I;ould reduce the general level of academic achievement (p. ion). 

Although this action seemed the most obvious "ay of eliminating 

this process, it ignored the possibility of alternative forms of 

sub-cultural differentiation. Par instance Egblcston's work in 

Leicestershire pointed out that local conditions, together \dth the 

organisation of the school system, would influence both the structure 

of the peer groups and the degree to I{hich the school could influence 

the behaviour of pupils. In comprehensive schools in cO!llJnuni ties 

"here there was not strong support for education, and in \,hieh the 

total intake of pupils \,as dralm from the immediate neighbourhood, 

decisions to stay on at school \,·ere sirrnificantly influenced by the 

peer group. Eggleston suggested that comprehensive scIiools, which 

favoured non-streaming, could inadvertently reinforce this pattern by 

encouraging the solidarity of the peer croup which under different 

circlL'nstanccs might Ile frar;mented into different schools, or into 

different classes according to ability (E[;gi:!ston, iDG7, p. 106). 
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Hargreaves attached more importance to sub-cultural differentiation 

as a consequence of the formal process of streaming and suggested 

that a single neighbourhood school liould not solve many educational 

problems (1). lie demonstrated that the fOrnlation of peer groups 

was not a simple function of the social class composition of the 

school, and that the process of streaming would be an important factor 

often ignored. Yet the \iork of E(;,gleston indicated that the policy 

of non-streaming could result in a pattern of sub-cultural different-

iation "hich had its basis in peer group relations developed in 

other social circumstances. 

The opposition of the school to the (;,eneral strategy of the 

abolition of streaming led IIargreaves to e""plore more specifically 

some ways in which the academic and social goals of the school could 

be effected \iithin the schools' present organisational framework. 

D. Ilargreaves' second set of stratei!:ies related to the acade1!1ic 

goals of the school. The academic goal that "all'" the pupils are 

educated to the full extent of their potentiali tics" '~as not 

achieved (p. 184). Nei ther the teachers nor the boys of the lo,{ 

stream \ias motivated to work hard because neither group was under 

pressure to work for academic success. Ilargreaves suggested that so 

far as the teachers '{ere concerned this situation could be 

alleviated by allocating all teachers to all streams for some part 

of their timetable (p. 186). To increase the motivation of the 

boys in the lower streams, it was suggested that the school should be 

less intent upon achieving a high percentar;e of examination successes 

and should endeavour to enter a larger proportion of the lower-

stre~~s for external examinations. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------
(1) The problem which llargreaves advanced ,;as that of the comprehensive 

school "hi ch selected by social class in its academic and social 
life. In workinr;-class schools this sub-cultural differentiation 
could still take place as a consequence of the strea.'11ing system. 



c. lIargreaves' third set of strategies related to the other goal 

of education, the social goal \,hich was not achieved. The school 

system failed "to provide opportunities for and stimulate motives 

conducive te the development of satisfying and co-operative 

relationships bet\,ecn pupils and teachers and between pupils in 

different streams" (P. 184). Teachers of low streams viewed the 

pupils less favourably and tended to evaluate their performance 

upon a set of standards quite opposed to those of the peer group, 

a process which hindered the development of mere co-operative 

relationships. Hargreaves suggested that more progress \{ould be 

made if teachers identified themselves with the informal leaders as 

a means of entry into the peer greup. Faveurable respense from 

the leaders could lead to a favourable response frem other greup 

members over whom the leader exercised a strong influence. 1l0\feVer, 

another investigation indicated that the adoptien of a more personal 

approach could lead to teachers becoming vulnerable to the demands 

of the children. This could end in the manipulation of teachers, 

the opposite consequence to that anticipated. The result might be 

the redefinitien of the authority of the teacher and the reduction 

of teacher effectiveness (1). 

I:argreaves also suggested that relations between streams could 

be improved if the boys were given greater opportunity to interact 

in co-operative activities \,hich lended themselves to be organised 

across streallls • This could be supplemented in extra-curricular 

. - - ---time- when-members_ from all_ st.!'eams could be encouraged to participate 

in all aspects of the social life of the school. This would 

necessitate a change of approach from teachers who tended to favour 

the upper stream pupils in the selection of pupils for representative 

(1) This comment was made by Gordon in "The Social System ef the lIigh 
School", a study "hich offers interesting comparisons \d th 
Ilargreaves. Gordon identificd a process of sub-cultural 
differentiation based upon success in extra-curricular activities. 
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school activities. 

It would be necessary to adopt this strategy with some caution 

if Gordon's study can be accepted for comparison. Gordon eMphasised 

the importance of extra-curricular activities in the prestir,;e system 

of the predominant pupil sub-cu1 turo ',hich ','as antiacademic. 

Prestige ,-:as dependent upon success in extra-curricular nctivi tics. 

lie also stressed that, a1thour,h student sub-cultural differentiation 

lms partly associated '·/ith the r,;radin,; system, the primary determinant 

of student social status "as success in extra-curricular activities. 

Success in the peer r,;roup 'ms associated ,,,i th extra-school success, 

not ,dth academic success. ny cncouraging the development of an 

all embracing approach to extra-curricular activities it could be 

spcculated that sub-cultural diffcrentiation "ould still take place, 

and that encouragement of participation in thcso activities ,·rould 

aid the developMent of a single pupil sub-culture. Pupils would 

no longer identify themselves "ith either the academic or the 

delinquescent sub-culture and could become bound to~ether in an 

antiacademic sub-culture. This is speCUlation and only refers 

to the study of Lumley. Sub-cultural differentiation may be 

affected by diffcrent conditions and different circumstances in 

other types of schools. 

3. Some Assumptions of the Study 

The ir.1portant contribution of this study was to indicate that 

the structure of peer group reUions may inndvertantly nid the 

development of an anti-school sub-group which in turn woul<l be 

reflected in the ineffectiveness of the school in aC!lievinf, it-s-.o;oals. -

However, information fror.1 other sources has tentatively suggeste<l 

that the strategies offered by Ilargreaves to eliminate this process of 

sub-cultural <lifferentiation may result in a number of unanticipated 



consc'1llcnces. This indicates that the investir;ation incorporated 

a nmnber of assuclptiona I:hich have affected the reml1 ts of the atudy 

and its iMplication for educators. These USslL~ptions relate to 

(a) the resolution of conflict nnd to (b) the formulation of the 

Goals of education. 

(a) The resolution of conflict. In his stutly l~o.rbrcnvcs o.nGUT.lccl 

that it should lJe possible to !levelop satisfyinG' and co-operative 

relationships betl;een teachers nnd pupils and bet\<een pupils in 

different atreuns. Co-operation ""lS not defined but if it is 

interpreted in this present analysis as "a deliberate and voluntary 

effort to facilitate the performance of tusl,a by others in return 

for similar services" it Idll entail, in its e~,treme forms, "a hiGh 

degree of cOI:mlitment to norms, and u::mally to t,oral valt!ea" (Cohen, 

pp. 116-147). !Tolo'CV'cr, the Btrntcp;icn offered by Irars;l""c.:lVc.'3 May 

ensure conforl"11 ty to the norms of the school Id thout the developnent 

of a high degree of co-operation. TIle success of the str~tcbics 

lli11 depend upon at 1eaat thrtle conditions (1). 

(i) A high degree of compatibility of norms hetlleen the different 

social sectors of tho school. 

(ii) Conforr.1ity to norms ~ihich lias based upon CO:~L1lOn interests. 

(iii) Conformity to norms I1hlch \:as not based upon the fear of t!le 

consequences of non-conformity. 

(1) ~Iith regard to a hil';l1 degree of cor.tpatibility betlieen the 

different social sectors, it Ims suggested that the elimination of 

stre=ing liould offer r;reater opportunities for children to interact 

in all aspects of the social life of t.he school. This strate[,'Y Ilould 

facilitate tI1C dcvelop,"ent of co-operative relationships. Yet. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------
(1) These conditions arc based upon the theoretical notions of Cohen 

in his boolt "l>!odern Social 'Cheory", Chapt.er G, especially 
pp. 138-143). 



children "ere also members of: social systems which impinged upon the 

school including their peer group which existed outside the school 

and their family, each of "'hich could provide the normative basis of: 

pupil sub-cultures. lIargreaves was a"are of these factors but 

assumed that streaming "as an important factor of:ten ignored. 

1I0wever, the removal of: one source of sub-cultural dif:fercntiation 

ignored the strength of: others. Two empirical stUdies hihhlighted 

this possibility. Eggleston's indicated that local conditions, 

together wi tit the organisation of the school system, '~ould influence 

both the structure of the peer group and tl'e degree to ,dlich the 

school could influence the behaviour of the pupil. The policy of. 

non-streaming in schools in homogeneous catchment areas inadvertently 

reinforced the peer group sub-culture which was based upon life 

outside the school. The ether study by Gordon indicated that 

extra-curricular activities could provide a setting in Hhieh pupil 

sub-cultures could develop. The encouragement of participation in 

these activities might aid the developtnent of a single anti-school 

sub-culture (1). The development of co-operation betHean different 

sub-sets of the school ,1111 depend upon the degree of compatibility 

of their interests, the next condition to be discussed. 

(ii) Conformi ty to norms ',hich is based upon co=on interests may 

not be possible to achieve with pupils "ha attend school compulsorily. 

It is feasible that the central activities of Lurnley school Here not 

directly relevant. to the immediate interests of: a large group of 

------------------~--------------------------------------------------(1) This of course is sheer speculation. In fact, evidence from 
another source suggested that the content of extra-curricular 
activiticf; {n'the United States of America ",as moro elaborate 
than those of schools 1n this country. The absence of activities 
"'hich appealed to the youth culture, for instance a "glee club", 
indicated tllat a large proportion of children ,11 tIt strong out of 
school affiliations, ",ould not be attracted to take part in 
extra-curricular activities. (Suga~an, n., (1967), youth 
Culture, Academic Achicvcnent and Conformity). 
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children. In fact many of the interests of the children were 

opposite to those expected by the school. Althougb conflict, 

rather than co-operation, was often apparent especially bet,,,een the 

lower streams and the teachers, much behaviour I~as ~overned by a set 

of teacher noms ',hich the pupils may have accepted in terms of their 

own interests. It is possible that groups of pupils accepted the 

norms of the teacher as n necessary condition for the achievement of 

their otm goals. For instance,Gordon's study indicated that "here 

teachers adopted n personal approach to students in extra-curricular 

activities, they becllme vulnerable to demands from students ,,,ho had 

learned ho'" to manipUlate teachers to ensure good grades in the 

classroom. The personal approach advocated by Ilargreaves could 

lead to a more favourable response from the class who might accept 

the expectations of the teacher. However, conformity to these 

norms need not entail a moral attitudo to them. Co-operation might 

not be the outcome of the teacher/pupil rclationship although the 

school might still contain a considerable degree of harmony. 

(tU) Conformity to norms mie;ht be based upon the fear of the 

consequences of non-conformity. Ilargreaves quoted the situation of 

an experienced teacher who had little difficulty in dealing 'with 

"a,>'Itward" low stream boys. The secret of his success '''as twofold. 

On taking the form for the first teIT.\ he asserted his dominative 

authority and made it clear that l1e would stand for no nonsense. 

At a later stage, when his position was established, he I<ould set 

about identifying and befriending the informal leaders in the class 

who in turn influenced the lower status boys to accept their example. 
\ 

However, the manipulation of the informal status hierarchy may lead 

to the acceptance of the teacher's expectations but it does not 

guarantee co-operation. In fact, the teacher could be inadvertantly 

legi timising the infol'r.1al leadership role and increasing the power of 



the group leader. This could leave the teacher open to mnnipulation 

in other circ\~stances. 

!"ron these sugr,cstions it can be argued that by encoura~ini; a 

hil':h de"ree of co-operation betHcen teaclH'rs and pUI'ils a school 

May bcconc less effective in nchicvin[; its goals. It Must be 

reco!;nised that some pupils enter school l1ith a set of interests and 

values \,hich are quite different from those e"-"Pected by the school. 

Attenpts to r.:anipulate ",ay leave the teacher open to reci,rocal 

r.:anipulation from the pupils. Schools ,dll be Governed by some form 

of structured conflict in "hich bellO.viour 'ifll be constrained hy a set 

of norms ',hich children Ifill nccept in terns of their own interests 

nnd convenience. The follo'ifng section l1ill nrr,ue that these 

eondi tions must be recognised ,~hen nssessing the effectiveness of 

the school in achieving its goals. 

(b) The i'joals of the school. llargreaves concluded in hin study that 

the school was not successful in achievint~ its academic and social 

(~oals. This conclusion is dependent upon the logic of the [':oal 

model as a tool for the analysis of organisational effectiveness. 

Etzioni suggested that !!tany studies have been made ',hich sho," thnt 

the organisation did not nchieve its goals effectively, nnd that the 

findings of these studies had depended upon the model's nsswnptions 

(1!lGO, p. 258). Four assumptions which nre related to the goals 

of the school are open to question. 

Firstly, it \ias assumed in Hargrcaves' study that the goals of 

the school, which he stated, '~ere the a.ctual goals of the school. 

There is a difference between ,,'hat the IToals should be and what they 

actua.lly are. The acade~ic and social goals formulated by Har:;reavcs 

~!ere ideal entities. Yet schools are social systems not ideal 

entities. Et!!ioni argued that it "as a mistake tb compare t,~o 

objects that were not at the sa~c level of analysis. In the!:!e 
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terms it is n.ot surprisincr that tho school \,as not effective in 

achievincr its academic and social [(oals. In fact l!arcrreaves study 

indicated that onc of the actual goals of the scltool \{as to encourage 

academic success in external examinations. TIlis conflicted \{ith 

the ideal goal ';hich "as to educate all pupils to the full extent 

of their potentialities. This exemplified the difference bet.,een 

actual and ideal goals. Goals of the school can only be formulated 

wi th some knowledge of the conditions and circumstances under \,hich 

schools operate (1). 

Secondly, the goal model assumed that the goals of the organir;ation 

"ere the only [(oals, and that any pattern of behaviour «!lich 

deviated tram the attainment of these ,<as "unintended and 

deleterous" (p. x). Even assuming the legitimacy of these Roals it 

is conceivable that staff ar; ';ell as pupils '<ill pursue goals other 

than those they recognise as the school's. Ii'or instance the pupils 

in the lo\{er streans of Lumley Secondary school I{ere orientated to 

interests outside the school. Days in the lo\{er streams aspired to 

adult roles. The anticipation of adulthood expressed itself in 

exaggerated forms of adult behaviour such as smolting and drinking 

(p. 173). 

Thirdly, it cannot be assumed that all tho resources of the 

school ,,,ill be devoted to the official goals. Etzioni suggested 

that some of the resources of organisations «ould be devoted to 

non-goal activities (19GO, p. 259). Hinor administrative duties, 

r;uch as collecting of dinner money or ",arIdncr school registers «ould 

come into this category in any type of school. In Lumley, llargreaves 

described the time consuming attempts of teachers of 10l{er forms to 
---------------------------------------------------------------------
(1) In a study being currently carried out in America, I~. Gross has 

identified 47 r;oals in his investir;ation of the goals of 80 
universities. lie indicated that this list may be fur from 
comprehensive. 



try to ensure a minimal level of social control ,;hich was a 

necessary feature of the learning process. Huch time and effort 

,,,as devoted to persuading the less able to ,{Orl:: for academic 

achievement (p. 103). 

Fourthly, it is doubtful whether Lumley school could achieve 

each of its r,oals equally effectively. Certainly streaming \fhich 
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facilitated the development of the academic goal opposed the 

development of "satisfying and co-operative relationships", the social 

,)oal. I!argreaves \ms (ll1are of this process and produced evidence 

that deatreaming need not necesaarily result in the 10llering of 

academic standards. In fact sub-cultural differentiation which 

opposed Bocial integration or the social goal of the school, ,ms to 

some extent the product of the stremning system. 

This evidence suggests that the nethodological procedure of 

assessing the effectiveness of a school accordint~ to its stateu 

goals may lead to a conclusion that no school will be effective in 

achieving its goals. Effectiveness can only be judged upon a close 

understanding of the conditions and circumstances under \.,hich n 

school operates. 

The sociological perspective employed by Ilargreaves in his 

study of Lumley secondary school has produced three important findings 

for the organisational design of school systems. 

(i) It offers an objective assessment of the conditions and 

circumstances under which the school operates and provides a sense 

of realiSM about the types of problems which confront teachers in 

secondary modern schools of t'is type. It alerts educators to at 

least one organisational fcature, streaming,which may be the source 

of problems ,dthin schools. 

(il) The sociological perspective I<hich ,vas not employed by 

lIargreaves as an aid to the formulation of the goals of the school, 
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challen~es the practicnlity of assigning goals without some 

consideration of the school's organisational and community circtlmntances. 

Of course the sociological perspective only describes one set of 

variables on I{hich the goals of the school will be formulated. 

Others Idll include educational philosophy, psychology, economics 

and so on. Nevertheless goals of~6chools can only be formulated 

in the knol~ledge of the actual conditions of the school in order to 

assess to I~hat extent the goals can be achieved. This Idll lead to 

a more realistic assessment of the effectiveness of the school and 

even to the reformulation of the goals themselves. 

(111) Althollr;h the study did not deal specifically \dth the 

development of strater,ies to increase the effectiveness of the 

school in dealing with educational problems, two points emerge. 

One, it demonstrates that strater;ies are only valuable to educators 

if it is possible to manipUlate the variables which are the source of 

educational problems. llargreaves' study described the rnultidimensinal 

forces "hich had some influence over the educational outcome of the 

school. By focussin,~ upon the organisational structure of the 

school, he indicated the types of variables over which the school 

had some control and influence. Second, attention is dralm to the 

fact that the utility of strate~ies l;ill depend upon their 

acceptability by the teaching group in the school. Destrcaming 

might have been the most obvious ,{ay of eliminating sub-cultural 

differentiation, but it was unacceptable to the teaching staff of 

Lumley. 
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C 11 APT E n F 0 U n 

TIlE SCHOOL AS AN ORGANISATION 
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In chapter tlfO suggestions were put forward to account for the 

organisational structure of the school, and although Many 

observations were made rer;nrdinr; the nost important varinhles on 

"hich to base this analysis, it 'ms difficult to decide "hicll liould 

serve as the nost relevant. Only Did"ell offered a comprehensive 

fr=.e',orlc for the analysis of tJle school in the round, lJllt he did 

not offer any rationale for the variables he considered strategic. 

~'aintz (p. lOt) sug[!;ests that the system theoretical approach 

may offer an ansl{er to the problem of selection and provide 11 gUide 

to the varinbles , .. hich are both general and sir;nificant. In this 

way it should be possible to develop a model which, althour;h a 

historical and abstract, highlights n number of problem nreas \;'hich 

justify the selection of the variables. 

One socinl theorist, Parsons, has npplied the syster.t theoretical 

approach to the more specific study of organisations. !lis work 

was neither exhaustive nor syster.mtic and lias based upon 0. lir.tited 

knmolledge of empirical research in orr;anisations in general, and 

schools in particular. !Io"'ever, he offered some perceptive insi,o;hts 

into the structural features of organisations some of which are 

important in developing a closer understanding of schools. 

The first part of this chapter analyses Parsons' conceptual 

scheme, his system problems and his pattern variables ',hich are 

rp,lated to the three levels of organisational structure. The second 

part describes the comprehensiveness of this framework and the 

contribution it makes to the study of the school as an organisation. 
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PART 1 

THE SYSTFJ! 'fllEOf'.ETICAL APPROACH TO THE STUDY CF TIlE SCIIOCL 

1. Parsons' Social System 

Parsons' systems approach views social systems as a series of 

interlocking systems from individuals, groups, and departments, 

straight through to societies, each of «hich is implicated in social 

systems external to the school. Teachers are members of subject 

departments in schools as well as members of families outside schools. 

The logic of Parsons' analysis is that although there is a relative 

interdependence between each of these social systems, there is also 

relative independence. Each' exists to solve different types of 

problems. For instance in schools the necessity of co-ordinating 

classroom activities requires a degree of co-operation bett,een 

departments and between each department and the central administration 

of the school, but problems arise \d thin each department "hich cannot 

be satisfactorily dealt tdth at any other level. 

problems will be outlined later in this chapter. 

Some analytical distinctions in Parsons' scheme. 

Some of these 

Parsons distinGuishes 

schools as formal organisations from other types of organisations, 

such as the family,by the observation that schools as organisations 

r,ive primacy to tho attainment of a specific goal, the type of goal 

distinguishing schools from other types of organisations. 1'he /,:oal 

of the school is legitimised in terms of its functional contribution 

to the Inrrer social system, a factor \"hich enables the school to 

assert the primacy of its goal over any other (Parsons, 1D56a, p. 64). 

Schools, therefore, are functionally differentiated sub-systems of 

the larr;er social system, the goal of 1<hich is the technical and moral 

socialisation of the children (Parsons, 1D61, p. 434). 

The social structure of the school in Parsonian terms can be 

analysed from tl{O points of View, the cultural institutional and the 

rolc:-
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The cultural-institutional defines the goal of the school, and tho 

structural arrangements by ,;hich the functional requirements of the 

school are J:!et \fithin the more specific requireJ:!ents of adaptation, 

!~oal attainment, inter,ration, and latency (pattern maintenance and 

tension manageMent). 

The role describes the manner in "hich the functional requirements 

are solv",d. This proc",ss s",ts limits upon th", rang"'· of norms ',hich 

can exist in the school, "hiclL in turn, prescribes tho role 

relationships of thos", implicated in the organisation (Parsons, 

19~6a, pp. 67-69). 

\{ithin the school, Parsons identifies a set of differences of 

control and responsibility «hich arise at the three levels of the 

organisation (19~8, pp. 41-4~). Bach contributes to the solving 

of the four functional requirements or problems outlined above. 

The three levels, the technical, the managerial, and the institutional 

(com'nunity), are most clearly marl<ed in terms of their external 
o ~ 

reference and to the next higher in the,higherarchy.' Theyare:-

The technical ',hich refers to the actual process of teaching. 

The Managerial "hich relates to the at1ministration of the school and 

its mediation ,dth the social context of the school as lfell as lfith 

its technical sub-system. 

The institutional ',hich refers to the link between the technical-

manar;erial and the larger society. 

In keepin:~ with the logic of the analysis Parsons indicates that 

the "institutionnl organisation, as ,;ell as the managerial and the 

technical, will necessarily have connections and interchanges 'upward' 

as «ell as laterally and 'dolm\{ard'. These 'upl{ard' connections 

fall above all in the area of ler,itimation and support" (1958, p. 69). 

It follol,s from Parsons' analysis that, although there is relative 

interdependence and interpcnetration behrccn lcvcls, there is also 
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level cannot be reduced to the level belo\~ or above. 
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Defore embarking upon a detailed analysis of the hierarchical 

levels of organisational behaviour, it is necessary to appreciate 

the theoretical basis of Parsons' tl~O basic sets of concepts which 

are cmployed to analyse the structure of organisations, and to ShOl1 

hOI~ these relate to the three hierarchical lcvels. This is 

particularly important for two reasons. Firstly, to understand the 

conceptual schemes and their relationships I and secondly, to try 

to clarify some of the ambir,uity and confusion which has been caused 

by the unsystematic Iffiy the system problems have been fonnulated in 

relation to the study of organisations in general. This is a 

prerequisite to a clear understanding of how the system problems EIre 

solved at different organisational levels. 

2. The Structure of Orp;anisations 

Parsons suggests that the structure of organisations can be 

analysed from tl{O points of viel~, the cuI tural-insti tutional and 

the role, each of which is necessary for the complete understanding 

of the organisation. 

A. The cultural-institutional 

The ",ain point for analysing the structure of any social system 

is its value pattern (Parsons, 1056a, p. 67). Thesc values describe 

thc function of the organisation and the ma'in institutional patterns 

I>:hich define these values in the more concrete functional contexts 

of adaptation, goal attainment, integration, and latency. The value 

systel~ of an orgunisation "ill be a sub-value syste", of a higher 

order one, since the organisation is defined as a sub-system of the 

supcrordinate system from I,hich it gains its ler;itimation and support. 

At societal level organisations vary accordinr; to the type of 

p;oal or function they perform for society. These functions arc 
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1eG1 tir.1iseu by the value systeM of socicty. Tl:ey arc of four 

types: Orr;aninationn orientated to econoMic production (adaptive 

function); Orc;anisations orientated to political functions (Goal 

attain!TIent function); OrG'anisations orientated to the adjustment of 

conflict al~d the fulfilment of institutional expectations (Intcr,rative 

orc"misations); OrGanisations dcalinG prir.arily \d th cultural, 

cducational, and exprennive functions (pattern rnaintenance) 

(Par,ons, 195Gb, pp. 2213-230). Bach l'rir.mry type of orGanisation 

nupportn a nUr.lber of sUb-cystcm orcanisations to "hich it Given its 

leGitimation and support. 

Cchools COrle into the cater;ory of "pattern r.1aintenancc" 

orGaninationn, their function, cocialisation, beine legitimised in 

terms of its pattern l:1ainten:mce function for thc more comprehensive 

social system. l!ore specifically the values of the superordinate 

system lC[,;itiMise the functional patterns of operation \;hich aro 

necessary to implernent nociotal values. At orbanisational level 

these arc a serien of processes or problems \;11ich must be solved if 

the function of the school is to be achieved. They arc problems of 

adaptation, I;oal attain!TIent, integration, anu latency (Parsons, 1056a, 

pp. G7-GO). 

(i) Adantation is principally conccrned \dth the procurer.Jent of 

flu",an and material resources \{hich are necessary conditions for the 

attain.",ent of the !ioal of the school. 

(ii) Goal attainment deals \dth the mobilisation of the resources 

Mado availablo by the adaptation process, and the arrangements by 

which these resources can be utilised in the actual process of (:oal 

implementation in the changing situation. There arc ttfO aspects to 

this situation. Firstly, the set of relations \{ith the external 

situation, that is the IO'ar!ret for the !Jroduct of the organisation (1). ---------------------------------------------------------------------
(1) Parsons argues that the educational process of the school "ill 

produce "both character, knO\dedge, and skills of individuals, 
and generalised performance capacity at the societal level" 
(Parsons, 1958, p. 65). 
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.secondly, the control of these resources uithin the orcanisation to 

ensure the attain~ent of the goal. 'fl,ese processes aro governed 

by tho operational codo of tho organination "'hich has its basis in 

societal values. In this ":ay, the organisation is assured of the 

resources it requires "'hich authorises the organisational procedures 

necessary to encure tho attain.':1ent of the Goal of the orr,anication. 

Tho focus of theso procedures is on decision r.mldn!;. They include 

policy decisions, allocative decisions, and motivational decisions. 

Policy decisions relate to the broad technical task. Allocative 

decisions descriJJe the apportionment of responsibility llMongst 

personnel, that is, the placement of personnel in specific jobs, 

the allot.ment of money to specific tasks, and the allocation of 

facilities ,dth "hich to carry out organisational tasles. l!otivational 

decisions arc concerned ,11th assuring the co-operation of personnel. (1) 

l-:easures to ensure co-operation tal~e the fo= of onc or the 

combination of three types: Coercion, inducement, or therapy (Parsons, 

10fi6A, p. 79). 

(iii) Inter:ration relates to the fact that organisational members 

arc involved in a multiplicity of roles of "hich the organisational 

role is only one. Teachers, for instance, may be members of 

professional organisations or of frunilies, as "lell as employees of 

schools. This "ill mean the fulfilment ot role obligations outside 

the school. TIlO focus ot integration is on orr,anisational members' 

loyal ty to the organisation and the ',ay in '''hich this loyalty balances 

,dth other extraorganisational commitments (Parsons, 195GA, p. 81). (2) 
---------------------------------------------------------------------

(2) 

Parsons seems to have moved to another dimension of organisational 
process in discussing motivational problems under tho heading of 
goal attain.ment. This logically should come under tho heading of 
pattern maintenance and tension management (latency). Parsons 
accepts motivation under his heading of goal attainment~ although 
he describes this as an intc[;rativc problem (Parsons, 1.o56A, p. 70). 
It has previously bf'cn noted that Parsons placed intraorganisational 
probleMI'! under his Goal attainMcnt section. Under the hcading ot 
"inte~ration" he sug~ests that this can bo reneralised to 
interor~anisational integration (Parsons, 1956A, p. 31). Also 
under the hcading of integration he describeD the "mechanisms by 
which tho organisation is integrated ,dth other organisations, and 
other types ot collectivities in the total social system". 
(1056A, ~l. 80). Apart from causing confusion over the problem of 
intcgrt\tJ.!)n he hus mored capriciously from the organisatl.onal to 
the ro.Lc .level 01" ana ysis. 
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Three nechanisDs regulate the possibility of conflict, 

assllrinr; some ",easure of orGanisational control and cOMl:litment of 

personnel. Firstly, contract \lhich defines the terms of a{;reC!~ent 

on "hich the occupational role is based.(1)Secondly, the 

institutionalisation of authority \,hich re{;Ulates the authority of 

one actor over another. Over-cxposure to authority is u::mally 

limi ted by the norm tlmt occupational croups are free to lcave their 

posts !Ihen breaeheG of contract become apparent. Tllirdly, there 

'W' a cet of ruleG unifornly defined for Gociety \{!lich state that 

or:;,micational practices must confoIn to the norms of "Good conduct" 

in society. Contract and authority describe rules \·,hich transcend 

any orGanisation. Tlley define obligations lihich are particularistic 

to organisations. "Good conduct" defines universal patterns of 

behaviour \,hich apply to all levels of society (parsons, 1!l5GA, 

pp. S1-CS). 

(iv) Latency is not dealt with specifically in Parsons' \;ork on 

organisations. In fact,neither integration nor latency has received 

systematic treatment. However, the wor!_ of Horse sugGests that 

"Lateney is an interlude betl<een successive goal attainment processes. 

It is not a period of inactivity; but the activities, I<hatever they 

may be, consist of restoring, maintainin~, or creating the energies, 

motives, and values of the co-operating units" (l.lorse, p. 114). 

Follo\1ing Norse, it is accepted that the tt1in problems of pattern 

maintenance and tension manng;ement I<l1ich come under the heading of 

latency, focus on the units of the syste:n, not the system itself (2) 

(p. 110). Pattern maintenance "is the problem of stabilising a set 

---------------------------------------------------------------------
(1) This will be true where personnel, such as teachers in school, 

actually siGn a specific contract. It is doubtful if this 
applies to a large nUI:1ber of unskilled labourers. 

(2) Horee=nltes this interpretation from Parsons' study of "Economy 
and Society". 'This clears up so:ne of the confusion surrounding 
Parsons' comments in his 195G papers. 
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of (latent) cOf.:r.dtments to a set of goals that havc been 

ler;itiMised by the cultural value pattcrn of the sYstcr:t". 

Tension management "is that of eliminating the residual temlions that 

occur \d thin member un! ts as the result of the fact that no goal 

attairu!tcnt process carried out by any action system is lilcely to 

(;ratify every participatin1~ tlcmber unit cotlpletely" (1) (I.:orsc, 

p. 119). 

Goal attainment and adaptation processes relate to the task 

orientation of instrumental activity, "hilst integration and latency 

identify the expressive or soeio-emotional area of activity (2). 

This is illustrated "hen teachers from different subject departMents 

meet to co-operate in the problem of gathering a11<1 digesting 

information (adaptation), prior to coming to a decision which \;ill 

affect the policy of the school (goal attainment), they may strain 

relations \iith each other (integration), and may be prevented from 

fulfilling other needs and obligations (latency). 

D. The Role Aspect of Organisations 

The other set of basic concepts which Parsons uses to define 

organisations are his five bi-polar pairs of pattern variables which 

describe the role structure of the or~anisation. They relate 

simultaneously to the actor's orientation to the situation, to his 

interaction \d th others, and to the product of this social action 

and interaction (Parsons, 1951, pp. 58-67). 

Tho pattern alternatives of value orientation. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------
(1) 

(2) 

Pattern maintenanco and tension management in the 195G papers 
come under the heading of "integration" and "goal attainr:tent" 
respectively. 
It is important to note that the problems which face organisations 
such as schools are similar to those experienced by other social 
oystems conceptualised in l'arsonian terrns. Landsberger indicates 
that any theory of organisation will show "(a) how indiviuually 
motivated units of such systems can attain their private ends \,hile 
(b) sir.lUltaneously furthering the collective (i.e., the system's) 
cnd, (c) maintainini; stable relationships \1ith othcr units, and 
(d) remaining intcgrated both \dthin themsclves and \dth higher 
and lo"er units" (Landsberrrcr, p. 216). Organisations face both 
instrumental and expressive problems. 
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(i) Affeetivity-affeetive neutrality defines \;!lether to use the 

role relationship for im,"ediate r;ratifieation or to adopt a neutral, 

non-affective stance. 

(ii) Universalisrn-particularism defines "hether one actor should 

treat another in teI'l"S of a set of rules "hich apply to everyone, or 

\;bether to consi<!el' the other's unique characteristics. 

(iii) Aehiever:'ent-ascription defines '!,lether one actor should jud:;e 

another according to his success in perfondng certain tasks, or to 

judge a person upon his ascribed status, that is "\·,ho he is" rather 

than ""hat he can uo". 

(iv) Specificity-diffuseness defines whether to contain the relation

ship to a clearly defined specific content, or to meet the other over 

a widely undefined area. 

(v) Self-orientation-eollectivity-orientation. This pattern is 

analytically different from the other four. This variable represents 

a measure of ,.-hether the unit acts on behalf of itself, or on behalf 

of the superoruinate system. It describes the pursuit of private 

interests rather than those of the group. Some private interests 

may be defineu as legitimate providing they do not conflict \iith 

those recognised as the group's. 

The first four pattern variables describe the different kinds of 

relationships "hich occur during the four problem solving phases. 

During the instrumental phase (adaptation and goal attainment) 

actors are expected to treat each other impersonally (neutrality), 

judge each other according to fixed rules of procedure (universalis."I), 

ensuring that these judgements are made on a careful assessment of 

perfoIT.lance (achievct:'ent), and maldng surc that only thosc aspects 

\;hich are relevant to the task at hand are consiucred (spccificity). 

Durinl; the expressive phase, the opposite role expectations prevail, 

namely affcctivity, particularism, ascription, and niffuseness. 
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and the role aspects "ere necessary prerequisites to the cooplete 
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understanding of an organisation. It Has also indicated that the 

manner in \fllich the four functional problems "ere solved sets linits 

upon the ranr;e of nonns ,{hich could exist in the 5chool and ,muld. 

prescribo the role reltionships of those involved in the 8ystC",. 

liilson in his paper "The Teacher'G Role" has explored the usefulness 

of the pattern variables to describe the role conflict of teuchers 

in schools. nis study:indicated that the school as £In orr;.misation 

\las expccted to ensure a mininal level of educntional achiever.:cnt, £I 

process Hhich "as dominated by a systeM of fomal exar.dnations usually 

conducted across classes or years, and later in sone form of public 

e:cn.",inution. To ensure parit.y of opportunity, the rolo relatiom;hip 

of teachers "'i th ;"lpils \fas prescribed by a set of noms "'hich 

entailed affective neutrality, achieveMent. universal ism , and 

5pecifieity. Yet these role prescriptions "ere polar oPl'o'3ite to 

those required to tlotivate the child to accept the sta'1dards required 

if the child ,~as to develop his full potential. r,louzelis (pp. ::!1G

::!17) suggested that this dilemma could be met by t\{O foms of 

differentiation, one teMporal the other structural. Durinr; the 

teoporal phase the school deals ,>'1 th onc set of problems at a tine. 

At one point in the day, month, or year, effort is concentrated in 

the tas!: area of school "orl" for exrunple, '{orldng to\fards examinations. 

In another sequence the effort is devoted to the motivational problem 

of encouraging scholarship. Alternatively, the school sets up 

separate SUb-systems to deal ,>'1th each type of problem. Expressive 

problems are dealt \ii th by certain teachers ,.ho concentrate upon this 

type of problem. Counsellors, tutors, and housemasters come into 

this cntcGory. 

This interpretation of Nouzelis's ideas on temporal and 
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structural differentiation poses a nu.",ber of problems. Firstly, 

it i3 doubtful I'Ihether teachers confronted with lal"ge groups of 

children could treat thCl:l in a highly impersonal manner. 

Alternatively, children liould be unlilwly to understand the 

significance of a teacher "ho acts iClpersonally in ono situation 

and is friendly in another, and might perceivo inconsistency in 

his behaviour \~hich night adversely modify tho teacher's 

effectiveness. Secondly, it mic;ht bo proposed that separato 

sub-systeMs \lould devote their attention to one problcl:! rather than 

another. For instance it r:light bo assumed that physical education 

classes could be used to solve expressivo or socio-enotional problems 

by offering a range of activities devised to develop co-operativo 

relationships. This \"ould cut across clique structures "'hich had 

emerged during the instrumental phase of acadcr.1ic classroem 

nctivities. Yet the development of a liido range of physical 

activitic3 may be rolated to their post-school benefits, a process 

"hich brings their development into the instrumental phase of school 

life (1). 

The temporal dimension throws up an interesting speCUlation 

regarding the rhythm of school life. If tho process of formal 

examination is con3idere<1 an important function of the school it 

migllt be organisationally effective to devote all the organisational 

energy of the school tOlmrds the achievement of this sub-goal for 

a period of time, iGnoring all otber non-examinable scbool 

activities. After examinations, time and energy could be devoted to 

other aspects of school life \·;bicb would include otber instrumental 

and expressive activities. Sports tournaments, scbool outings, 
---------------------------------------------------------------------
(1) It ",ould be untlise to expect that physical activities could solve 

integrative problems of schools. In fact many of these 
activities may prove positively disruptive of school life. 
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school competitions and so on "ould come into this category (1). 

For instance, if Ilargrcaves had used the Parsonian frame"orlt he 

mir,ht have reco(",nised that the social goal of the school mi.e;ht have 

been more effectively achieved by renrranr,ing the temporal sequence 

of school events, a strategy \ihich ';ould not have intcrferred ,.rith 

the attainment of the school's academic goal. 

Parsons' conceptual frmlle,;ork for analysing the structure of 

organisations highlir;hts some ,;ays in 'ihich the school attains its 

goal of socialisation ,if thin the more specific concrete contexts of 

adaptation, r,oal attainment, integration, and tension mannr,ement. 

The 'my in .. hich these problems are solved means different 

structural arrangements by t<!tich different types of organisations 

cope ,,rith their environment and ,,rith their internal processes. 

School systems "ere used by Parsons to analyse the structural 

arrangcmcnts by "'hid, schools cope ,if th their problems. These 

arrangements related to a set of differences of control and 

responsibility "hich arose at the three levels of organisation, the 

technical, the managerial and the institutional. In the particular 

paper devoted to the analysis of school systems, Parsons, '>'Us more 

intent upon describing the hierarchical structure of the school than 

in indicating the "ay in "hich schools dealt ,,ri th their functional 

problems. It is possible to analyse this aspect of his ,,,ork from 

his text althour;h it was not considered specifically by Parsons. 

3. Parsons' Analysis of the Organisational Structure of the School (2) 

Parsons' analysis of school systems was not based upon the results 

(1) The present l;ri ter has ImOl{ledge of 0. secondary modern school in 
Derbyshire 'ihich employed this strater:y. It was reported by 
the headmaster that the temporal sequencin" of the school life 
,,.orlced ,>'ith More tl'::m a modicUM of success. 

(2) The follOl>"ing section is principally Hithdrmm from Parsons, T., 
(19513), "Some Inr,redients of 0. General Theory of Forr.1D.l 
Organisation". 
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of t)"'pirical rcst)arch carrit)d out in schools. The analysis t ... as 

largely dcpendent upon his own theoretical fra."el{ork sup;,lemented by 

his Imol<iedr,e of the ellucational system of the l.'nited States of 

A'TIerica. Tl,ese systems differ in so",e respects from the contemporary 

euucational scene in this country, and the present ',Titer has 

attempted to "fit" the r.ritish scene to the organisational frll.':Jel{ork 

described in Parsons' paper. No atte"'pt is made to incorporate 

empirical research into this description. This is attempted in 

the critical analysis of the fra."e\{ork later in the chapter. 

A. The three levels of analysis 

(i) The Technical 

The technical level delineates the actual process of teaching 

which Parsons describes as the production of "both character, Imol{ledge, 

tmc1 skills of individuals, and gencralised performance capacity at 

societal level"(Parsons, HmS, p. 65). l!ore specifically this is 

described in an earlier paper as the process of soeialisation and 

allocation "hicIt functions to "internalise in its pupils both the 

COl:1mitMents and capacities for successful performance of their 

future adult roles •• •••• and to allocate these hUMan resources Idthin 

tho role structure of the adult SOCiety" (Parsons, 1(J61, p. 1\34). 

(ii ) The I :anar;erial 

The outcome of the technical process cannot be left to the 

indivi(~ual discretion of teachers. A higher authority is required 

to make decisions regarding the broad technienl t:lsk of tho school. 

These relate to the allocation of responsibilities to subject 

departl:1ents and to individual members of stnff, and to the allocation 

of classrooOls and finance to r;roups und individual teachers lii thin 

the school (Pnrsons' goal attain'Oent problcOl). These decisions 

arc legitiMised in terns of the goal of the school, decisions being 

made by the headmaster I{ho has institutionalised authority to malto 
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jud[(er.lCnts regarding the outcome of the educational process of the 

school. Parsons tlWCCS no nention of the control mechc.nistls which 

are used to motivate teachers to accept the decision making process. 

It is assumed from his earlier \;riting that this could talte the fonn 

of coercion, induce:,lent, or therapy. Coercive measures tlay take 

the form of the allocation of nndiceiplined classes to the recalcitrant 

teucher; inducc",ent, the manipulation of graded posts which bring 

F,reater financial rc"ards; and therapy, the appeal to teachers that 

headl"asters and teachers as professional educators have a normative 

cOlm,i tP.1ent to accept decisions IIhich arc made in the iriterests of 

the children. 

(Hi) The Institutional 

Although the heacl-naster, in mana"erial ten1s, may exercise a 

hibh degree of aut. ·lO::1Y in running the internal affairs of t!le school, 

it also follo'vs that no school is entirely independent. It operates 

",i thin a lar:;er ooeial environment from "'hieh it gains its 

lec;i til~ation and sUPi>ort, a necessary prerequisite for the achievement 

of t!le scllool's ~oal. The adr.dnistration of the school is serviced 

and controlled by a higher level or.<>anisation ,;hich Parsons calls 

the institutional. The institutional structure or the "agencies of 

the cOllli"unity" truce the responsibility of ensuring that the school 

achieves a standard of educational attainment in keeping with the 

F,eIleralised norms of society. Control of cchool activities is of 

thrce typcs. (These constitute Parcons integrative problem.) 

Firstly, the operation of the school is regulated by the ceneralised 

norms of society ,,11ich vary from rules formally codified in the lU\{, 

to stan<lards of "1::000. practice". Sccondly, schools cone within 

the jurisdiction of public authority, nationally tmder the control 

of thc l'cpurtl"ent of Euuca tion unu Science, anu locally under the 

Local Education Authority llhich includes the local education officer 
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and his administrative staff. Thirdly, schools in this country are 

governed by a fudiciary board variously called school governors or 

school directors. TIlis group is usually made up ot representatives 

ot the immediate community ot the school, to::cether ,dth representatives 

of the local education committee. It functions as an intermediary 

between the school and the more diffuse local community interests. 

Although these groups have official control of the school they do 

not exhaust the other interested groups with "horn the headmaster 

interacts. 

D. Points ot articulation ot the three levels 

So far the three levels of organisation have been described. 

At each of the t"o points of articulation there are qualitative 

breruts in the line authority. In school systems personnel at one 

level do not merely tell those lower down what to do. At each level 

people exercise types of competence and responsibility "hi ch cannot 

merely be delegated. Functions are q~~litatively different. 

(i) The technical-managerial. 

In schools the technical operations are carried out by teachers 

"ho normally have reached a full level of professional competence, 

and have been officially certificated by the employing authority. 

As professionals they are responsible for planning and evaluating 

the day to day running of the classroom, a process which is necessary 

"hen dealing "i th large groups of children ,{ho show varying degrees 

of differences in a~e, aptitude, and ability. Decisions regarding 

the management of children cannot merely be delegated by the head-

master for two reasons. Firstly it is doubtful , .. hether the head'llaster 

is competent in every technical field. Secondly, the complexity of 

the taslt of teaching requires a level of contact ,dth the children 

,{hich is beyond the scope of a headmaster in schools which are engaged 

in teaching large groups of children. In addition, as professionals, 
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teachers are ultimately held responsible for their own judgement and 

must take their share of the responsibility for the consequences of 

their day to day decisions. "ithin this frrune\~ork teachers will 

participate in technically crucial decisions which affect the 

educational outcome of the classroom situation. (1) 

Teachers may also be involved in the administrative structure 

of the school system. Heads of subject departments will be responsible 

to the hea~aster for the management and organisation of subject 

departments in accordance with the directives of the headmaster, who 

is ultimately responsible for the co-ordination and control of 

activities of each subject departnent. This may cause some problems 

for heads of departments \,ho may accept the heed for system \dde 

control of school activities, but may view this control as violating 

the autonomy of their departMent. Organisational strain may also 

become apparent at teacher level especially when teachers are 

expected to undertake duties of a non-professional nature, such as 

the handling of dinner money, or the supervision of meals. 

Hembership of the administrative structure and of the technical 

staff does not exhaust the affiliations of teachers. No one school 

employs all teachers. The reference group to which teachers 1001, 

in terms of professional standards may be their professional 

organisation, net the school in which they teach. Organisational 

loyalty (Parsons' integrative problem) becomes an important issue in 

schools, and although it is not discussed in Parsons' (1958) paper 

it is assumed that the mechanisms of contract, authority, and 

universal rules will act as integrating agencies between organisational 

and extra-organisational loyalties (Parsons, 1956A, pp. 80-85). 
---------------------------------------------------------------------
(1) The concept of professional authority is defined by Parsons in 

the footnote on pp. 58-60 of Heber, r,I., (1964) The Theory of 
Social and Economic Organisation, New York: Free Press. 
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(ii) The managerial-institutional 

Similar considerations apply at this point of articulation. 

Official groups at the institutional level who have control and 

responsibility for school activities are not in a position merely to 

delegate tasles to the headmaster. Parsons suggests that the function 

of the institutional level is to ensure legitimation and support for 

the school. To attempt to perform this function and to act in the 

management of the school will erode its primary function of acting 

as a mediating force bet"een the school and the community, both local 

and national. In this country, institutional support seems less of 

a problem than in the United States of America, especially with 

regard to finance. In Britain it is the task of the education 

committee advised by the education officer to bargain for finance in 

competition ,dth other community agencies. Financial support "ill 

depend upon the compatibility of these demands with other community 

requirements (Parsons' integration problem at trans-organisational 

level). In }~erica, the delegation of the necessary finance is 

the responsibility of the local community "hich expects some authority 

to decide how it is spent. This money is gained "holly from local 

taxation not, as in this country, from local and national taxation. 

This may expose the headmaster to some pressure from the local 

community and affect the organisational and management decisions 

required to implement the goals of the school. In this country, 

the atltonomy of the headmaster is protected in at least t'iO "ays. 

Firstly, decisions relating to schools are not made at local community 

level. This insulates the schools from immediate community pressure. 

Secondly, education officers employed by local authorities will most 

likely have undergone professional training and have taught in schools. 

They will be more sensitive to the norms of tcaching which prescribe 

the broad discretionary jurisdiction of the headlnaster over both 
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policy making and the management of the school. 

c. Disposal and procurement functions (Parsons' adaptation and 

goal attainment problems). (1) 

Although schools are clearly marked in terms of the three hierarch-

ical levels of organisation, they also operate within an external 

environment fl'om '''hich they gain the necessary resources to ~nsure 

the effective running of the school. They are also responsible 

for the disposal of a product. (2) 

It is assumed that schools are client serving agencies and that 

they must be assured of a steady supply of clientele. (Parsons' 

adaptation problem). In Dritain this is not problematic as young 

persons up to the age of fifteen are compelled by law to attend a 

school, although the type of school they go to will depend upon the 

presence or absence of selection procedures. Some may attend 

neighbourhood comprehensive schools, others selective grammar, 

technical, or modern schools. lIol{Cver, pupils enter schools under 

certain important conditions. The process of socialisation requires 

"a long-continuing and in some sense intimate" relationship between 

teachers and taught, a relationship which Idll affect both the 

structure of the pupil's personality and his future position in the 

community. Pupils are truten into a special type of membership of 

schools ,~hich requires an il:!portant degree of integration., The 

process of teaching requires the co-operation of the children. This 

cannot be truten for granted, it must be motivated. Parsons considers 
-------------------------------------.---.-----.-.-----.-.-.---.-.-.-
(1) Parsons only makes specific reference to the instrumental processes 

of the school in his 1958 paper. This may be partly explained 
by the observation that he I~as more interested in boundary 
maintaining processes than in the actual processes Id thin the 
organisation in ,;hich integrative problems "ere more apparent. 

(2) In Parsons' earlier paper (195GA, p. 74) part of the disposal 
function is dealt with under the goal attainment problem "hen 
he describes the use made of resources in the implementation of 
the day to day decisions regarding the operation of the school. 
In this paper the disposal function is only concerned ,dth the 
external problem of the disposal of the product of the school. 
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that coercion is not adequate and that some form of inducement must 

be offered to ensure adequate co-operation. This must be provided 

in the terms on which the co-operation \{as offered in the first place. 

Unless pupils and parents are aware of the rewards of schooling 

Parsons suggests that the co-operation of parents cannot be assured 

and the education process \;ill be put in jeopardy. 

At management level the school is responsible for t\10 types of 

output which affect its external relations. The first relates to 

the change in the character, skills, and knowledge of individual 

pupils; the second to the contribution to the "general perform.mce 

capacity of the COr.tmunity" (Parsons, 1958, p. n5). To get valued 

things done in the community requires more than the education of 

individual pupils. Decisions what to teach what category of pupil 

influences the pool of talent in the community (Parsons' goal 

attainment problem). These decisions are partly the result of the 

demand for trained personnel, and partly the product of the ideas 

and plans of educational authorities and individual headmasters. 

Locally the educational outcome may depend to a great extent upon 

the educational level of the community, especially amongst those 

groups \,ho are orientated to educational goals. The educational 

level of parents and the occupational structure of the community may 

be two important elements. 

To carry out the technical function of teaching, the school 

depends upon the mobilisation of resources, the most important of 

\·,hich are labour and finance (Parsons' adaptation problem). The 

employment of teachers is the responsibility of the local education 

authority who are governed by regulations regarding the numbers to 

employ, salaries, and so on. Finance is made available through 

local taxation and government grants. The latter is not automatically 

designated for education and it is the task of the local education 
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committees, in consultation ,dth its administrative staff, to bargain 

for the necessary capital to ensure an adequate level of educational 

provision (Parsons' adaptation problem). This may involve education 

authorities in the strug~le for power to gain support for education. 

In the United States of America, finance is made available cempletely 

by local taxation. This produces problems "here the local education 

authority, who supply the necessary finance, demand the right to 

decide the 'my in "hich this money is spent in individual schools. 

The authority may demand to be consulted in matters relating to 

educatienal decisions and scheol procedures, matters "hich are the 

functional responsibility ef the headmaster. 
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PAnT II 

A CIUTIC.\I, AN,\I,Y~IS OF TITle USEl'DM:;';SS CJi' TIlE P.\:/·SONJAN F'1l\!·lr:HO"J( 

Although Parsons' fralllework is neither systematic not exhaustive 

and its conceptual vagueness often leads to confusion, there is no 

doubt about its comprehensiveness so far as schools arc concerned. 

The value of the scheme is twofold:-

1. Two Advantases of the Fra,,,e,~ork 

A. It enables a comparison to be made bet,{een schools and other 

types of organisations so that orGanisational literature which is 

not directly concerned ,dth schools can be interpreted in a more 

insightful way. J'arsons' defines five differences bet"ecn 

organisations (Parsons'), 1958, pp. 70-72) 1-

(i) The specific function the organisation serves for society. 

(ii) The same societal function may not adequately define the 

different operational functions of the sub-system. The 

functions of a teacher in the classroom are not similar to 

those of the administrator in the Department of Education and 

Science, even although both come under the generic term 

"education". 

(iU) The organisational structure of tho school will be different 

from the organisational structure of other organisations. A 

good organisation for the processing of goods or services, 

may not be appropriate for the school ,.-I11ch deals with children. 

(iv) Differences occur in relation to the exigencies of disposal 

and procureMent. The function of the school necessitates a 

special type of reIn tionship bet"een teachers and children 

which affects the conditions under \{hich children enter schools. 

(v) By highlighting qualitative breaks in the hierarchical structure 

of the organisation, Parsons indicates a ,dde range of 

possibilities of different types of articulation at the junction 



of these levels. This explains , .. hy military personnel 

are supervised in quite different "ays from teachers in 

schools. 

'. This approach offcrs a cornprehentlivo theoretical approach to the 

study of the school, an approach "hich has not been evident in other 

"orIt to date. Adz:tittedly Parsons' theory of organisation is not 

based upon empirical investigation and cannot be substantiated by 

body of empirically verifiable lmowledr,e. This affects its 

usefulness in the development of empirically testable hypotheses (1). 

Nevertheless it offers a useful frameworI, on ,<bich to order exitltinr, 

empirical research. It has the merit of raising questions which, 

if not directly deducible from his theory, are useful interpretations 

of occurrences "hich may take place in schools. 

B. About its comprehensiveness there is general agreement. 

Lan~rger sugp;ests that Parsons' writings have brought together 

approaches to organisations which should never have been separated 

(p. 234). In three areas in particular this is evident: (i) the 

formal and informal aspects of organisational behaviour, (ii) the 

influence of the environment on the organisation, and (iU) the 

nature of the goal of the organisation. 

(i) Formal and informal aspects 

In the past most studies of schools have devoted attention to 

the interpersonal aspects,of erganisational behaviour, espccially in 
---------------------------------------------------------------------
(1) The failure to develop predictive hypotheses deducible from his 

scheme conceals the possibility that the function of schools, 
socialisation, cannot be tested empirically. This function 
cannot be proved or disproved. It might be argued that schools 
arise in the need to socialise children but this need may only 
be inferred from the existence of schools. But the proliferation 
of schools need not result in socialisation, and so the 
hypothesis is difficult to refute. 
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the "'ay informal organisation has helped or hindered formal 

organisation. 'rhis has principally related to relationships betl<een 

children and staff and (I!:1onr;st children themselves (1), and 

occasionally between staff and headmasters and bet'ieen head.,msters 

and the community (2) (3). No study to the knowledge of the ',Titer 

has been carried out .. hich focuses upon reliionships bet'ieen staff 

members. At organisational level little attention has been given to 

studying the formal organisation of tho school itself, to the 

relationship bet,/een administrative and teaching structures in such 

areas as policy formulation, allocation of hUr.1an and material 

resources, and the problem of the co:-ordination of school activities 

runongst teachers 'tho press for a high degree of functional autonomy. 

At least one l>Titer (DecJ{er, 1962) has discussed the manipulation 

of re"ards to ensure the co-operation of teachers. Others have 

rer.w.ined silent about the formal aspects of school life. 

(ii) The influence of the environ"'1ent on the orfjanisation 

Parsons frame'iork indicates that schools as organisations are 

involved in social and ad.'lIinistrative environments which may affect 

their organisational structure. The need for the organisational 

structure to conform to environmental values has been studied by 

J.!ays 'tho indicated the culture conflict bet'''een children and teachers. 

and the need for greater adjustment of staff to the values of the 

children (Hays, 1965). Another study by Douglas found that teachers 

all0l1ed their judgements of children to be influenced by the social 

background of the child, a result of which was that children from 

middle-class homes were more liltely to be allocated to the higher 

---------------------------------------------------------.---.-------
(1) For example J!argreaves. 
(2) For eX(I!:1ple, Decker, 11., (1962). 
(3) For example, Gross, N., et al. (1958). 
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streams of the II:hool, even "here Ineasnred ability "as sir.dlar. A 

study carried out in the United states of America reported by 

Cor"ih described the adaptive responses of schools to unselected, 

undisciplined children. The school policy was to segre!;ate them 

into special classes to minimise their disruptive affect upon the 

organisation of the school. Those who proved too difficult to 

control were sent to special schools. (Corwin, 1967, p.191). 

In addition, environmental influences may affect staff loyalty to 

schools and pose integrative problems. In a study carried out by 

Gouldner (1957/50) this problem was demonstrated in relation to the 

staff in a liberal arts colle{;e. One group of staff members were 

more heavily coctmitted to teaching as a career and to the development 

of their professional teaching slcills, and had a low loyalty to the 

college (cosmopolitans). Another group (locals) wcre less interested 

in their career outside the collel;e, placed less emphasis on teaching 

skill, and had a high loyalty to the colle:,;e. 

These stUdies indicate that environmental influences may be 

potent factors in co-ordinative, policy, and integrative problems 

of schools. 

(Hi) The influence of the environment on the nature of the goal of 

the school 

One study ',hieh described this aspect of organisational 

structure ','as carried out by Clarlc. He studied a junior college in 

California ',hich was oril~inally set up to provide a ntnnber of 

vocational courses, and a limited number of courses which "ould lead 

to transfer to university. 1I0liever, oliing to pressures from 

students, "ho quite unexpectedly demanded places in the university 

transfer course, the college "as forced to service this neli demand. 

This resulted not only in the adaptation of organisational structure 

of the college, but the displacement of the original goal. 
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2. Three Disauvantarjes of the FraMel{ork 

A. Parsons' analysis selects organisations according to their 

function for society and in so doing obscures the possibility of 

differences bet"een orGanisations ',hich arc grouped under the sa.",e 

beneric term. Parsons Goes some ,my to develop the characteristics 

of schools in relation to other types of orGanisations, but assumes 

no differences bet\;een schools. ne does point out that the tasle 

of the school differentiates it from other types of orGanisation, 

but fails to recognise that different schools may be influenced by 

different technological exiGencies. LnndsberGer indicated that this 

aspect "'as not covered adequately in Parsons' ,;orI, "despite repeated 

references to the fact that among the adaptive probleMs of 

organisations were requirements to adapt to 'technological 

exiGencies' and despite repeated references to the effect on the 

organisation of the nature of its Goal" ••••• and ••••• Uthe influence 

of technological 'exigencies' on orl;anisational relationships" 

(p. 238). The technological aspect has been developed by I'erro". 

It is defined as "the actions that an individual performs upon an 

object, ,d th or ,d thout the aid of tools or mechanical devices to 

make some change in that object". lie indicated that "the object, 

or ra" material, may be a living being or an inanimate object" 

(p. 195). Perro" argued that it was un"arranted to assume that the 

major variable "'as being held constant ,,11en comparing several schools 

unless the technologies of each of the schools is considered. I1is 

observations sug[est that the technologies employed by different 

schools ,dll affect the structure of rela tionships in quite different 

\lays (1). 
---------------------------------------------------------------------
(1) Sce appendix for a detailed analysis of the technological aspect. 



D. Parsons' appears to have placed an inordinate e~phasis on 

values and their institutionalisation in different organisational 

spheres. Consequently he has been less interested in lin!dng his 

conceptual schel:le \dth organisational data, than \11th prescribing 

conditions necessary for the survival of the orGanisational (Landsberger, 

pp. 23.2-233). Ilis assertion that the values of the total social 

syste~ legitimise and regulate the internal processes of the school 

is logically justifiable, if the origin and nature of these values 

can be ascertained. This has not been done. Consequently in the 

text of his 1958 paper he assumed no~ative consensus over a number 

of issues which are empirically problematic. The follot;ing are 

examples of this prescriptive clement which is apparent in his 

discussion of (i) structural attributes, (ii) functional processes, 

and (iii) (;,oals of the school. 

(i) Parsons assumes that teachers are professionals \{ho have a high 

degree of technical competence which necessitates a large measure of 

autonomy in their tasJ, of teaching children. Apart from the 

argur.Jent that the professionalisation of teachers is by no means 

secure, Parsons does not indicate hotf much autonomy is required to 

produce an effective outcome. 

(ii) Parsons assumes that the education process cannot be effectively 

achieved \dthout thc co-operation of the children involved. lIe 

suggests that this must be induced, coercion being inadequate. 

Again this may be a matter of degree for although in ideal te~s 

co-operation will be a necessary feature of co~patible relationships, 

it is doubtful if full co-operation is ever fully accomplished (1). 

Some fo~ of structured conflict may be the norm in actual school 
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(iii) Parsons aSS\lr.1es consensus over the goals of the school. '1\;0 

points Cl:1erge ,,-hicl1 reject this assuMption in schools, the first is 

empirical, the second methodological. Firstly, evidence frOM 

Gross and Fis!~an (p. 319) indicated that the v,oals of schools are 

subject to varying interpretation amongst administrators, teachers, 

und the c om.."uni ty. :lithin the school it is possible for 

participants to follo', goals other than those they understand as the 

organisation's (Durns and Stalker, p. 97). For instance, teachers 

may not equally share in the financial rewards of a particular school 

and may loolc to other schools as avenues of occupational mobility 

and higher salaries. Children, on the other hand, may not appreciate 

the relevance of what is expected of them in school and may pursue 

purposes, in SO!:le cases opposite purposes, to those expected by the 

school. Secondly, the nOrr.lative orientation of Parsons' ';ork is 

reflected in his analysis of the goals of the school. To con pare 

the goals of the school in terms of what they should be"as distinct 

from what they actually are, eomnits the !:lethodological error of 

comparing t,;o objects at different levels of analysis. It is 

illor-ical to compare the ideal state of the school ,d th the real 

state, as if the ideal were also real. The goal of the school in 

Parsonian terr.lS is a cultural entity based upon societal valucs, but 

the school lihich it describes is a social system. Had Parsons' 

frmnework been constructed from Imo,,,led!;e of schools in action, the 

divergence bet"een ideal and real states ,;ould have become apparent. 

Additionally, "here divergence \fas found between ideal and real 

states of organisational functioning, the overemphasis on a high 

degree of consensus over organisational values "ould have become 

obvious. (1) In schools this Imowlcdge could question the source and 

validity of the construction of organisational goals. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------
(1) 'rIds point "US discussed in detail in chapter 3, pp. 67-70. 
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of org::minationn asserts that organisations arc typically integrated 

by stabilised interaction patterns based upon the internalisation of 

a commonly accepted syntemof norms and values, overlooks the 

occurrence of behaviour which is not regulated in this \,ay. 

Couldner challenges this view of functional interdependence and argues 

that different parts of the system may be functionally related, but 

that the relationship may not be symetrical, and that each party may 

not be involved in mutual interchanges (1967), p. 151). To state 

that there is functional interdependence is less significant than to 

indicate that the degree of interdependence may vary in different 

social systems. Compliance may not depend upon an internalisation 

of values. I1o\{ever, this approach does not deny that some form of 

functional reciprocity may exist or that where a breakdown occurs some 

form of compensatory mechanism may develop to compensate for a lack 

of reciprocity. So far as the first point is concerned it is 

feasible .that power arranger.1ents in schools may insure the compliance 

of children without the children and teachers sharing a common set 

of values. Compulsory attendance at school ensures a steady flow 

of clientele whose interests may be alien to those of the school. 

Yet children may accept the normative structure of the school because 

it is in their 0';0 interests to conform to the expectations of 

teachers. Acceptance of restraints may be based upon rear of the 

consequences of non-conformity or upon the kno\{ledge that the 

acceptance of the authority of the teacher in certain circumstances 

is a necessary condition for the attainment of personal goals in others. 

(t) ---------------------------------------------------------------------
(1) Parsons is aware of the possibility of behaviour which is not 

norrnatively regulated. Hotiever. vile appears to be more interested 
in the mobilisation of this power than in its distribution. In 
onc of his papers (Parsons, 1956n), he identifies pOl~er as thc 
central phenol'lcna of the organisation "hich cnsures the necessaIYy 
facilities for the attain."ent of the organisational r;oals. 
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This brings cut the point that the Parsonian approach neglects 

the possibility of the develop",ent of antagonicms bet«cen 

organisational sub-groups in schools. To ignore the possibility 

of conflict of interests gives an almost deceptive picture of han10ny 

to a basically confllctual situation. 

llrea!,dOl"I} in social relationships may be compensated by certain 

cultural and social mechanisms Hhich develop or arc present in 

schools. Por instance children may benefit from the services of 

teachers Idthout being grateful or shmdng appreciation for the 

services rendered. This lacl~ of reciprocity may be accompanied by 

the Id thdra"al syr:lptoms characteristic of the lo"er foIT.1 teachers at 

Lumley Secondary school described in the previous chapter. Ilol,rever, 

it is possible that a number of teachers accept a culturally shared 

prescription I;hich advocates that teachers s!lould not expect children 

to shol; gratitude for the teaching efforts e),:pcnded upon their behalf. 

Cn the other hand, children may conform to the e""pectations of teachers 

and shoH interest in the tasks of the school, not because they I'lant 

reHard from teachers for conforming to their expectations, but because 

parents insist upon and reward compliant behaviour. Schools may 

be r;uarded ar;ainst defaults based upon a lack of reciprocity, by 

the intervention of a third party, parents, I,ho perform a "policing 

function" (Gouldner, t!JG7, p. to:!). 

Frot] this analysis of the advantages and disadvantages of the 

Parsonian scheme it has become apparent that the social system 

approach can only be used as a highly partial descriptive 

interpretation of a variety of actual occurrences (Landsberger, p. 232). 

It mal<es two principal contributions to the understanding of school 

systems on which organisational desiGn Hill be based. l"irstly, 

it describes a cot:lprehensive fra"1el<ork on which existin~ research 

can be ordered. Secondly, it indicates some of the structural 
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features of school systems "hich r,ay be the source of operational 

problems. Hot,ever, in sone "ays it only offers half the 

organisational picture by failing to account for the orGanisation's 

power structure. This linitation must be recognised in the 

analysis of the organisational structure of schools. For instance t 

conflict bet\Veen staff and some boys at Lumley Gecondary school \ias 

an organisational process '''hi ch emerged out of their mutually 

opposed set of values. Teachers as representatives of the school's 

authority structure continually collided tvith r,roups of pupils "ho 

refused to accept, and on many occasions ~,edt school rules. 

This \Vas an open challenge to the authority of tho SCIlool. This 

aspect of organicationai structure "as neglected by Parsons. 
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C U APT E R F I V E 

TIlE SOCIAL CONl'leXT OF 'filE SCIIOOL 
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In the :previous chapter onc of the suggestions put forward was 

that, although the school as an organisation might exercise a large 

amount of autonomy in running its internal affairs, it operated 

,dthin a larGer social environment from which it gained its 

legitimation and support. Schools as organisations in this country 

arc part 01' lloth national and local educational ad:ninistrative 

structures ,dlich regulate the educational outcome. '£l1is outcome 

is also influenced by other more discrete local, enviroruncntal 

factors such as the educational level of the co~~unity especially 

fror.1 those groups orientated to educational goals. lioth the educational 

level and aspirations of parents and the support they give to the 

school were conceived as important factors in the successful attainment 

of the p;oals of the school. Yet the social en'J"iron",ent of the school 

may be conceived as more than the socio-economic background of 

individual pupils, and a distinctive set 01' values and beliefs may 

develop in r.1odern cOll1!1luni ties ,,,11ich ,dll affect the educational 

values of the comlnunity as a ",hole. 

In Great Dritain, little attention has been given to try to 

develop a !:Iodel of the social environment or the social context of 

the school althcagh !:lany studies, both national and local, have been 

carried out ",hich give SO!:le insi"hts into the social factors "'hlch 

affect educability. 

Part I of this chapter "'ill describe some of the national, 

regional, and local cOllll!luni ty studies ',hich have been carried out 

mainly in this country. Part 11 will suggest t,,,o important 

sociological dimensions ',hich "ill aid the clarification of 

differences between comC1unities, differences ',hich are reflected in 

values attached to education. 
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NATICN.:\L, ~EGICr:AL, Ai:n LOCAL STUDI~S eft' TIrT! sccIAL CON'I'i~XT CF 

CCHCCL.<3 

1. National and :1O.o:ional Studies 
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At national level studies which relate to schools in this 

country have principally accounted for social class ine'!ualities in 

education, and have surveyed the relationship bet.:een educational 

opportunity and patterns of social stratification and social nobility 

(Glass, 19n4), and differential educational opportunity and patterns 

of social selection and social differentiation (Floud, Ilalsey and 

l';artin, 1956). These studies have consistently sho ... 'U that even 

"here children \,ere of similar abilities, "orldng class children 

performed consistently less \,ell than their middle class counterparts. 

This "as accounted for in the differences in beliefs and values 

associated with different groups in society, these beliefs and values 

being described by social class differences in educational 

perfoI"l'1ances. ran!~G (19G8, ch. 4) reviewed the ,"ork carried out in 

this country and sugr;ested that the parental value systems of the 

lower classes placed less emphasis on formal education in terms of 

staying on at school, or to any form of further education. They 

were also less at'lbitious for their children, and tended to have lower 

aspirations than middle-class parents. 

Stdft (1967, pp. 178-184), however, suggested that although 

evidence pointed to social class differences in till,ing advantage of 

educational opportunity, there were nany exceptions. In the l{or!dng-

class there Here many children \·rho aspired to success and their 

social background ~!as supportive of this aspiration. He indicated 

that the educational ambitions were rooted in the family and within 

the workin::;-class there were several mechanis .. "s which influenced the 

educational n;"bi tions of the children and the value placed upon 
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ed~cation. These included: Firstly, the 'sunken middle-class' 

mother I;ho had married into the "or!dnr;-class Lut "ho had previously 

held a middle-class occupation, tIle experience of I,hich had influenced 

the educational aspirations of her children. This "as particularly 

strong "here mothers had greater contact Id th the children. ,secondly, 

the "orking experience of the father "hich might extend his social 

horizons especially "here occupational experience entailed contact 

with those above in the occupational hierarchy. This brought 

Ir.noldedge of opportunities "hich affected the educational aspirations 

of the children. 

also be lilli ted. 

l';here contact "as limited social horizons could 

Thirdly, "here there \<as a shift from the 

occupational to the consllJ:1ption sphere, educational aspirations \;ould 

be heightened although education I.ould be seen in a different light 

from the other tl{Q. Education \{Quld be viel,ed as a means to achieve 

a higher standard of living. Fourthly, support =s r;iven by those 

parents "hose carccrs \,ere blocked. They I,ere frustrated and blamed 

their lack of success on inadequate education. 

Sliift I S argument places a large emphasis on the effect of both 

the past and present occupational expericnce on educational ambitions. 

It emphasises that the values and aspirations which relate to education 

may be rooted in the spccific group context of the family. Although 

these fru:tilies are termed "orking class, this description of class 

may not highlight differences in values and aspirations ",hich relate 

to sub-cultural differences lfithin the social class being described. 

These sub-cultural differences appear to be related to the occupational 

experience of the husband and Idfe, so that· class defined purely in 

terns of an occupational category might not define differences in 

industrial life-chances and experiences liithin each class "hich, in 

turn, l;ill influence educational values. 

National studies carried out in this country to identify social 
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cluss dIfferences in educational attain.-"ent have used education, 

occupation, and income as objective indices. These hi:1VC been 

useful to indicate broad differences 'in educational perfo~unce at 

national and regional level, but arc difficult to interpret locally 

to describe educational differences which t:1ay be affected by other 

more <liscrete fuctors thun occupution, income, or education, or 

whutever index is used to define social class. These have been 

used 'vi th SOf.1e justificution. For example, in the study "Social 

lIobility in Critain", ;';oser and nall (pp. 2D-30) justified the use 

of occupation from t,vo points of vim,_ Firstly, from the need to 

select criteria on ,;hich accurate duta could be r;athered "lIich 

lended itself to measurement. Secondly. wllere the characteristics 

of social status were highly interrelated,occupation was a useful 

link bet'veen economic status and educational background. They 

assumed in their study that the cOJ:mlUnity "as stratified in some form 

of hierarchy which Ims defined according to vuriations of social 

status. They recognised that "to assir;n social status, both 

objective and subjective criteria "ere relevant: Incone, occupation, 

education and material possessions, self assumed status, participation 

in certain cocial activities and relationship,s, and status judgc",cnts, 

bcing some of the criteria", (pp. 2D-30). TIley assumed for these 

reasons that occupation tlaS the best operational measure of this 

criteria. 

In another study of "Social Class and tho Urban School", 

carried out in 4!JO schools in 41 cities in the U.S • .'\. by lIerriott 

and st. John, education, occupation, and income "ere used us criteria 

of social-econor.dc status. The authors' upheld the point of view 

that stratification tool. the form of a continuu!lI "hich I,as composed 

of pOl1er and prestige dimensions each of I'Ihicll "as capable of sub-

division. They indicated that "SysteMS of social status arc more 
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highly uevel0l'eu in ~:::<lll eOlll!nunities vhere residents arc JillOlffi to 

each other and for:t1 otatus groups, uut the features of these 

systems are general from community to commwli ty. !.loreover, the 

economic hierarchy is not community-bounu, since it is maue up of 

aggregates of people of similar economic position, and therefore of 

similar opportunities, values, and sub-culture. It is thus 

realistic to spew, of a national stratification systcm, especially 

wi th regard to larGe urban com:nuni tics" (p. 10). They added that a 

few used the term social class in the economic sense described by 

;"'eber, vhilst others used the te= to refer to all dimensions of 

social stratification. They preferred to use the more operational 

onc, socio-economic status, which represented Hhatever "as measured 

by the indices used. 

This valuation may hold true at national level in which "the 

economic hierarchy is not cormnuni ty bound since it is made up of 

people of similar opportunities, values, and sub-culture" (Ilerriott 

and St. John, p. 10). At local community level it mm,es the study 

difficult to interpret for local co::ununities have highly differentiated 

status systems based upon characteristics over and above those of 

economic position. This was recognised by llerriott and st. John, 

although the assumption that these features "ere general from 

community to community assumes similarities betl{een c01:1munities 

which have not been cl"pirically justified. At local cOlll!nunity level, 

economic position and status position may be interrelated but it is 

doubtful if one is deternined by the other (1). 

2. The Local ComnlUnity Context of Schools - Some Studies 

Fe,{ stUdies have been carried out uhich relate specifically to 

the immediate social context of the school. In the United States of 

America, 1l01lingshead found that tLe social behaviour of adolescent 
---------------------------------------------------------------------
(1) Section 4 of Part I of this chapter explores this Viewpoint. 
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pupils was functionally related to the position of their parents in 

the local social structure. This was defined in terms of criteria 

such as place of residence, income and material possessions, 

participation in cOllmmni ty affairs, family background, and reputation 

and prestige. 

In Great Britain no empirical study has specifically focussed 

upon the social context of the school, although some have described 

the community social structure. For instance Nays in his study of 

the Crown Street area of Liverpool divided the whole district into 

eight sub-areas on the basis of his research I;orlters' impressions of 

distinctive social or physical characteristics. This strategy I<aS 

found to have high validity when sodo-economic data collected during 

the survey was "seen to confirm the more observable characteristics 

on the basis of which the sub-areas were chosen" Olays, 1961, p. 12). 

In his follol< up study of schools in the CrOlo'll Street area, Bays 

described the social context of individual schools by a number of 

indices including the mobility of the population of the catchment 

area, home conditions, and parental attitude to schooling, information 

r;athered frOM personal observations, and the remarks of the teachers, 

head,nasters, social workers and so on. lie described one school 

parish of 10,000 which provided a representative sample of the Crown 

Street area drawing its pupils from both the rough and the respectable 

localities. Hithin this area three distinct orientations to 

education were discovered. Area one was typified by a high rate of 

disorganisation and a high mobility rate where many of the inhabitants 

"roomed". This area was highest in delinquency and child neglect, 

and least favourably disposed to educational attainment. Area two 

served a more stable and rooted community with higher educational 

attainment and greater parental support. The schools in this area 

stood on the fringe of better residential districts. Area three 
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stood socially between the other t"o "embracing both the social 

problem rooming house area, and part of the , .. orldng class region up 

the hill" Olays, 1965, p. 62). !·lany lived in corporation flats and 

had moved recently to the area. The children "ere rougher, less 

able, but more amenable to discipline than the sub-area one, but 

there "as a limited degree of parental interest in the school. 

A more recent study carried out by lJargreaves on the formation 

of attitudes and values "ithin the social structure of the school, 

recognised that these patterns of behaviour "ould be influenced by 

a variety of factors which occurred out of school. Those with more 

positive attitudes to school and who accepted the academic values of 

the school came from smaller families, and had parents whose attitudes 

towards future employment and academic success ~ supportive of the 

school. These groups of boys spent more time at home, spent more 

time on home-work and reading, were more disposed to joining clubs, 

were less interested in pop I~roups and in the cinema, but , .. atched 

television more often than their counterparts whose values ' .. ere in 

conflict with those of the school. 

These studies are examples of investigations carried out which 

help to thro, ... some light on the social context of the school. 

lIowever, with re:<ard to the development of a framework for the 

description of the social context two limitations are apparent, one 

methodological,the other relating to the absence of studies of certain 

groups of schools. 

Firstly, the studies were carried out for purposes other than 

the description of the social context of the school, and only the 

study by 1J01lingshead purported to describe the social context of 

the school in a rigorous fashion. Consequently the social context 

in his study "as not arbitrarily defined by an objective measure such 

as parents' occupation which is relatively easy to operationalise, 
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but by the process of evaluating the comments of local judges "ho it 

"as assumed would use local values to define the local systems of 

social stratification. In this "ay the local social structure was 

stratified into five classes according to socio-cultural criteria. 

This approach varies I<ith those adopted by the other two investigations. 

Hays sub-divided the area of his study into three sub-areas in 

which he described the values held of education, information \;hich he 

r,athcred from intervie"s and visits to households, and from 

impressionistic material gained from pupils, parents and the children, 

as well as from the selective perceptions of teachers and headmasters 

regarding the neighbourhood of the school. I1argreaves, on the other 

hand, used objective ratings of the social class position of different 

groups in the school such as father occupation and the physical 

attributes of the home, as well as the subjective perception of the 

boys regarding their parents' attitude to cducation. 

From these studies it is obvious that procedures i"or descl'ibing 

the sociological dimensions of co~~unity life have been formulated 

in quite diverse l<ays. They indicate that there is no commonly 

accepted methodological tool which can accurately describe stratification 

patterns at local comr:lUni ty level. A similar comment was made by 

1l011inr;shead in his study in 1949, and his observation seems equally 

appropriate to-day. 

Secondly, there is almost a complete absence of studies which 

describe the social context of schools in middle-class areas. One 

important contribution was made by Floud, llalsey, and Iiartin on 

"Social Class and Educational Opportunity", part of "hich "as conducted 

in South "est Hertfordshire "hich >las . :)redominantly a preserve of 

the middle-class. It was found that the home background of the 

children in the sample was sUPllortive of education, so that the 

utilization of ability was an educational problem which \<as unhampered 
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by adverse social conditions (pp. 141-145). IIoI,cver. the study did 

not report the \lay in "hich the social context combined Id th individual 

schools to enhance or retard educational performance. Nevertheless 

the absence of studies of middle-clans areas St1(,;I;ests that in practical 

terms there is "the iMplicit notion that the teacher of socially 

underprivileged children in a poor neighbourhood can use nore 

60ciolol",ical understanding than his colleaGues in other types of 

schools" (Taylor. 10GG, p. 1(4). Certainly the tri:ldition of Dritish 

socioloGists of education have favoured the "social proble!'!" approach 

and focussed on schools in neir;hbourhoods variously described as 

't"ilir:ht' or 'slUJ:l' (E;;gleston, 19G7, chapter 2). This Ims diverted 

attention from different 60cial processes at ,,'ork in other types of 

schools Id thin different social contexts, and has impaired a closer 

understandinr; of the structural attributes and functional prollleMs of 

these schools. It can also be added that the problel:t centred approach 

Hllich has focussed principally upon operational problems of schools 

may have ir;nored lithe structural contexts Id thin "hich the gcnesis and 

nature of such problems and concerns can be appreciated and Idthout 

some knOldedce of \;hich no rational understandinG of social process 

Can be achieved" (Taylor, 19GG, p. 194). 

It is apparent from this cursory overviel{ of national and local 

studies "hich relate to the social environment of the school, 

that national studies are inadequate to describe the subtle 

sub-cultural differences at local level. On the other hand, 

studies at local level offer fra[,,!'lentary, often discontinuous 

evidence to account for these differences. In the absence of a 

conceptual fraMeHork on "hich to base a co!'!parative analysin of 

the social context of different types of schools, it is impossible 

to construct a framel<orl, which permits the analysis of different 

types of communities. Ilo\.ever, it nay be possible to develop a 

frrune\{ork ",hieh accurately describes sub-cultural differences bctl{een 

communities \{ithout hiGhlightinG sub-cultural differences in relation 
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to education. 

3. The Local Community Context of Schools and Educational Values 

It is an assumption that educational values are influenced by 

community values, and that these values arc accurately measured by 

whatever indice is used to describe the cOMI:lUnity. E~Gleston (1!lG7, 

p. 34) recognised this difficulty in his study of decision::; to stay 

on at schools in several catclJr.lent areas in Leicestershire. In 

his investigation, he explored the differences between Manual and 

non-manual workers in relation to the community in "hich they lived. 

lie found that, although in all areas the percentage of children of 

non-manual l>'orkers who decided to stay on at school was greater than 

the percentage of children of manual workers, the percentage of 

children of manual workers ',ho lived in Middle-class areas "ho 

decided to stay on ',as greater than those who lived in wor!dng-class 

areas. In addition. a sli(~htly smaller proportion of the non-manual 

"orkers "'ho resided in working-class areas "'ere reported to have 

decided to stay on compared "ith their counterparts who lived in 

middle-class areas. The investigator did point out tlwt the area 

of residence mit;ht only be a sit;n of more 'fundamental dif:ferences' 

',hich related to both the individual children and their families. 

In this case MeMbership of manual or non-manual families was used 

as the index of community malte-up, but we are warned by Eggleston 

that ,,1,ere there was a positive relationship between educational 

decisions to stay on at school, and the occupational malte-up of the 

community, factors other than those reported May have accounted for 

fundamental differences bet",een and I>'ithin social classes. 

Tlw difticul tics seen quite apparent fro1:1 the study outlined 

auove. Firstly, there is a eonple~ of social factors "'hich l'1ake-up 

the locul cO'""'t!ni ty conteott of the school, but little is lmoh'n ho' .. 

these factors inter-relate to affect educatiooal values and 
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located, it is difficult to translate them into operational terms. 

Frankenberg (chapter Il) provides evidence of the first , .. hen he 

defined communi ties on a rural/urban continumn according to t"enty

five different dimensions. The second was apparent in the worl~ of 

both Dlyth and Rogoff. Dlyth (chapters 3 and 4), in his 

comprehensive study of the primary school, recognised the difficulty 

of defining the sub-cultural differences between communities, and 

identified these according to geor,raphical location. This 

classification included villages, small to\fflS, rural-urban fringe 

areas, and large to'fflS and cities. nogoff investigated the thesis 

tlmt various classes were not randomly distributed amongst different 

types of communities, and that the local community context would 

affect the "normative climate or model level of social aspiration" 

(p. 242-243) of all members of the community to some extent. lie 

chose popUlation size and relationship to metropolitan areas as the 

important measures of community, a strategy based upon the kno,;1edge 

that size was "one of the few environmental properties used 

frequently enough and over a long enough period of time to warrant a 

systematic empirical test" (p. 247). In the relative absence of 

empirical studies of the social context of the school there is some 

evidence of identifiable sub-cultural differences between com~unities 

"'hich may affect educational values. 

3. The Local Community Context - Geographical and Occupational 

Nobility Patterns 

Eggleston put forward an interesting thesis which was supported 

by an empirical study carried out in the United States of ~merica 

(Ilerriott and St. John). lie indicated that "In modern Britain the 

incidence of social class and urbanisation has led to geographical 

groupings which arc by no means randomly ordered. lle find local 
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areas of housing "here inhabitants have much in common in their ,~ay 

of life. The geographical mobility which is associated with the 

occupational mobility of industrial societies leads not to dispersion, 

but to greater concentrations of 'similar' people" (E~;;leston, lD67, 

p. 13) (1). I-11th the introduction of secondary education along 

comprehensive lines it is likely that the school population will be 

drmm from the irnr.Jediate neigllbourhood "'hieh ,dll become more 

homogeneous. This ~Till lead to a closer social as , .. ell as 

geographical relationship between the school and the neighbourhood 

\;hic11 is less obvious under the tripartite system. 

The suggestion that geographical mobility, which is associated 

with occupational mobility, will lead to the development of 

cor.mmnities in "hieh the inhabitants have similar ways of life, has 

some independent suppat from the studies of liilensky in the U.G.A. 

I1is focus of investigation "as not at cOll'Jnunity level, but upon the 

connection of \;ork role, career patterns, and st~'le of life. 

(Iiilensky, lDG4, p.312). lIis concept of style of life was used to 

desir-nate consumption patterns, comMunity particira tion, and media 

exposure, each of \;hich , .. as examined for its status significance as 

sources of integration within tho cOr:n:lunity. lIe indicated that 

various types of social relations, conSur.lptioll habits, and media 

e>..-posure had a differential affect in linking persons to larger 

communal ends, and he suggested that these patterns of behaviour 

"!ould be shaped to some degree by work oi tuation and career. 

lIe sugr,ested that t,,,o clusters of variables "ere suggested by the 

"ork situation , .. hich "ould predict much behaviour in the middle-tmss 

of society, behaviour ',hich cross-cut several socio-economic strata, 

as described by traditional indices of social class, i.e. present income 

and occupational cater-ory. They Here firstly, specific variations in , 
!~~_~~:~_~!!~~!!~~_!!~~~~l_~~~!~!_~=!~!!~~~l_~!S~~~!~~~_~!_~~:~~~l __ _ 
(1) A nl.!r.lber of studies which illustrate this concentration of similar 

people are described in Part 11 of this chapter. 
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and career contingencies); and secondly, social mobility eiperienee, 

expectations and aspirations. (liilensky, 1964, p. 313). 

The results of his other study .Orderly Careers and Social 

Participation" (llilensky, '1961) indicated that those 1<orkers who 

spend their lives in a career that is in functionally related, 

hierarchically ordered jobs, had stronger attach:nents to work, to 

formal associations, and to the community. These careers bave 

continuity to experience and held out prospects of continuous, 

predictable rewards and involved a willinr,ness to train to achieve, 

and to defer gratification for longer term goals. Data on the 

other hand for those 1<ho had experienced chaotic work conditions 

(less than 20 per cent on steady employment) indicated that they 

gained less satisfaction from worIe, were more home centred, nod had 

tenuous connections with the community. The importance of this 

study indicated that work experience would have a distinctive affect 

upon style of life. w~ether it affects aspirations relating to 

education is problematic. The studyc was limited by the assumption 

that style of life was "holly determined by economic considerations. 

In fact, Wilensky, sugr;ested that one fifth to one sixth of the 

American "ork population constituted the classic "alienated" worker 

"being employed in dirty, heavy and despised "ork situations ---

unskilled and punctuated with periods of unemployment and insecurity". 

(HI64, p. 312). This failed to account for the situation where the 

worker may not be "alienated" from his work situation and may vie'l 

the re~ards of worle in purely instrumental terms (1). Although 

patterns of social life may be "individuated and home centred" it is 
---------------------------------------.-----------------------------
(1) Goldthorplsuggested that "the starting point is not with the 

assembly line technology, but rather with the ordering of >:ants 
and expectations relative to "ork, and ,d th the meaning they ~i ve 
to work". Goldthorpe, 1966, p. 240). Orientation to ,,,ork may 
be the crucial independent variable. Investigation of other 
non-"ork areas \{ill be necessary to understand the meaning 
invested in the "ork situation. 
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a tenuous asstnnption to describe the l<orker as alienated "hen he is 

merely adapting to new social and economic circtnnstances. 

The sU!':r,'cstion'that "the geographical mobility, which is 

associated with the occupational mobility of industrial society, 

leads not to dispersion, but to concentration of 'similar' people", 

although indicative of the structure of some types of communities in 

this country, does not describe communities "hich have not experienced 

these changes. Some qualifications must be added. Several 

features of community life arc not included in this model. 

A. Although demographic changes of population take place as a 

result of occupational mobility, there is also an incidence of people 

in established communities "ho have neither experienced social nor 

residential mohility (1). 

n. Groups of people may exist in both established and new 

communities ",ho have moved house for reasons other than change of 

job. These moves may have been enforced by urban redevelopment 

or voluntarily chosen (2). 

c. The value system of communities may only be indirectly related 

to the occupational structure and value systems may be accounted for 

in a series of sub-cultural differences "hose origin is in the 

non-work situation (3). 
---------------------------------------------------------------------
(1) Nost of the studies of communi ties ',hich are reviewed in this 

chapter provide statistics of the proportion of the population 
who "ere born in the community. 

(2) This may be enforced by urban redevelopment. For instance 
the movement of fllr.lilies from Dethnall Green to Greenleigh 
(Younr,- and 1>ilmott). ~:oves t:Iay also be made to other school 
catchment areas within a county to ensure \"hat parents consider 
a higher standard of education (Er,'gleston, 1957, p. 5). 

(3) For instance Pahl sur,gested that· professional "orkers "ho "ere 
employed in the city nnd \Vho lived in rural areas did so on 
account of the distinctive pattern of social relationships which 
they found in rural areas. This accorded lVith their distinctive 
style of life, putting down local roots. This choice was not 
determined by their occupation. J!owever, this localism did not 
extend to education and children "'ere not sent to the local 
school (Pahl, pp. 263-207). 
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D. In established communities some groups of people may adhere to 

a local set of norms and values even although they have experienced 

occupational and social mobility, and many groups of people indigenous 

to the area may embrace a set of norms and values dUlferent to those 

accepted as local (1). 

E. Groups of people may move to new communities in ,,!Iich there is 

no concensus over norms and values, may have neither the facility 

nor the facilities to develop a con1!:lUnal set of norms and values, 

and may develop a distinctive style of life based more upon the home 

than upon the community (2). These groups include those who have 

been forced to move home or those who have chosen to move from their 

existing con~unity, either to seek alternative employment, or from 

dissatisfaction with their previous home circumstances. 

These factors should be tempered with the realisation that 

the future of comprehensive education in this country is not 

assured, and in many areas it is still problematic whether the 

change will take place. As a result the number of nei/ihbourhood 

schools with homogeneous populaticlOs is difficult to ascertain. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------
(1) C.f., Stacey. 
(2) This point is made by Lockwood in "Sources of Variation in 

I>orking-Class Images of SOCiety" (p. 258). 
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PART 11 

A SOCIOLOGICAL FRU:E\.ORK Fon TIlE ANALYSIS OF TilE SOCIAL CONTE)"'"T 

OF SCHOOLS 

, 
Tho argmnent so far indicates that the occupational experience 

of members of communities will be n potent factor in the determination 

of sub-cultural differences in beliefs and values, but that these 

beliefs and values may be accounted for in a series of differences 

lfhose origin is in the non-work situation. This argument can be 

further advanced to indicate that there are substantial differences 

between manual and non-manual workers in terms of their beliefs and 

values, differences ,.hich correspond to the popular meaning attached 

to the words working-class and middle-class. Yet this single 

dimension is inadequate to describe behavioural patterns at community 

level. Evidence from Stacey in her study of Danb·~r.: i .. dicated 

that, within each class there lfere differences in ways of life ,.hich 

could not be fully accounted for in these terms. In fact, within 

the town studied, sho found differences between ineomers to tho 

town (non-traditionalists), and those ,.ho had lived most of their 

lives in the town (traditionalists). Doth dimensions '{ere 

considered important indices of behavioural patterns in ilanbury 

which "is cut down the middle by the line .. hich divides the traditional 

from the non-traditional" and "across the middle by the line .. hich 

divides the middle-class from the .. orldng-class". (Stacey, p. 173). 

These two dimensions can be justified on both rational and empirical 

grounds. 

1. '1\'0 Sociolo[!ical Dimensions of the Community 

A. Social Class 

Stacey's study offered-evidence that the middle-class Danburians 

rarely met ,{orldnt;-class Danburians. "They r,o to different pubs 

or to different parts of the same pub, ',hile one group plays squash 
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the other plays table tennis. There are special bowls and 

cricket clubs for each status group, different types of houses in 

different areas, different types of work, hours of worl" and methods 

of payment, rules of behaviour of "hat is 'right and proper', are 

sufficiently different for middle-class and \iorking-class people 

not to be comfortable together in informal social circumstances" 

(Stacey, p. 171). She indicated that there was an occupational 

status barrier between middle-class and 'vorking-class which was 

reflected in their "ay of life, values, and attitudes. It was not 

possible to construct for Danbury an N-fold class system (p. 144). 

The total population could not be placed in a series of horizontal 

groupings, or on ono status scale based upon commonly agreed social 

characteristics. 

systems. 

There "ere broad differences in beliefs and value 

Evidence froJ:) LocI(lvood sugr;ested that these differences may be 

located in tho individuals' primary social experiences. This notion 

that social consciousness is influenced by the ill'.r.1ediate social 

context was reinforced by the I<ork of Dott "ho indicated in her study 

that ·people do have experience of po"er and prestige in their 

place of "ork, aJ:)ong their colleagues, in schools, and in their 

relationship "ith friends, neighbours, and relations:' (nott, p. 163). 

LocI<wood maintained that ""hen an individual talks about class he is 

trying to say something, in a syrnbolic form, about his experiences 

of pOlver and prestige in his actual membership groups and social 

relationships both past and present"(LocI;:l"ood, p. 249). Although 

LoctH"ood l,'aS mainly concerned "i th "Sources of Variation in 

horl<inr;-Class Images of Society", it is asstL'lled in the present 

argument that similar criteria ldll pertain to the middle-class 

f~roup. 

LoclttYood supported the idea that people could be differentiated 
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according to broadly correlated differences in economic circu~stances. 

He also indicated that "the industrial and cOmt"unity milieux of 

industrial workers exhibit a very considerable diversity", and it 

would be stranl':e if distinctive patterns of social consciousness 

,{ere not generated by different work community relationships (p. 250). 

Patterns of social stratification may, therefore, be defined in 

terms of llifferent work/community relationships that is the 

"overall tl1fferentiation of the population in terms of both 'life-

chances' and 'life-styles', i.e., to a system of broadly correlated 

sDcio-economic inequalities and sub-cultural differences". (1) 

Social class is referred to in these terms for the remainder of 

this chapter. 

D. Traditional and Non-traditional 

Within each of the two classes described in this chapter there 

is evidence that there may be some variation in the system of beliefs 

and values which is related to experience of occupational and/or 
---------------------------------------------------------------------
(1) 

(2) 

In an carlier paper by Goldthorpe and Lock,yood it \laS suggested 
that the broadly correlated socio-economic inequalities and sub
cultural differences corresponded to the popular meanincr "hich is 
attached to the 'ford 'social class'. This is, in fact, a fusion 
of t"o distinct concepts social class and social status. 
Social class refers to "not only the opportunities to gain 
sustenance and income throu;;h the possession of property and 
skill in different economic circumstances (primarily those in 
"hich the market is hirhly developed), but also tile life 
experiences arising from the ~,ay in ,.hich sllch opportunities are 
organiscd". 
Social status refers to "not only the chances of certain social 
groups rece! ving posi ti ve or nep;a ti ve social honour, "hut also 
those life chances ,I including opportunities to o,m certain 
types of property and to pursue ccrtain types of occupation· 
that result from the status prerogatives of such Groups." 
(Goldthorpe and Lock,{ood, 1963, p. 158). 
Traditional - those who adhere to the local system of values. 
It includes those who have lived in the community for mat of 
their life (Stacey from seven years) or those "ho have experienced 
residential mobility, eithcr enforced or otherwise, who accept 
the local system of values. It is assumed that the blocked 
carcerist would comc into this category. 
Non-traditional - those ,vIlO do not subscribe to the local system 
of values. 1 t includes immigrants into the community as "ell 
as those "ho have lived all or most of their lives in the 
community, "ho do not adhere to the local system of values. 
\v!thin this [';rouping tvo further sub-groupings may be 
distinguished. Firstly, those who have experience,} imposed 
or voluntary residential mobility, but not occupational mobility. 
Secondly, those "ho are both occupationally and residentially 
mobile. 
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residential mobility. Stacey sugGested that, although manual and 

non-manual workers folIo'" different \Jays of life, wi thin each grouPl 

there '"ere those who did not adhere to the local system of values. 

In Danbury there were "those who are part of the traditional social 

structure and who live by the traditional values and customs of 

old Danbury. There are others, the non-transitionals, who do not 

belong to the traditional social structure and do not accept its 

values and customs; they do not share any common social system or 

system of values and customs for they are composed of many different 

and sometimes opposed groups, they include those who have come in 

"ith other systems of values and customs and those who are developing 

new ways to meet changed circlUnstances of their lii'e and work" 

(Stacey, p. 14). She addedlthat not all born Banburians were 

tradi tionalists and that all newcomers '"ero not non-traditionalists. 

There is some independont evidence from an educational source 

which supports the selection of the traditional/non-traditional 

dimension. Did,,,ell described a study carried out by Alford in 

California into the attempts of educational authorities to amalganate 

two school districts of two small communities, one of which was 

opposed to change. This policy "as resisted by the locals (old-timers) 

and supported by the cosmopolitans (newcomers) ,'ho favoured integration. 

The fonner viewed the school as an important centre of associational 

life in which many community roles were carried out, "hereas the 

latter, whose interosts were less community bound, were not opposed 

to the planned change. In this small economically and ethnically 

homogeneous community, where tho population '''as largely composed of 

locals, the influence of the cosmopolitans ,;as of little consequence 

in the impleMentation of the new policy (Didwell, p. 1009). 

This evidence suggests that cO!llMunities may be described by this 

additional dimension which Pahl has described as a more important 



dimen/Jion than social class (1). (Pahl, p. 279). 

Comr.lUnities may be analysed according to two dimensions, which 

although inter-dependent can be analytically separate\!, and produce 

four types of com~unity. 1>i thin the \{orldng-class two traditional 

and one non-traditional group arc identified ,;hereas the middle-class 

is represented by t\>'o, one traditional, one non-traditional (2) (Table 1) 

Cm~;UNITY SOCIAL STnUCTtJ:<E 

TMDITIONAL 

'l.'HADITIONAL IWRKING-CLASS T:1ADITIONAL lUDDLE-CLASS 
\JORKING_CLASS _________ + __________ -.:HIDDLE-CLASS 

NON-T:tillITlONAL hCRKING
CLASS 

NON-TRADITIONAL !.JIDDLE
CLASS 

NON-TaADITIONAL 

This table is adapted from Stacey p. 173. 

TABLE 1 

---------------------------------------------------------------------
(1) Pahl (p. 13) fails to offer a definition of thio term and it io 

inferred from his text that class refers to position in the 
economic hierarchy. 

(2) These categories are llrmm largely from the "ork of Loclavood (19G8), 
who described t,~o types of traditional worker and ono type of non
traditional liorker. The midclle-class r;roup "as not specifically 
stuuied, but suggestions in the notes to Lockwood's paper and 
knO\~lcdge r,athered from other studies (nirch, Jacl,son and I!arsden, 
Littlejohn, Stacey, l!atson, l'Ii11i=s), suggest that there is a 
vertical division bet'toen salaried professional \olorkers anu the 
local independent professionals and entnpreneurs. Salaried 
professionals aro conceived as ,,,orldng in large scale enterprises 
through .. hieh they move in a reasonably predictable manner, and 
accept residential nobility in exchange for up'ffird occupa tional 
mobility. . Lockwood gave this factor of occupational mobility lo\>' 
value in the uiscussion of ,>'or!dng-class groups ",here it ,>,as assumed 
that occupational mobility was less in evidence (p. 2G5, note 24). 
However, resiuential mobility ,dll not al,mys be the outcone of 
unward;·oCcupationalr.mbbili t;y. and it is included in the. analysis of 
the \,or!dng-class in the present study. On the other hand. 
occupational mobility, which relates to chances and cxpectati~ns of 
upl<ard r.lObili ty, is included in the analysis of the middle-class 
professionals as it is assumed that this will influence their model 
of social consciousness. '1'he follOldng quotation from Jaclmon and 
j·:arsclen indicates the vertical division \>'ithin the middle-class. 
"l!ndc1ersfielu Ims its prosperous middle-class, or rather it has 
t\,O niddlc-classcs. 'rhe first is national, metropolitan in 
interest, nobile privately educated. Such as the senior civil 
servants,· doctors, executivos, ,>,ho stay for a while and pass 
through the city; but 'belong' else\<hcre too. And there is that 
other miudle-class, very local and rooted, of the self-made 
business nan, work officials, schoolnasters clinging to their 
home to,m ". 



,'ron this frn,:!euor!: analycin can be r.:ade of different typeD of 

cOJ:~"1tlni tics to find out to "hat e~:tent soci<1l class and tradi tional/ 

non-tradi tiollal dir,ennionn deccribe cub-cultural differences "hic11 

arc reflected in va.lucn relatinG to cllucation (1). (Table 2A and 2B). 

T;L\Dl TIONALS 

tlTor!::inIT-Clans 
Prolotarian. 

\vorldng-Class 
Deferential. 

f\crZ-TR..\DITICr.:.ALS 

I:orldn,,-Class 
Privatized. 

Hiddle-Class. 

T:t \J) ITJCr::\I .. t) 

l:or!dn~-Class 

Proletarian. 

',larking-Class 
Deferential. 

Iliddle-Class. 

\':orkinr;-Claes 
Privatized. 

I1iddle-Class. 

t:02I~ 3!TU'\TIC~1 

Involvement 
in Job. 

High 

Lo'" 

High 

TAnLl~ 

COl WUN ITY 

Interactional 
status SystCr.1. 

High 

High 

High 

Low 

lIigh 

Interaction and 
Identification 
Idth \Iorl;:r.,ates. 

IIigh 

Variable 

Lo'" 

High 

2A 

STRUCTURE 

Occurdional 
Cor.l",uni ty. 

High 

Lo'" 

High 

TADU: 2D 

Interaction and 
Identification 
,11th lliployers. 

JIir;h 

Variable 

Low 

Hi"h 

Occtlrn tional 
Differentiation. 

Lo'1 

IIie;h 

Variable 

Variable 

------------------.--------------------------------------------------
(1) [i'ollOl<inr; LoclcHood (19G8) it is assur.led that belie1's and values 

Hill l,e influenced Ly the worl;: and the conmmnity situation. At 
worl;: snecific attention is t;iven to involverent in Job, interaction 
and identification I"i th l1orl""ates, interaction and J.dentification 
Id th employers. In the co=nmity to whether status is based on 
interactional or attributional status SysteM! ,,,hcther the com",unity 
is occupationally homogeneous or occupationa ly differentiated. 



T!ICGC taLlcn ·.·.'ere conr::trt:ctcil by Locl;vooil in his "Gourccn of 

Variation of llorkinc-Clnss Imar;cs of .society", (pp- 2!J!)-!!CO). 

Thcy have been modified to incluee the nidclle-clasn traei tional/ 

non-tr:::ditional dinension. 

2. Tradi tiO!ml and r:on-Tradi tional Groups 

Table :; :;ives the focus of the ctopirical studies on \111ich the 

re,"ainder of this chaptcr depends for exanplc::! of sub-cultural 

differences in reIn tion to education. 

T;lJ\D r£IONALS 

I':orldn~-Class Proletarian Ihys. \!illmott. Kerr. Cpinley. 
Pan:eth. Young and Hillmott. 

liorldnr;-Clnss Deferential Stacey. Littlejohn. 

lfiddle-Class Ctacey. Ilirch. 

----------------------------- ---------------------------------------

l>orkinr;-Clnss Privatized. Ilillrnott and Young, l:usc;rove. 
llitchell and Lupton. stacey, 
liillmott. Hnys. 

lliddle-Clnss Hatson, IHllmott nnd Young, 
l:usrrrove, Birch, stncey. 

'l'.\nLE 3 
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A. Tratlitional Groups 

(i) Traditional I<orldne:-class 

Lockwoou defines tl<O types of 1<orlwr in thiR catel>ory. r'irstly, 

the traui tional 'lorl~er of the 'proletarian' cateGory "hose il'Ulr,e of 

society takes the foI'l:! of a pOl;er model; an!l scconuly, the 

'deferential' ,~orker "'hose social consciousness is ono of Rtatus 

hierarchy. 

(a) The 'proletarian' worker is usually found in cor..munities 

cO!'lparatively isolatetl from the uic1er society in suc!, industries as 

"lining, s!lip!Juilding, anti dockina. In their worlt role "orkers have 

a high uer;ree of involvel~ent in their jobs, strong attachments to 

their ','ork mates, and a high degree of autonor.ry froM supervisory 

constraints. This carrietl over to their community life which 

Lockvootl cl1lls "occupational cor.n:runities". llork associations carry 

over to leisure activities. The mar!t of the community is the 

closelmit f.t'iendship pattern of neighbours, relatives, and worJonatcs. 

The reinforcing sentiment is that of "belongingne8s to a wor!t 

dominated community". TIlis is based upon a reinforcing system of 

interpersonal influence. The co~unity is predominantly onc class 

Idth 101{ rates of geo{\'raphical or occupational mobility (Locltwood, 

p. 251). 

~1ost of the studies from educational sources come into this 

category of community. Almost \>'1 thout exception the conclusion 

from these studies Imf! that, not only have the cO,,"""lUni tics l)cen 

indifferent to the e<lucational I{elfare of their children, !Jut that 

there Has a conflict in values bet"een the school and the comNlIlity. 

!rays found that the Crolm Street area was opposed to the values 

of the school, nlthouG;h there "ere some differences UlJonrrst the 

three sub-nre::w de1;cribed. In the study of Detlmal Green reported 

in 1D58, it seemed that Il sr.1all proportion of parents 
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\-lere keen, not just to secure a better job for their children, but 

;to secure a job ',hich required better schoolinr;. .schooling \iQS 

seen ns a menns to nn end and around ltnlf of those interviC\;ed wished 

crnJllmar or tcclmicnl education for their children. Further rCBearch 

carried out and reported in 1066 did not suggest nny greater interest 

by parents in their children's etluention. Some "lere cncouragin:;, 

sor.'e indifferent, and some actively discourn,o;ing. The author 

suggested thnt the neighbourhood values were not in line with those 

of the school, a situation ,.'hich led to early drop out and carly 

leaving (Villrnott, 1966, p. 08). A study carried out in a miner's 

comn:unity cnme to a similar conclusion re(,;nrding education. I,!any 

families placed hi~h vnlue on education on the belief that it "'08 a 

menns to occupntional success. However, they were unaware of the 

demands education made and were unable to r;ive the kind of support 

which was re'1uired for academic success (Dennis, et aI, p. 234-236). 

A negative attitude towards scholarship "as reflected in the comment 

from onc respondent in Kerr's "Ship Street". The lady concerned 

remar!(ed that she was "glad Ellen did not get it (scholarship to a 

grammar school). She had seen too many children spoilt. It goes 

to their head and they no longer know the children who liere their 

friends and with whom they used to play" (p. 110). In Ship Street 

it was the norm for children to leave school as soon as possible to 

get a job (p. 68). 
; 

In another "orking-class area, Spinley observed 

the incongruence bet\{een the values of the child nnd the school, and 

the lac!: of scholistic at tainl'lent. Doys ,.,ere not pushed to the same 

extent as girls and, in fact, Spinley could not find onc boy in his 

sample "ho had been to a graMMar school (p. 54). Panoth sug(';ested 

that the dcr-ands imposed in schools or by any other authority "ere 

meaningless to the co~~unity. The behaviour expected ot children 

lias alieniID the standards which r,-ove'rned their behaviour in other 



aspects of their life. For instance, respect for rules ~las not 

internalised and it was difficult for the children to respect or 

interpret the rules laid dOlm by the school (pp. 46-52). This 

"cuI ture conflict" "as evident in the worI, of l~ays , .. ho suggested 

that the values of the school and the community were antithetical 

and provoked necative responses from cach ~roup (1965,)Ch. 9) 

(b) The 'deferential worker' is found in small tOlms and rural areas 

although he is not absent in urban areas. This cater,ory of 

workers includes those in service occupations, craft jobs, small 

scale family enterprises, and agricultural employment. The ir ,,,orIt 

brings them in direct association with their employer or other "hi te 

collar personnel, a process "'hich prevents the development ef a 

strong association with fellow worI,ers. Job involvement is high 

and work ties with the employer are personal and particularistic. 

This strong feeling of hierarchy is sharpened by features of com!l1unity 

life which is mado up of a number of overlapping status groups 

arran!;ed hierarchically. Hembership is determined by a complex 

pattern of social acceptance based upen sub-cultural differences. 

Hembers are jud:ied upon their membership of those varieus groups, 

criteria of membership being associated with, but not wholly 

determined by, occupational status (Lockwood, p. 2(3). 

A number of community studies have been carried out in which the 

characteristics of the deferential worI,er arc displayed (1). Few 

deal explicitly with the value placed on education. In Ilanbury 

the implications of a gr~T.ar school education was clearly understood 

by both traditional and non-traditional "orldnr,-class. (stacey, 

p. 140). Jlo'vever, only ono instance is examined for its importance 

(1) For example Ernmett, I. .\ ~:orth \I'ales villap;e; Blins, N., nnd 
Scotson, J .L.P. The Established and the Outsider; and lVilliams, ·,'.N. The Sociology of an English Villar;e. 
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to differentiate traditionals from non-traditionals. Onc 

tra(li tional worl,er was not troubled when his son failed to get a 

grrumnar school place, "hereas a non-tradi tional worl,er was anxious 

that his son should get a place and was delighted when he did. 

In another study carried out in a rural area in the south of Scotland, 

by Littlejohn, the working class had no special rer;ard for education 

but 11eld that their children should have the same opportunities as 

any other group. On the other hand,the property owners (fanners) 

tiere indignant that the working class should expect any schooling 

after thirteen, hoding that this experience makes them reject rural 

life, and leads to rural depopulation. Local professionals agreed 

to this in part but held that thoso children with ability should be 

given some chance to attend the secondary school (p. 108). 

(ii) Tradi tional ~!iddle-Class 

The traditional middle-class group incorporate the independent 

professionals and entrpreneurs and to some extcnt the 'blocked' 

or 'satisfied' ',hite collar professional worltor. They arc cOM".1unity 

bound to the extent that, although they arc involved in their 

occupation, they are unlil,ely to move from the to,,'Il and consequently 

support the. localvalue:!!!ystem. They are also most likely to make 

business connections through their positions in local affairs. 

Dusiness and leisure may be difficult to differentiate. They are 

involved in an interactional system "hich is closely related to their 

"orlt community relationship. They are most li!<ely to live in r.dxed 

occupational communities but unlike the non-traditional middle-class 

,dll vie,{ these as opportunities to advance business and other 

interests (1). 
---------------------------------------------------------------------
(1) In Danbury there "ere so many cross-thrcads in personal rel:tion

ships that business, social, political, relirrious and f=ily life 
'vere intimately connected. To a great extent the same people 
met in every case or the aMount of overlapping I<as sufficient 
for behaviour in onc field to be knO'ffl in the other. (Stacey, 
p. 1(8). 
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In the cOnt"1unity "ystem they are likely to hold the important positions 

of rcsponsibility and leadership, a situation "hich is ensured by the 

local status systcm which allocates responsibilities according to 

'who you are'. This description embraces Danbury and Glossop. 

The middle-class educational pattern of Danbury is traditional 

(stacey, p. 140-142). Children are sent to the day private primary 

school and then to a small public or boarding school, if thcy are 

unable to get a place in the state ~rammar school. In the upper 

middle-class no case was found of parents taking advantage of state 

education. They sent their children to a pre-preparatory school 

and later to board at a public school. In Glossop no indication 

was given of the preference of this group of people for a 

particular type of school. The study suggested that middle-class 

children,as an undifferentiated group, are proportionately more 

likely to attend a grammar school, than their "orldng class counterparts. 

D. Non-Traditional Groups 

It will be realised from the earlier analysis of the affect of 

occupational mobility upon the social structure of the community 

that both the non-traditional worldnrr-class and the non-traditional 

middle-class had experienced residential mobility. However, it "as 

more likely that the middle-class group had experienced occupational 

mobility, a feature which would affect their model of society. 

Loclcwood suggested that the middle-class model of society would bc 

hierarchical, but \;ould differ in many respects from the hierarchical 

model held by thc defer'c:1tial worker (Locl<t,ood, p. 265, note 24). 

The present arRUMent .naintains that there 'flll also be differences 

betveen the models held by the non-traditional and traditional 

middle-class. 

(1) Non-tradi tional "orkin~-class 

The non-traditional "lOrkint;-class is usually found in low cost 
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housing estates, in property rented privately, or in local 

authorities housing estates. Attachments to worI: are instrumental 

and community relations privatised. The \{ork role describes minimal 

involvement in the job, and attaclunents to worIollates or to the 

\{orlcplace are small. 110rk is aeen as a means to an end, not as a 

"central life interest". \Jork is performed for its financial 

The technology of the \{orIt shop isolates the \{orker from 

his \{oritmates and cohesive \{orIt groups are not formed. liorkers are 

not involved in occupational communities and co~~unity relations are 

not sustained by longstanding worIt relationships. Lack of 

facilities ,.hich encourage participation in COrnr.lon activities, and 

the '{orlters inability to create patterns of sociability, leads to a 

home-centred life. This favours the development of a status system 

based upon conspicuous consumption, a person being judged by what he 

o'ms rather than by the evaluation of his personal characteristics 

as described by his membership of various overlapping status groups. 

"Face to face" relationships have been superleded by "window to 

\dndow" relationships (LocIt,{ood, p. 257). 

In Greenleigh, a community which fits into this category, the 

proportion of parents who wanted to send their children to a 
, . 

gra.'lIIllar school \{as no different from that of DethnaL . Green, the 

community of origin of the families studied (Young and l1illmott, 

p. 178). This contrasted \d th II'oodford, a ne\f com.~uni ty on the 

outskirts of London, "here the \10rkinr,-class parents were as keen as , 

the middle-class thnt their children should do well at school (lYillmott 

and Young, p. 114). This adds \{eight to Eggleston' s thesis that 

I!lanual Horkers "ho lived in predominantly middle-class communities, 

were more lil(ely to adopt a middle-class orientation to education 

(Eggleston, 1967, pp. 34-35). Nusgrove and Taylor \,ho made a 

detailed study of t\{O schools, onc in a municipal housing estate, 
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the other in a privately owned housing estate, found that only 

slightly more than half of the \{orlcing-class group from the municipal 

housing estate expressed preference for a grammar school education 

for their children. They did, however, express the ,dsh that the 

school should train desirable patterns of behaviour such as obedience, 

respect for elders, honesty, steadiness, truthfulness, respectability, 

and the curbing of bad language (1969, Ch. 3). In J.Iitchell and 

Lupton's stU(ly of housing estates no comment was forthcoming 

about education, although there I{as conflict betl{een the "roughs" 

and the "respectables", the former preventing the latter from 

bringing up their children as they \{anted (p. 59). In J3anbury 

no difference I{as made between traditionals and non-traditionals 

except in the cuse of tl{O ,;orkers. The traditional Horker sholied 

indifference to\'ards grUl!1t:lar school education, ,,'hereas the 

non-traditional worker "as most anxious that his son should attend 

a grammar school, althoug-h the boy left before he l<as sixteen. An 

interesting feature about the non-traditional worker \ias that he 

was a strong trade-unionist \{ho was convinced that his son \;as 

victimised by his headmaster for political reasons. Perhaps the 

group of nen-traditional \{orkers Hith strong trade-union 

affiliations ,dll adopt a proletarian model rather than an hierarchical 

model of society. 

Hillmott's study of Dagenham is of some interest as it 

investigated the second generation of a municipal housing estate. 

In contrast to the first generation housing estates such as 

Greenleigh, \{here behavioural patterns followed the non-traui tional 

patterns outlined earlier, the second generation of Dagellham had 

re-emerged ,;,i th a set of norms and values similar to those "'hicll 

described the traditional proletarian \;orker. This study 

suggested that the adaptation to changed social and economic 



circlll;lstanccs, which cncoura1:ed the <levelopment of un attriuutional 

status systeol, may givo -"ay in the secon<l generation to onc bUGed 

upon inter<lction, especially where the population remained relatively 

unchanf;ed. \,l)en onc cOMpares fa;:lily life in Greenleif;h and 

Dagenham it is found that the fonner adopted a home centred, 

indivitluated style of life with family responsibilities being shared 

by husband and wife. In the latter the husband and Idfe led 

separate existencies. In Dagenhwa, the husband's social life 

extended beyond the homo to his peer Group whilst the wife's was 

centred upon friends, neighbours, and above all the dauf;hter 

(\Iillmott, p. 111). This pattern is similar to that described as 

traditional. So far as education is concerned the !:lother !:lay 

assume sole responsibility for bringing up the children being the 

i!:lportant home figure in the developMent of the child's educational 

aspirations. 

Finally, some urban areas !:lay be partly composed of a mobile 

popUlation \;ho reside in the area for a limited period of time 

during which lar1:e numbers arc unl'lllployed. 

Street area liould come into this catef;ory. 

Part of l,~ays' Crolffi 

It is significant that 

this group I;ere most indifferent to their children's schooling. 

Schools in the less stable and less rooted areas bained fewer 

examination successes and parents shol;ed less interest in the work 

of the school (l.!ays, lDG5, p. 18G-1S7). In ~:erton' s terms this 

group may constitute the true aliens in society. (r.!erton, 19G5, 

p. 207). ,\s a drifting population they arelin the society but not 

of it. Their reaction to society is more likely to be reflected in 

indifference than in conflict. 

(ii) Non-traditional middle-class 

This group includes the r:lanagerial, professional, and 

adr.!inistrative group of I<orlccrs \;hose careers for the most part are 



provided by large scale enterprises which ensure opportunities for 

advancement through the hierarchical structure of the orcanication, 

promotion often being accompanied by residential nobility (1). 

This combination of occupational and residential mobility is called 

"spiralism", and Ilatson, who coined the term, suggested that "this 

mobility in carcer and residence COl:U-;lOn to man~ professional 

people has siGnificant social consequences, for it affects both tho 

organisation for which they work and the comlllUnities in ',hich they 

live" (IJatson, p. 147). This group differ from the privatised 

wor!<crs by the fact that residential mobility is most likely to be 

determined by their careers. 

Lock"ood suggests that this group arc likely to find. their Hork 

intrinsically rel<arding and to identify Id th both their colleaGues and 

their occupational milieux. They arc involved in internctional 

status systems and although they live in occupationally r.1ixed <: 

communities, they tend to make friends a'llongst their occupational 

group. They differ from their traditional middle-class 

counterparts in that their interactional status system is based 

upon the criteria of achievet:lent in occupational life rather than 

upon acceptance in social life. status is based upon the 

possession of a number of sub-cultural.characteriotics some of "hich 

arc based on achievement, others upon ascription (2). 
---------------------------------------------------------------------
(1) No distinction is made between the 10lier paid white collar and 

the professional and managerial groups. This is due to the 
suggestion put forlfard by Goldthorpe and Loclu{Ood that this group 
may earn smaller incomes than the manual group of workers, but in 
interactional and relational terms their style of life ,;ill 
resemble the higher paid white collar r:roup (Goldthorpe et aI, 
19G7, p. 22). C.f. Goldthorpe and Lockwood, 19G2, for the 
defining characteristics of class membership. 

(2) In ranbury the non-traditionalist "as less concerned ,.,ith local 
social acceptance than the traditionalist. Friendship patterns 
were narro"er and membership of formal organisations "ere entered 
into as a means of developing or testing s!dlls, rather than for 
the purpose of meetinr: people. liitness the conflict at the tennis 
club bet,,'een traditionalists and non-traditionalists. 
Traditionalists \1ere opposed to competitive tennis. Unlike the 
non-tradi tionalist they viOl.ed the gwoe, not as an exercise of 
physical prowess, but as a mcans of consolidating lon~standing 
friendships (Stacey, p. 18). 
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In lVoodford (Ilillmott and Young, p." 113) the middle-class 

group valued education for its mm saIce - to make the best use of 

the children's ability. This compares favourably with the middle-

class group in Husgrove and Taylor's study (1969, Ch. 3), 

where ninety per cent favoured a grammar school education, but stressed 

education according to the child's interests and ability. In 

\,oodford education according to ability \{as tempered ",i th the 

realisation that gaining entrance to n grammar school opened the \my 

to university and the professions (1). In P~nbury the non-

traditionalists followed the middle-class traditionalists' pattern 

by sending their children to private schools, a process \{hich they 

envisaged would pass on their achieved status, freeing their children 

from the limitations of status from which the parents had risen. 

This \,ould give the children more chance of up\mrd mobility than 

they could hope for themselves. Niddle-class traditionalists who 

had worked their way up in business held a similar vio\{ (Stacey, 

p. 141). In Glossop, no distinction was made between the traditional 

and non-traditional in terms of education. Distinction \mS made 

between working-class and middle-class children to show that the 

children of middle-class parents have proportionately better chances 

of attending a grammar school than their \(orldng-class counterparts. 

3. The Social Context of the School and Educational Values 

TIlis analysis of the social context of the school in relation 

to educational values has proved n useful sociological device to 

highlight two dimensions of community social structure which aid the 

clarification of sociological differences between different types 

of community. TIlis sociological analysis indicates the need to 

question the validity of demographic and geographic indices ot the 

community context ot schools which may not point to sub-cultural 

differences in orientation to euucation. Evidence trom this 
---------------------------------------------------------------------
(1) This was especially true amonr;st tho lm,er paid white collar 

workers. C.t. IVillmott and Young, p. 113. 



chapter su:;gestn that patterns of nocial relationships and 

Guu-cultural differences cannot be tied to specific GeoGraphical 

contexts and that the form thene differences take Idll be influenced 

by home und wor!c si tuationo. It is not suggested that the 

community conceived in these terms is the causal factor , .. hich explains 

differences in values relating to education at school level. It 

is argued that the cOlnltunity conceived in sociological terms will 

provide a more illuminating indication of co~nunity eA~ectations 

than those described in g-cographical or demobraphicaLtertlls. The 

use of the two dimensions is more of a sociological strategy than 

an assertion of reality. Further enquiries may reveal other 

factors at local level which will affect educational values. 

llo,;ever, the evidence frorn this chapter indicates that the 

chan:,ing occupational structure I<ith its concornitant affect on 

social and occupational mobility may significantly influence 

patterns of social integration and social control. '£111s process 

may have some uearing upon educational values. For instance in 

the style of life personified in the privatised worker, the mode of 

social integration uill move from the situation where social 

control is rneuinted through a cornmon system of beliefs and values 

',hich produces detailed rel,ulation of conduct in traditional working 

class COr.lI:1Uni tics, to onc in l,hic11 the ir.l;:)ediate family will be 

more responsible for the behavioural renponses of their children (1). 

"'here these responses are indeterminate or wealc, children may turn 

to their peer group as a source of values and beliefs, including 

those related to education. (Ilargreaves, p. 149, l:l'gleston, lUG7, 

p. lOG). This tIay be true of both traditional and non-traditional 
---------------------------------------------------------------------
(1) For n discussion of the concept "style of life" see Durns, 'r., 

(1!l67) Ita ",eaninr: in everyday life", New Gociety, 25th ~-!ay, 
19G7. For an empirical example of its use sce Ginzberr:, E. 
(10GG) Tho Life-Styles of Educated lJOl~en, NOli York: 
Coltnnbia Uni versi ty Press. 



cOr.1c.:unitielJ, although in non-traditional communities in the absence 

of a com:nonly acceptcd system of values, the peer croup influence 

may become the primary <1eterminin,; factor in mo<1ifying or reinforcing 

educational values. 

::;0 far as the niddle-clalJs group is concerned the detaile<1 

conduct of chil<1ren \'lill be constrained by a nOI'lOlative climate ,,:hic1l 

places hiGh value on e,:ucation. This may be particularly evident 

UJOlonc;st the professional and manaGerial group ,,!lether occupationally 

mobile, occupationally blocked, or occupationally roote<1 in ono 

cor..muni ty "ho havo no established businesses to pass on to their 

children. 1l0"eVel\ local entrepreneurs may vie,,, the developtlent 

of skills and knowledce as important features in the continued 

survival of their business enterprises. The schooling of children 

J:>ay be sir;nificantly related to this factor. 

Finally, this chapter indicates that the effective study of 

the school depends upon placing it in its social envirohment. 

This factor "as recognised by both Parsons and Perrow, althOUGh 

neither offered specific methodological strategies for assessinG 

educational values. This chapter offers some infornation of the 

conditions and circumstances "hich might influence those valuen. 
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This study has concentrated upon the role of sociology in the 

organisational design of school systems and onc of the avenues, 

teaching, throu(:h which this Imo,>'!edge is diffused to those involved 

in school systems of education. It \las assumed that the 

sociological perspective "ould alert eliucators to sOr:le of the 

sociological factors "hich "ould be the source of organi"ational-

linked educational problems. It did not deal with the sociologist 

in the role of consultant or adviser to school systel:1G, ,dth the use 

of specific strategies to effect educational chanr;e, nor with the 

problem of collaborative relationships ueh'een Bociologists and 

educationists. 

The overvie" of the organisational and community features of 

Bchool systems indicated that the intellectual basis of this "ork "as 

restricted by the limited scope of sociological research into the 

organisational structure of the school. The c1iscontinuous nature 

of this research signifiec1 the need to develop a comprehensive 

fr=el~orl( on "hich to order existing research, onc "hich identified 

the structural features of school systems >bich mir-ht be the source of 

orr;anisational problems. This "ould offer clues to prohleC1s "hich 

"cre generic to school syster:ls, and to sone of the consefluences which 

"ould be I:!ost lil:ely to occur "'i th the introliuction of planned 

educational changc. It "as found that the judicious use of theoretical 

concepts, ideas, and research findin~s from other areas of sociological 

research provided a fruitful ad(l! tional source of informaL on which 

highlir,hted 130me of the structural features of school SystC"'S. 

The study demonstrates that the informec1 use of sociological 

findin£:s contrillutes to all p:,aI3CS of Bcllool life fror.l r;oal setting 

to ,·;oal implementation. 1\0 strate8:ies "ere specifically offered to 

deal ,;1 th educ;, tional !Jroblcms, !Jut sone intlication Hal3 :;i ven of the 

ennui tions anti circumstances \..;ilicI1 shoul<.l be considered t.r:lcn 
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diagnosing educational problems and imple:nenting educational [,;oals. 

The. sociological pcrspective challenged t\10 aspects of goal 

formulation. Firstly, the worlt of Grosz, N. and others chnllenged 

the assumption that teachers, pupils, parents, unll others l,ho arc 

involved in school syste::1s held similar vie1-Js about educational goals. 

In state schools it l<US azserted that there l1as not a hi[>11 degree of 

consensus over tho goals of tho school; whereas in public schools 

Lambcrt maintained that ",embers of the orGanisation set chared similar 

views in relation to the objectives of schools. 

disaGreement or agreement over organisational goals is still 

relatively unexplored in schoolc in this country. 3econdly, the 

theoretical orientation put forward by lctzioni (19GO) questioned the 

validity of the arbitrary definition of [>oals. Gducationists 

overlooked the or[>anisational and corllnunity variables 1<hich 

influenced the attainment of orl'anisationul 1;0<11s. The recognition 

anll understanding of the complex set of factors wnich influenced 

the functioning of schools, provided un objective basis on "hich to 

formulate the r:oals of the school. This would be ,suPl'lemented by 

the educator's Icnouledge of non-soci0101\'ical variables l;hicIt would 

have some influence upon school functioninG. 

Ii' the sociological perspective maue a contribution to goal 

formulation it also indicated a number of conditions IVhich could 

influence the ir:Jplen:entntion of these r:oals. The distinction between 

external nnd internal-directed problems I-JaS fairly clear cut. The 

fact that the school existed "ithin an nd"TIinistrative as "ell as 

social environment exposed the school to l\ numbcr of prohle"s !;hich 

affccted its functioning. ProbleMs Here likely to arise ,,,hen 

members of the com1unity, Hhether educCltional adr1inistrntors or other 

interested l'ersons, atteMpted to interfere Hith the decision ",ruting 

processes of the school. It I,as demonstrated by Paraona and Bidwell 



tI:at the Gchool required a measure of autonomy to make decisions 

\,bich were in the best interests of the children as well as the 

public constitucncy. Chapter 5, "The Social Context of the School", 

also suggested that the implementation of educational goals would 

be influenced by the social compoGition of the school's catclunent 

area. Schools in middle-class areas were more likely to be supportive 

of the educational goals of the school, \;hilst those in \;orldng-class 

areas "ere more likely to place 10\; value upon education. There "as 

evidence to suggest that this held true in both traditional and 

non-traditional communities although the locus of these values was 

likely to differ in each. For instance, traditional "orldng-class 

communities were r,-overned by complex and inflexible systems of 

norms and values \lhich produced detailed regulation of conduct. 

These values placed a 10" premium on education. 

Internally, h .. o problem areas arose, the first at administrator

teacher level, the second at teacher-pupil level. Firstly, both 

Parsons and Did"ell maintained that schools were expected to achieve 

a minimal level of educational attainment, a process "hich required 

some control over \ .. hat "ent on in the classroom. TIlis was ensured by 

rational procedures to facilitate the sequential co-ordination of 

classroom activities. Teachers, on the other hand, were confronted 

\11th children "ho sho\;ed marked differences in aptitude and abi11 ty. 

It was necessary to'assess subtle variations in behaviour and adjust 

teaching techniques accordingly. This entailed a measure of 

functional autonomy over what \;as taught in classrooms, and made the 

control and co-ordination of classroom activities problematic. 

Secondly, both llargreaves and Gordon indicated that children 

enter school compulsorily, and it "as liltely that the youth culture 

of the school lIould be org-anised around the immediate interests of 

the children. \-,'here children's values ~lere opposed to the school. 



teachers '''ere exposed to the problems of ensuring that the 

children's educational level would conform to their abilities. 
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The study also indicated that the functional approach employed, 

in particular by Parsons, under-rated the errect of chanr,e, both 

planned and unplanned, upon the structure of social relations in 

schools and upon the goals of' schools. Unplanned chan~e related to 

social processes over which the school had no control but ',hich 

affectC'd the functioning of the school. Planned change related to 

contrived schemes to improve educational practice. These plans 

often met with unanticipated consequences. The distinction between 

external nnd internal problems ,ms a::;ain fairly clear cut. 

Analysis from a number of community studies indicated that the 

composition of the catchment areas of schools may be chan",in!,: due to 

the process of' residential and occupational mobility. It '{as 

hypothesised that these chanr;cs ',ould have an effect upon the 

non-tradi tional ,.,orltinr;-cla"s and their values relating to education. 

This (~ro\lp, "ho predominantly lived in 10" cont !Jrivate housel3 or in 

local authority housing estates, had no come'only acceptetl f>ystem of 

noms and values, in contrant to their tratli tional ,:orldnr;-class 

counterpartn. In these cOl'lmuni tics the imClediate fanily became more 

responsible for the behavioural renponses of' the children including 

values rc1:ting to education. \,11ere the home background of 

children ,;as indifferent to tho:values of' the school it I1::1S likely 

that the peer group "ould becono the iDl'ortant source of 1: eliers and 

values inclti(lin!~ t11cSC rclL1tinrr to education. ~:hcrc secondary 

education "as reor"anise€! alonr; COMprehensive linos and the catchment 

arcus of schools became morc hO~logcncous te!:r;lcstcn t::ugG'cstccl that 

it ,;as conceivable that the peor group could bocoMe tl,o Mont i!!lportant 

source of <1ccir,ionn rnlatin~; to edncation, cnpecin,11y ~.\.'hcro homo 

bc.clq-~round \-:as indifferent to 8choolin:~. 
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The presence of unselccted clients may have a crucial effect 

upon the successful attainment of the goals of the school. It also 

may lead to their modification or transformation. Schools as 

organisations are ensured of a steady flo'{ of clientele and nOI'l:1ally 

their existence is assured. ',here the school has no control over 

its intake the '1Orlc of Gouldner suggested that it may develop 

adaptive Meehanim:1s to deal Id th those pupils "hose values are 

op!,osed to those of the school. The present ~Jriter has knowledge 

of a school in Leicestershire Ifhich eMI'loyed a system of sec;regation 

to minimise disruptions. Days, in the fourth form "ha Here in 

their last ter", of school continually violated the rules of [~ood 

conduct in schools and adversely affected the functioning of the 

school. They ,,'ere segregated into a single forn for all school 

activities nnd supervised principally by one teacher "'ho had few 

control difficulties. In other circumstances these boys !!lay be 

placed in the lower strear.1s of the school. F'or some groups of' 

children circumstances enforce the modification of the school goals. 

Pressure of environ.'"1ental restraints Has also apparent in the 

study carried out in a junior college in },Merica by Clarl·., a process 

IIhich led to the transformation of the original organisational goal. 

Vocational training 'ms the oriGinal objective of the college. 

Pressure fron Rtudents ,:ho "anted to follo,{ a curriculum course 

',hich led to university transfer forced the colleGe to emphasise 

curriculu'TI over vocational courses. This divcrted the college from 

its oriGinal goal. 

:':i thin schools planned chanc;es are taldnr, place ,,-hich effect 

the task structure as , .. ell as the non-task related social structure. 

~or instance, the movc;.,ent t.o teilm tcachinr; has imjlortunt consequences 

for personnel in the school. The approach of Ilerro" ancl 

~ernstein indicated that it could have a far reac!lin,": effect upon 



the co-ordination and control of teaching activities. 

Co-ordination of teaching activities would require c~-operative 

efforts from teachers from different subjects, a process which 

night underedne both individual and departloental patterns of 

autonomy. 1J0lwver, it was demonstrated that the. loss of 
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indiviuual pOlver ,(ould be replaced by a greater measure of collective 

l'ot.'er of teachers in determining major decisions reUing to teaching 

tasks. This could provide proble",S in the co-ordination of these 

activities by the administrative staff. In some schools this 

problem ,{as overcome by the al'Pointr.1ent of a senior member of staff 

Ilhosespecific job ';us to co-ordinate the teachin~ activities of the 

members of the teaching team. 

I:nowledg-e of both planned and unplanned chanr;es arc useful to 

anticipate some of the uifficulties l'lhich schools arc likely to 

encounter in the contemporary education scene. I!ol{ever t the 

recof·ni tion of community and orc;anisa tional-linked sources of 

educational prolllens is only valuable if the school is in a position 

to manipUlate or influence those variables considered inportant. 

The study by llarr;reaves ot LUtlley Secondary School illustrated these 

points although it \las not specifically fomulated as an evaluative 

study of the organisational effectiveness of tho:.school. lIe recognised 

tIltit the school1"as influenccd by a nur.:ber of organisational and 

eon:cuni ty forces ,·:ltieh affectcu the o"tco",o of the edtlcation.al 

profess. He foctlssed upon onc organisational feature over 'fllich 

the school had sono control, streamin::;. It llan the source of 

operational problems at LUtlley. strca!;lint~ "\las rccponsi1Jlc for the 

pl'oceGs of sub-cultural differentiation in the school, anu it' had 11 

fundamental affect upon the euucative process and prevented the 

attainClent of both the acader.dc nnu social Goals of the school. In 

the section of his stuuy "hich uealt I(ith "Implications for Education", 
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he offered a number of suggestions to overco~e the proble~s experienced 

in the school. It was conceived that these suggestions or strategies, 

if adopted, would lead to the school's greater effectiveness in 

achieving itr, goals. It "as not the purpose of the study to 

evaluate the effect of stre,"rtinr, upon the social proceGGel3 of the 

school, and to suggest strategies to MiniMise orrnnisational 

disrnptions, so tJ,at there "as little infOrMation reg-ardin" the 

staff's receptiveness to Ilargreaves' sugr:;estions for preventing or 

r:tiniMisinr, organisational proble:::13 "l1ich accompanied the process 

of strear:ling. 1l01lever, the lack of receptivity to ono piece of 

advice to mininise orr,anisational disruption indicated another 

important problem in organisational deGign, the cap behreen research 

findings, advice for action,and action itGelf. 

I:arr;reaveG' onc piece of unequovical advice to prevent 

sub-cuI tural differentiation ,{al3 to abanllon the system of 

streanine. Thil3 strategy Has unacceptahle to the staff of Lumley. 

Alternative stratei~ies \lere put forl<ard Hhich mir:;ht be acceptable 

to the school Hithout too much disruption of the pref;ent orr:;anisational 

fra':1e\/or!" but no report HaG ~ade of the Hay thece "ere received by 

the I3taff. 

The ner;ative response of the staff to the ahandonr.1ent of 

streur.1ing touched upon a senGitive areu of educational pedagogy. 

It Hould have been interesting to lmo\{ ,-:hether strate:;ies "'hich 

touched upon leGS central aspects of the edt:eatioral ,,'rocesG, such 

as the re-orr;anication of extra-curricular activities to ensure 

co-operative relationships, ,iQuld have aroused such oPPoGition. 

The implicationG of this study for orGanisational deuic;n arc 

extremely important. If a sociolOGist carriel3 out a study of the 

cffcctivcnc::;s of tl1C school and EugGcsts strutc~ics \~hich are not 

practicell, unanticipateu, or controverGial, he ",ay leave the 
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educational system not only \dth the original problem, but ,.,ith 

the additional problem of what to do ,d th the additional information. 

Clearly "hen the sociologist moves out of the security of the 

lecture room and into the \iorld of empirical research into 

organisational design, he may encounter a number of problems in 

translating his research findings into lines of action \{hich are 

acceptahle to the educational system. In this country, sociolor:ists 

of education may have anticipated a number of these difficulties, 

and decided to concentrate upon less controversial areas of 

organisational analysis. Certainly King indicated that it \ias 

unethical for sociologists to become involved in evaluative studies 

of schools. lIe maintained that educational decision-r.!aking "as 

the prerogative of the educationist. This limited the utility of 

soeiolof:Y in the organisational design of school systems. It is 

possible, \{ithout incurring unusual problems of value ambivalence, 

for sociologists to carry out evaluative studies of schools and 

contribute to greater organisational effectiveness. They have been 

underta!<en in other organisational fields. l!argreaves' study 

offered a beginning. Even although it \ias not conceived to solve 

organisational problems it "ould be interesting to find out the 

relative utility of his proposed strategies to effect organisational 

change. This ';ould prove invaluable to the development of lines of 

action for schools \1hich experienced similar problems. 

To SUIIl up. Increasingly sociologists are being used in 

colleges and universities in the assumption that their skills and 

knowledge will materially improve the training of teachers and 

educational ad~inistrators. Unfortunately there has been a lack of 

curiosity amongst sociologists of education to go beyond their 

scholarly endeavours to bring their competences to bear upon specific 

educational ]1roblems of school systems. Ad,nittedly, a mnnber have 
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cnrric(l out empirical studies of schools nnd offered a more 

objective assessment of the interpersonal fnctors "'hich affect the 

functioning of Rchools. Pe\l have become involved !n deliberations and 

decinions rclatinC': to the develop!'lent of e,lucational policy. This 

in a SC"s! ti Ye iU"ca of orF,ani<;n tioI!al ucsiGn and sociolor;ints I'1U5t 

not creato C:qlcctatioon l.hic1l they cnI'not fulfil. ::evertheleRS, 

sociolor:i'~ts l'nvo the oppcrtunitJ" to ShOlf th:1t tteir t!wor('ticnl 

1,1('n3 I'.n<l rN)earch fintlinl~s t'~_n ;'enetrntc heyend a su;ocI'ficlal level 

ant! hnve C:ircct application for ;}rob1c!':lr; of :pr'-!ctice. Dcvclo~cnts 

in this dircction I>'ou1<.l counter t!,~ often raiseu critici"", that 

sociolo:;'J is an ace,ue;nic dil::cipline "ith no ,!irect a:opliC::ltion to 

practical situntiona. Thin is not an ar::;u,,;ent fot'" cCf!l;mlsi vc 

inv01vonent n031ectln: other arcas of socl010;iou1 cndeavour. 

This stuuy hoa outlined. co~~o of tho re.sources ':'\\"ul1a1>10 to 

thoce involved in the teuchinr, role to indlcatc GO::1e of trle 

orGanic<ltiona1 ar.a connmi ty-lin'wt.! sourccs of cduc.l tio"'-Il l'1'ol>lcr;)s. 

Others nicht turn proiitul.>ly to tho o",;;i1'ic,-\l study of 

org'lIlicational effectiveness to offer specific stratc;:-ies to 

alleviate ol"[;anhational JisturLul1ccs in school,.. This I.'ill involve 

the:;] in collullorativc relatiol1cllips with eJucutioniGtG, nil 

intc11ectu:ll cncountcr \,-liich may Le the courcc of further ;;1'001"'"'8. 

klO"I'led;;e of the:;" I~Uy prove vi t .. l to tho :2_ucee:.a;ful utili,,;! Hon 

of the fin.lint;() of ::;ociolor;y. 
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A F1tUlEIWRK FOR TIlE CCl:PARATIVE ANALYSIS OF TilE SCHOOL AS AN 

OIWANISATION (1) 

Perro,~ argued that it was um{arranted to assume that the major 

variable was being held constant when comparing several schools, 

unless the singular technologies of each of the schools was 

considered. I1is observations suggested that the technologies 

employed by schools will affect the taslt structures, the social 

structure, and the goals of schools. 

Technology 

Perrow indicated that, although a number of aspects of technology 

were important in some contexts, for his purpose he was only concerned 

with two which were directly relevant to organisational structure. 

Firstly, the number of exceptional cases encountered in the wor!t, 

and secondly, the search process ,.hich took place when exceptions 

occurred. This is an inadequate basis for comparing the educational 

technologies of different types of schools. The absence of empirical 

investigations mal,es the interpretation of the&e aspects of technology 

impossible to formulate. Ilowever, there is some evidence, mostly 

of an ideological nature, ~lich differentiates schools according to 

their routine or non-routine character, differences which can be 

described in terms of the type of educational technology employed. 

To illustrate these differences a hypothetical comprison will 

be made beh;een t,,.o "types" of comprehensive school, one utilising 

a routine, the other a non-routine technology (2). Doth schools 

will be non-selective, drmdng their pupils from similar socio-economic 

status catch~ent areas. This "ill control differences in 

intellectual abilities assuming that the schools drm{ from a normally 
---------------------------------------------------------------------
(1) Based upon the paper by Perrow, C., (Ul67), "A Frameworlt for the 

Comparative Analysis of Organisations", American Sociological 
ReviC\". Vol. 32. 
Sce accompanying model of the "Parts" of routine and non-routine 
schools at the end of this appendix. 
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distributed population, and for divergences in receptiveness to 

schooling which may be affected by differenees in social class 

Laclcgrounds. 

1. Educational Technology 

Basic to the analysis of educational technology is the assumption 

that the teaching situation must allow persistent interaction between 
, 

teacher and child. This will permit teachers to assess subtle 

variations in behaviour and adjust teaching techniques accordingly 

(Bidwell, p. 975). However, the principles underlying the pedagogical 

approach to teaching may vary. Dernstein in his penetrating paper 

"Open schools, Open Society" suggested that these principles might 

be changing, although they existed at an ideological rather than 

a substantive level. The change was evident in some schools, or 

with different age groups within schools. The changing pedagogy 

emphasised the teacher as a problem poser where knowledge was created 

in the context of self discovery. This contrasted with the pedai;o~ 

which was concerned with the learning of standard operations in 

specific contexts (p. 352). The former, in this section, will be 

denoted by the term "non-routine", the latter by the term "routine". 

In routine schools the organisation of teaching will be based upon 

ability groupings each class or group being taught by a different 

teacher for each subject. In non-routine schools there will be some 

integration between subjects the focus being on interdisciplinary 

enquiry in which some form ot team teaching will be employed. 

Although there are many interpretations of team teaching, in this 

discllssion it will be confined to the selection of a set number of 

teachers for a prescribed number of children. The teaching group 

\;111 offer a wide range of professional skills. The pupil group 

\;111 be undifferentiated in terms of ability. 
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2. Environment of routine and non-routine technologies 

In routine schools pupils will be fixed in sets or classes 

according to ability, each set or class having a fixed number of 

pupils. A single teacher will be assip;ned to each group for a 

specific period of time. There will be fixed classrooms for each 

subject and pupils will move to different classrooms for each 

subject. In non-routine schools pupils will be placed in 

heterogeneous ability groups, and the number in each group, and the 

time spent \<1 th each r;roup, will depend upon the nature of the task 

set. Teaching space will not be confined to specific classrooms 

and will be adapted to the requirements of the teaching tasl •• 

Within this context it can be expected that teachers will 

encounter a number of exceptions in both routine and non-routine 

schools, but these will be greater in the non-routine. In routine 

schools, with timetables and teaching tasks geared to some foIT.1 of 

examination and pupils streamed according to ability, exceptional 

circumstances will be less likely to be encountered. Search 

processes in this highly structured situation \<ill depend upon the 

insights and experience of individual teachers and will be related to 

the narrowly prescribed curl'iculum. In non-routine schools where 

pupils will be grouped according to their individual needs which \<ill 

be determined by the nature of the teaching tasks and the aptitudes 

of individual children, exceptional circumstances will he more 

likely to occur. In turn the search process \<ill be more complcx 

in determining the educational needs of each individual child. 

Teachers \<111 be unlikely to work in isolation and some form of 

co-operative effort will be required to diagnose the type of progrrunme 

to offer to children, and the strategies to be employed to ensure 

educational improvement. Programmcd learnin~ machines may be 

employed to ensure some predictability of outcome. 
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3. Task Structure 

Task structure, according to Perro\~, was defined in terms of 

differenccs in control and co-ordination. Control \{US brol.en up 

into two components; the degree of discretion an individual or group 

possessed; and the power of an individual or group to mobilise 

scarce resources and to control definitions of various situations. 

Discretion involved judgements about whether close supervision was 

required on teaching tasles, about the need to change the 

curriculum, and about the interdependence of teaching tasks. 

Power involved choices regarding basic goals or strategies. 

In routine schools \,hich will be orientated to some kind of 

examination system, discretion \>'ill be limited \l1th regard to the 

subjects taught. ~ihere the educational outcome is prescribed and 

the teacher and teaching group converge in the isolation of the 

single classroom, close supervision of teaching tasks will be tho 

norm. Interdependence of teaching tasks will be unnecessary 1n 

this highly structured situation. 

The power of the teacher or of a teaching group to influence 

basic goals or strategies in the routine school will be organised in 

terms of subject departments, and the distribution of this power 

\>'ill depend upon the importance attached to each subject. 

In non-routine schools it can be expected that the topic 

centred interdisciplinary enquiry \,ill require a greater 

interdependence between teachers, and bet\,een teachers and taught. 

The division of labour between teachers will rely upon the expertise 

of individual teachers and upon their \dllingness to co-operate in 

making use of their skills in a variety of different situations with 

groups of children which "ill vary in size and ab11i ty. Children 

will be expected to undertake a number of tasks without the close 

supervision characteristic of the routine school. Discretion 
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wi th regard to teaching tasks will be exercised in a different ,,-ay 

from that in the routine scbool. In the former discretion ,,.ill 

not be limited by a prescribed examination system \"hich will 

determine the choice of subjects to be taught, but by the necessity 

of co-operatinrr with other teachers in determining what will be 

taught to what category of pupil. 

Choices regarding basic goals and strategies will rest in the 

collective response of the teaching staff although it will be 

difficult to determine the location of major policy decisions as 

distinct from day to day operational decisions. The allocation of 

teaching staff and teaching groups may change in Ilon-routine schools 

but the method of allocating responsibilities will still be delegated 

to heads of departments who will be given additional financial 

allowances for this specific responsibility. Unless the method of 

allocating responsibilities changes it could be proposed that power 

will continue to lie in the hands of subject departments, a possibility 

"hich may encourage interdepartmental antagonisrns and undermine the 

success of interdisciplinary enquiry. 

Co-ordination of task related actiVities in routine schools "ill 

be achieved by planning whereas non-routine schools "ill be largely 

dependent upon feedbaclt. 

4. Social Structure 

Ferrow suggested that the social structure, or the non-task 

related aspects of organisational structure, 'iould be one of four 

types all of which were present in all organisations al thoU/:;ll the 

saliency varied. They were; firstly, social identity or com~unal 

social structures born of long tenure and close "orldng reLtionships; 

secondly, goal identification based upon the mission of the organisation; 

thirdly, work or task identification based upon technical satisfactions; 

and fourthly, instrumental identity based upon such exigencies as 
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job security, pay, and protection from arbitrary power. In schools 

the first and third may approximato to Gouldner's "local" and 

"cost:lopoli tan" respectively in "hich close worIting reMionships 

liill be characteristic of "locals" and technical satisfactions character

istic of "cosmopolitans". Goal identification or the mission of 

the organisation will be high in most types of schools, although it 

,-tll be much higher in "progressive" schools such as A.S". Neil's 

"Summerhill". The fourth category '<ill be unlikely to apply to 

any type of school in this country. 

5. Gonls 

Perrow identified three types of organisational goals. Firstly, 

system goals which related to the characteristics of the system as 

a whole. Secondly, product characteristic goals which related 

to the product the organisation decided to emphasise. Thirdly, 

derived goals ,~hich referred to the uses to which power generated 

by the organisation could be put independent of the other two goals. 

In routine schools system goals '<ill emphasise organisational 

stability, few risks, and examination success. Product goals '<ill 

reflect little innovation, quantity rather than quality. superficial 

transformation of behaviour patterns, such as the acceptance of 

discipline, rather than the restructuring of character. Derived 

goals 1<ill reflect a conservative stance in routino schools. 

Non-routine schools on the other hand '<ill be less influenced by 

examination success, will take more risks, and will expect a 

certain degree of organisational flux. Innovation 1<ill be 

encouraged, quality 1<ill be advocated at the expense of 'luantity. 

and basic character transformation '-till be approved. 

schools '<ill be progressive. 

Non-routine 

Although Perrow's perspective ignored the role of cultural and 

social environt:tcnts in defininr, the characteristics of pupils and 
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the organisational goals and functional processes of different types 

of SChools. he provided some provocative ideas regarding the 

possible effects of techno10~ical chanr,e on the task structure. 

social structure. and /,:oa1s of schools. Some of the implications 

of these ideas '>'ill be discussed in the concluding chapter "here 

both the organisational consequences and the possible organisational 

obstructions to such changes "ill be discussed. 
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1. Educational technology -

(a) Standard operations in 
specific contexts. 

2. Technolo~ical environment -

(a) Fixed sets or classes. 

(b) Ability groups. 

(c) Fixed classroom. 

(d) Fixed periods of time per 
class. 

3. Task Structure -

I Control 

(i) Discretion -

(a) Little control over changes 
in curriculum. 

(b) Supervision of classes high. 

(c) Interdependence of teaching 
taslts low. 

(ii) Po\{er -

(a) Departmental. 

IX Co-ordination 

(11) Plan. 

4. Social structure 

(a) Admixture of goal and mission 
identity. 

5. Goals -
(1) System 

(a) Organisational stability. 

(b) Few risks. 

(c) Exam success. 

(ii) Product 

(a) Little innovation. 

(b) Quantity. 

(c) Superficial trans'6cnation 
of pupils. 

(Hi) Derived 

(a) Conservative. 

155. 

(a) Interdisciplinary enquiry 
involving team teaching. 

(a) Variable numbers in groups. 

(b) llixed ability groups. 

(c) No fixed classroom. 

(d) Variable \lork ~ods. 

(a) Control over curriculum high. 

(b) Superviaion of classes 10'i. 

(c) Interdependence of teaching 
tasks high. 

(a) Collective. 

(a) Feedbaclt. 

(a) Admixture of goal and misaion 
identity. 

(a) Organisational flux. 

(b) ilisk talcing. 

(c) Individual success. 

(a) Innovation. 

(b) Quality. 

(c) Dasic transformation of pupils. 

(a) PrOGressive. 
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